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Language wars: the 19 greatest linguistic spats of all time

Words are ever evolving – but not without controversy. From creative applications of an 
apostrophe to the overuse of literally, what makes you rage?
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‘Feminists argued that the tradition of us-
ing “she” to describe ships was anachro-
nistic and “perpetuat[ed] the patriarchal 
view” while naval enthusiasts claimed it 
was “political correctness gone mad”.’ 
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What is it about language that gets people so hot under the collar? That drives them to spend 
hours arguing with strangers on the internet, to go around correcting misspelt signs in the dead 
of night, or even to threaten acts of violence? The languages we speak are central to our sense of 
self, so it is not surprising that their finer points can become a battleground. Passionate feelings 
about what’s right and wrong extend from the use of “disinterested” to what gay people are al-
lowed to call themselves. Here are some of the most memorable rows, spats and controversies.


Apostrophe catastrophe 
A so-called “grammar vigilante” has been correcting shop fronts in Bristol, England, for more than 
a decade. His pet peeve is the confusion of plain old plurals with possessives, which in English 
are usually marked by an apostrophe followed by an S. Confronted with a sign advertising “Amy’s 
Nail’s”, he will obliterate the second apostrophe with a sticker. Addressing the potentially illegal 
nature of his mission in a BBC report, he said: “It’s more of a crime that the apostrophe is wrong 
in the first place”. Linguist Rob Drummond disagrees: “Fetishising the apostrophe as if its rules 
are set in stone,” he writes, “and then fostering an environment in which it is acceptable to take 
pleasure in uncovering other people’s linguistic insecurities is not OK.”


Are you really disinterested? 
Use this word at your own risk. If what you want to say is “lacking in interest” then brace yourself, 
because there’s an army of people who will point out that it should be “uninterested”, and that 
“disinterested” must mean “impartial”. They are sticklers for what they regard as the correct 
meaning, and have taken up columnist William Safire’s command to “rear up and rage, rage 
against the dying of an enlightening distinction”. The problem is that if a word is more frequently 
used to mean one thing than another, then that’s effectively what it means: you can’t fight a lin-
guistic consensus. The news for pedants gets worse, however. The OED tells us that the use of 
“disinterested” to mean not interested or unconcerned has been around since at least the 17th 
century, used by no less a stylist than the poet John Donne.
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Shipshape and patriarchal 
“It is an insult to a generation of sailors ... a ship is like a mother.” An incensed Admiral Lord West 
was speaking earlier this year about the Scottish Maritime Museum’s decision to stop using “she” 
to describe ships and boats on its information signs. The move, made after the female pronouns 
were scratched out by persons unknown, provoked a furious debate, with feminists arguing that 
the tradition was anachronistic and “perpetuat[ed] the patriarchal view” while naval enthusiasts 
claimed it was “political correctness gone mad”. Unlike English, many languages force speakers 
to assign a gender to inanimate objects, and there is evidence that it influences the way they 
think about them. For example, “bridge” is feminine in German and masculine in Spanish. When 
asked by researchers to pick words they associated with it, German speakers chose adjectives 
like “beautiful”, “elegant”, “pretty” and “slender” and the Spanish speakers chose “big”, “strong”, 
“sturdy” and “towering”.


‘Nucular’ war 
The fact that we used to make fun of George W Bush for his malapropisms seems quaint these 
days. But it was worrying to many of us at the time that the man in charge of the world’s most 
powerful nuclear arsenal didn’t seem to be able to pronounce it right. He said “nucular” and it 
was one more black mark against his intelligence. But this syllable-flip is in fact a fairly common 
linguistic process called metathesis. All English speakers live with the results of historic metathe-
ses that caught on: horse used to be “hros” and bird used to be “brid”.


Trumped by language 
Now we have far greater opportunities for ridicule in Donald Trump, whose multisyllabic man-
glings have become world famous: “covfefe” anyone? But acting as a linguistic irritant appears to 
be a family trait. Journalist Eve Peyser has kept tabs on words the president’s daughter Ivanka 
seemed to misuse in public pronouncements, and they included relative (“my husband keeps in-
credibly long hours, so I try to keep mine on a relative basis”), otherwise (“Cuddling my little 
nephew Luke, the best part of an otherwise incredible day!”) and “indeniably” (“Indeniably it’s 
very expensive to raise children”).


When commas change history 
Let’s just hope none of the Trump family gets to rewrite the US constitution, because it’s there 
that linguistic quirks get really serious. Its precise wording, even punctuation, has been endlessly 
scrutinised, sometimes with life-and-death consequences. The second amendment states that: 
“A well regulated Militia, being necessary to the security of a free State, the right of the people to 
keep and bear Arms, shall not be infringed.” The comma after the word “arms” has been used to 
argue that the framers of the constitution believed the right of an individual to own a gun was 
more important than collective self-defence. That interpretation ultimately resulted in the striking 
down of some Washington DC gun controls, which had been among the strictest in the nation.


‘Please return the word “gay”’ 
The word used to refer to gay people has been controversial in several languages, not least Eng-
lish, where people railed against the co-option of the term until quite recently. In 1990 an anony-
mous journalist wrote a piece for Newsweek headlined “Please return the word ‘gay’”. “It is of the 
least possible concern to me what homosexuals do with one another in the privacy of their 
homes ... But I want the word ‘gay’ back. ‘Gay’ used to be an extremely useful word. It showed 
up frequently in poetry and prose – Shakespeare used it 12 times.” Fast forward 30-odd years 
and a similar row is playing out in China, where the word tongzhi, whose literal meaning is “com-
rade” increasingly only has one interpretation. That didn’t stop the Contemporary Chinese Dictio-
nary from prudishly refusing to list its common connotation, with one compiler telling the BBC 
they “did not want to draw attention to its more colloquial meaning”.


The Ebonics controversy 
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In 1996 the school board of Oakland, California, decided to recognise the dialect of many of its 
African American pupils, which it called “Ebonics”, as a language. It would henceforth be used to 
“facilitate their acquisition and mastery of English-language skills”. The move became a major 
flashpoint in the US culture wars after being attacked by commentators across the country. Then 
Clinton aide Rahm Emanuel labelled it “a big mistake” and black leaders weighed in, too, with 
Jesse Jackson writing “in Oakland some madness has erupted over making slang talk a second 
language”. But the Linguistic Society of America took a different view. It said: “Characterisations 
of Ebonics as ‘slang’, ‘mutant’, ‘lazy,’ ‘defective’, ‘ungrammatical’, or ‘broken English’ are incor-
rect and demeaning” and argued that evidence from other countries suggested its use in the 
classroom would help students. The storm of criticism stifled sensible discussion of the issue for 
years. “Ever since,” according to the Economist, “any recognition that there is such a thing as 
Ebonics sets people foaming at the mouth.”


Splitting hairs 
You may have been told that it’s bad to split your infinitives in English – that you should never put 
anything between “to” and the verb – meaning a sentence like: “She wanted to fully support him” 
would be wrong. This was certainly a tenet of prescriptive works (like Strunk and White’s The El-
ements of Style) and classroom instruction for much of the 20th century. But the Chicago Manual 
of Style dropped its objection in 1983, and there are relatively few pedants now prepared to die 
on a hill to keep the infinitive joined in matrimony. The origins of the “rule” are shrouded in mys-
tery, with perhaps its earliest appearance in an 1803 grammar guide. But in reality, English 
speakers have been splitting their infinitives for hundreds of years. For an edict that’s never been 
properly observed, it has loomed surprisingly large in the grammatical consciousness.


Don’t call me ‘le president’ 
The self-appointed guardians of French, a once dominant language assailed by the rise and rise 
of English, can be especially touchy about changes to the conventions that govern speech. Par-
ticularly, it seems, when you add gender to the mix. In 2014 a row over whether masculine titles 
should be changed when the bearer is a woman erupted in the French National Assembly. Con-
servative representative Julien Aubert insisted on referring to socialist Sandrine Mazetier as 
Madame le president, using the masculine article and noun ending. Mazetier responded that he 
must call her Madame la presidente, and when he refused, she fined him €1,378 (£1,230).


Bollocks to jargon 
In the late 2000s, the problem of obscure government language was getting so bad that the 
House of Commons Public Administration Select Committee wrote a report on it. They referred 
back to comments by Tessa Jowell who, as culture secretary, said: “I have what I call a ‘bollocks 
list’, where I just sit in meetings and I write down some of the absurd language we use.” The re-
port notes: “The unlovely language of this unreal world floats along on a linguistic sea of roll-outs, 
step changes, public domains, fit for purposes, stakeholder engagements, across the pieces, 
win-wins, level playing fields and going forwards.” In what must be a rare rebuke of Latin from a 
Conservative leadership hopeful, Michael Gove lamented that: “Since becoming a member of 
parliament I’ve been learning a new language … No one ever uses a simple Anglo-Saxon word, 
or a concrete example, where a Latinate construction or a next-to-meaningless abstraction can 
be found.”


Buried in translation 
An interesting sub-genre of language controversy is the tiny translation error that has gigantic 
geopolitical ramifications. In 1956 Soviet leader Nikita Khruschev told western ambassadors at an 
event in Moscow My vas pokhoronim!, using a Russian idiom that means roughly “we will outlast 
you” – in other words, that communism would prevail in the long run. Against the background of 
a nuclear arms race, the English translation, “we will bury you”, took on an altogether more sinis-
ter meaning, particularly when it was splashed across the front pages of western newspapers. 
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Five years later the Cuban missile crisis brought the Soviet Union and the United States to the 
brink of nuclear war.


Polite to a fault 
Richard Nixon was foxed by elaborate Japanese politeness in 1969. Prime minister Eisaku Satō 
visited the White House amid a trade row over textile imports. Nixon’s job was to get him to agree 
to restrict them. According to the New York Times, “Mr Sato replied as he looked ceilingward, 
Zensho shimasu. Literally, the phrase means: ‘I will do my best,’ and that’s how the interpreter 
translated it. What it really means to most Japanese is: ‘No way.’” When the Japanese govern-
ment did precisely nothing, Nixon was furious, branding Sato a liar.


Black coffee 
There’s often a dark side to disputes over language: they are often the medium through which in-
ter-ethnic conflicts are brutally expressed. Linguists Marko Dragojevic and colleagues recount the 
story of a cafe in an area of Bosnia and Herzegovina controlled by Croatians during the 1992-95 
war. “On its menu, the cafe offered its customers coffee at three different prices, depending on 
which pronunciation customers used to order the item. Kava, indexing a Croatian, and by exten-
sion, Catholic identity, was sold for the modest price of 1 Deutsche Mark. Kafa, indexing a Ser-
bian and Orthodox Christian identity, was not available for sale. Finally, kahva, indexing a Bosnian 
Muslim identity, cost the customer a ‘bullet in the forehead’.”


The Waitangi swindle 
In 1840, the British government and more than 500 local chiefs signed a bilingual agreement that 
made New Zealand a colony. English missionaries had translated the draft of the Treaty of Wait-
angi into Maori but the two versions had important differences. The New Zealand Ministry of Cul-
ture explains that “in Maori it gave Queen Victoria governance [kawanatanga] over the land, while 
in English it gave her sovereignty over the land, which is a stronger term”. The English text also 
assured the Maori that they would have “undisturbed possession” of all their “properties”, where-
as the Maori translation merely gave them tino rangatiratanga (full authority) over taonga (trea-
sures) – a more nebulous term.


Mother’s month 
If you’re a ruler with absolute power there’s nothing to stop you issuing any manner of linguistic 
decrees. Turkish leader Atatürk, for example, masterminded the abolition of the Arabic script and 
the adoption of a Latin-based alphabet in 1928. In 2002, in another country where a Turkic lan-
guage is spoken, a more eccentric set of reforms failed to meet with universal approval. Turkmen 
president-for-life Saparmurat Niyazov decided to rename the months and days of the week ac-
cording to some of his favourite things: April changed from Aprel to Gurbansoltan, which hap-
pened to be Niyazov’s mum’s name. January was no longer Ýanwar, but Türkmenbaşy, which 
means “leader of the Turkmen” and was one of Niyazov’s self-bestowed titles. A Turkmen source 
told the BBC: “It seems like he lives on another planet,” and the changes never gained popular 
legitimacy. They were reversed in 2008, two years after his death.


A country at odds 
Belgium is a country divided between Walloons who speak French, and Flemings who speak 
Flemish, a variety of Dutch (Walloon and Fleming are the demonyms for people from Wallonia and 
Flanders). The linguistic conflict simmers in places like Linkebeek, whose population is 85% fran-
cophone, despite being in Flanders. In 2010, the Guardian reported that the man who had been 
elected mayor on 66% of the local vote was barred from taking office because he sent out elec-
tion literature in French to French speakers, and not in Dutch as the law stipulated. Conflict over 
language and identity was at the heart of Belgium’s failure to form a government for 589 days in 
2010–11, setting a record for a democracy.


Agree to disagree
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Linguists use the word “agreement” to describe the way the form of a word can change depend-
ing on its relationship with other words in a sentence. For example, if a man is named, then at 
second mention a pronoun can be used instead, but it has to “agree” in gender and number – so 
it would be “he” not “she”. But can it also be “they”? “They” is traditionally regarded as being 
plural: it refers to more than one person. As a result, sentences like: “If someone wants me, tell 
them I’ll be in the kitchen” are frowned upon. But, as so often with grammatical bugbears regard-
ed as dastardly innovations, this kind of usage has been around a long time – since at least 1375, 
according to the OED. And now, of course, “they” is increasingly being used to refer to those who 
do not identify with gender-specific pronouns. A key pedantic bastion fell in 2017, when the 
Chicago Manual of Style changed its advice to read “a person’s stated preference for a specific 
pronoun should be respected”.


Are you literally kidding? 
How can a word come to mean its opposite? That’s against nature, surely. Except when you con-
sider “cleave” or “sanction”, so-called auto-antonyms (you can cleave something apart or to-
gether; you can sanction a behaviour, then sanction someone for doing it). But enough of them. 
Literally seems to be a word on a journey from one meaning – “In a literal, exact, or actual sense; 
not figuratively, allegorically” – to its polar opposite – “the strongest possible version of a figura-
tive or allegorical sense”. Once more, this is a journey that began far earlier than you might think. 
The OED records the following sentence, from 1825: “Lady Kirkclaugh ... literally worn to a shad-
ow, died of a broken heart”. William Makepeace Thackeray wrote “I literally blazed with wit” in 
1847. That hasn’t stopped repeated shock not only at the usage itself, but at dictionaries’ radical 
decisions to include it. “Merriam-Webster caves in: ‘literally’ now means ‘figuratively’” declared 
one blog in 2011. “Merriam-Webster says the word can now mean its exact opposite” reported 
Salon in 2013. The pedant community is convulsed like this every few years despite the fact that, 
according to Merriam- Webster’s own lexicographers, the definition has been sitting there for all 
to see since 1909.


Don’t Believe a Word: The Surprising Truth About Language will be published by Weidenfeld & 
Nicolson in August
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Language Change 



Why it’s time to stop worrying about the decline of the English lan-
guage 

People often complain that English is deteriorating under the influence of new technolo-
gy, adolescent fads and loose grammar. Why does this nonsensical belief persist? By 
David Shariatmadari 
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The 21st century seems to present us with an ever-lengthening list of perils: climate crisis, financial 
meltdown, cyber-attacks. Should we stock up on canned foods in case the ATMs snap shut? Buy a 
shedload of bottled water? Hoard prescription medicines? The prospect of everything that makes 
modern life possible being taken away from us is terrifying. We would be plunged back into the 
middle ages, but without the skills to cope. 

Now imagine that something even more fundamental than electricity or money is at risk: a tool we 
have relied on since the dawn of human history, enabling the very foundations of civilisation to be 
laid. I’m talking about our ability to communicate – to put our thoughts into words, and to use 
those words to forge bonds, to deliver vital information, to learn from our mistakes and build on 
the work done by others. 

The doomsayers admit that this apocalypse may take some time – years, or decades, even – to un-
fold. But the direction of travel is clear. As things stand, it is left to a few heroic individuals to raise 
their voices in warning about the dangers of doing nothing to stave off this threat. “There is a wor-
rying trend of adults mimicking teen-speak. They are using slang words and ignoring grammar,” 
Marie Clair, of the Plain English Campaign, told the Daily Mail. “Their language is deteriorating. 
They are lowering the bar. Our language is flying off at all tangents, without the anchor of a solid 
foundation.” 

The Queen’s English Society, a British organisation, has long been fighting to prevent this decline. 
Although it is at pains to point out that it does not believe language can be preserved unchanged, it 
worries that communication is at risk of becoming far less effective. “Some changes would be 
wholly unacceptable, as they would cause confusion and the language would lose shades of mean-
ing,” the society says on its website. 

With a reduced expressive capacity, it seems likely that research, innovation and the quality of 
public discourse would suffer. The columnist Douglas Rushkoff put it like this in a 2013 New York 
Times opinion piece: “Without grammar, we lose the agreed-upon standards about what means 
what. We lose the ability to communicate when respondents are not actually in the same room 
speaking to one another. Without grammar, we lose the precision required to be effective and pur-
poseful in writing.” 

At the same time, our laziness and imprecision are leading to unnecessary bloating of the language 
– “language obesity,” as the British broadcaster John Humphrys has described it. This is, he said, 
“the consequence of feeding on junk words. Tautology is the equivalent of having chips with rice. 
We talk of future plans and past history; of live survivors and safe havens. Children have temper 
tantrums and politicians announce ‘new initiatives’.” 

It is frightening to think where all this might lead. If English is in such a bad state now, what will 
things be like in a generation’s time? We must surely act before it is too late. 
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But there is something perplexing about claims like this. By their nature, they imply that we were 
smarter and more precise in the past. Seventy-odd years ago, people knew their grammar and 
knew how to talk clearly. And, if we follow the logic, they must also have been better at organising, 
finding things out and making things work. 

John Humphrys was born in 1943. Since then, the English-speaking world has grown more pros-
perous, better educated and more efficiently governed, despite an increase in population. Most 
democratic freedoms have been preserved and intellectual achievement intensified. 
Linguistic decline is the cultural equivalent of the boy who cried wolf, except the wolf never turns 
up. Perhaps this is why, even though the idea that language is going to the dogs is widespread, 
nothing much has been done to mitigate it: it’s a powerful intuition, but the evidence of its effects 
has simply never materialised. That is because it is unscientific nonsense. 

There is no such thing as linguistic decline, so far as the expressive capacity of the spoken or writ-
ten word is concerned. We need not fear a breakdown in communication. Our language will always 
be as flexible and sophisticated as it has been up to now. Those who warn about the deterioration 
of English haven’t learned about the history of the language, and don’t understand the nature of 
their own complaints – which are simply statements of preference for the way of doing things they 
have become used to. The erosion of language to the point that “ultimately, no doubt, we shall 
communicate with a series of grunts” (Humphrys again) will not, cannot, happen. The clearest evi-
dence for this is that warnings about the deterioration of English have been around for a very long 
time. 

In 1785, a few years after the first volume of Edward Gibbon’s The History of the Decline and Fall 
of the Roman Empire had been published, things were so bad that the poet and philosopher James 
Beattie declared: “Our language (I mean the English) is degenerating very fast.” Some 70 years be-
fore that, Jonathan Swift had issued a similar warning. In a letter to Robert, Earl of Oxford, he 
complained: “From the Civil War to this present Time, I am apt to doubt whether the Corruptions 
in our Language have not at least equalled the Refinements of it … most of the Books we see now a-
days, are full of those Manglings and Abbreviations. Instances of this Abuse are innumerable: 
What does Your Lordship think of the Words, Drudg’d, Disturb’d, Rebuk’t, Fledg’d, and a thou-
sand others, every where to be met in Prose as well as Verse?” 

Swift would presumably have thought The History of the Decline and Fall, revered as a master-
piece today, was a bit of a mess. He knew when the golden age of English was: “The Period wherein 
the English Tongue received most Improvement, I take to commence with the beginning of Queen 
Elizabeth’s Reign, and to conclude with the Great Rebellion in [Sixteen] Forty Two.” 

But the problem is that writers at that time also felt they were speaking a degraded, faltering 
tongue. In The Arte of English Poesie, published in 1589, the critic George Puttenham fretted 
about the importation of new, foreign words – “strange terms of other languages … and many dark 
words and not usual nor well sounding, though they be daily spoken in Court.” That was halfway 
through Swift’s golden age. Just before it, in the reign of Elizabeth’s sister, Mary, the Cambridge 
professor John Cheke wrote with anxiety that “Our own tongue should be written clean and pure, 
unmixed and unmangled with borrowing of other tongues.” 

This concern for purity – and the need to take a stand against a rising tide of corruption – goes 
back even further. In the 14th century, Ranulf Higden complained about the state English was in. 
His words, quoted in David Crystal’s The Stories of English, were translated from the Latin by a 
near-contemporary, John Trevisa: “By intermingling and mixing, first with Danes and afterwards 
with Normans, in many people the language of the land is harmed, and some use strange inarticu-
late utterance, chattering, snarling, and harsh teeth-gnashing.” 

That’s five writers, across a span of 400 years, all moaning about the same erosion of standards. 
And yet the period also encompasses some of the greatest works of English literature. 
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It’s worth pausing here to take a closer look at Trevisa’s translation, for the sentence I’ve repro-
duced is a version in modern English. The original is as follows: “By commyxstion and mellyng 
furst wiþ danes and afterward wiþ Normans in menye þe contray longage ys apeyred, and som 
vseþ strange wlaffyng, chyteryng, harrying and garryng, grisbittyng.” 

For those who worry about language deteriorating, proper usage is best exemplified by the speech 
and writing of a generation or so before their own. The logical conclusion is that the generation or 
two before that would be even better, the one before that even more so. As a result, we should find 
Trevisa’s language vastly more refined, more correct, more clear and more effective. The problem 
is, we can’t even read it. 

Hand-wringing about standards is not restricted to English. The fate of every language in the 
world has been lamented by its speakers at some point or another. In the 13th century, the Arabic 
lexicographer Ibn Manzur described himself as a linguistic Noah – ushering words into a protec-
tive ark in order that they might survive the onslaught of laziness. Elias Muhanna, a professor of 
comparative literature, describes one of Manzur’s modern-day counterparts: “Fi’l Amr, a language-
advocacy group [in Lebanon], has launched a campaign to raise awareness about Arabic’s critical 
condition by staging mock crime scenes around Beirut depicting “murdered” Arabic letters, sur-
rounded by yellow police tape that reads: ‘Don’t kill your language.’” 
The linguist Rudi Keller gives similar examples from Germany. “Hardly a week goes by,” he writes, 
“in which some reader of the Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung doesn’t write a letter to the editor 
expressing fear for the future of the German language.” As Keller puts it: “For more than 2,000 
years, complaints about the decay of respective languages have been documented in literature, but 
no one has yet been able to name an example of a ‘decayed language’.” He has a point. 

The hard truth is that English, like all other languages, is constantly evolving. It is the speed of the 
change, within our own short lives, that creates the illusion of decline. Because change is often 
generational, older speakers recognise that the norms they grew up with are falling away, replaced 
with new ones they are not as comfortable using. This cognitive difficulty doesn’t feel good, and the 
bad feelings are translated into criticism and complaint. We tend to find intellectual justifications 
for our personal preferences, whatever their motivation. If we lived for hundreds of years, we 
would be able to see the bigger picture. Because when you zoom out, you can appreciate that lan-
guage change is not just a question of slovenliness: it happens at every level, from the superficial to 
the structural. 

Any given language is significantly reconfigured over the centuries, to the extent that it becomes 
totally unrecognisable. But, as with complex systems in the natural world, there is often a kind of 
homeostasis: simplification in one area can lead to greater complexity in another. What stays the 
same is the expressive capacity of the language. You can always say what needs to be said. 

Frequently, these changes are unexpected and revealing. They shed light on the workings of our 
minds, mouths and culture. One common driver of linguistic change is a process called reanalysis. 
This can happen when a language is learned for the first time, when babies begin to talk and con-
strue what they hear slightly differently from their parents. In the abstract, it sounds complex but, 
in fact, it is straightforward: when a word or sentence has a structural ambiguity, what we hear 
could be an instance of A, but it could also be an instance of B. For years, A has held sway, but 
suddenly B catches on – and changes flow from that new understanding. 

Take the words adder, apron and umpire. They were originally “nadder”, “napron” and “numpire”. 
Numpire was a borrowing from the French non per – “not even” – and described someone who 
decided on tie-breaks in games. Given that numpire and those other words were nouns, they often 
found themselves next to an indefinite article – a or an – or the first-person possessive pronoun, 
mine. Phrases such as “a numpire” and “mine napron” were relatively common, and at some point 
– perhaps at the interface between two generations – the first letter came to be seen as part of the 

https://www.faz.net/aktuell/


preceding word. The prerequisite for reanalysis is that communication is not seriously impaired: 
the reinterpretation takes place at the level of the underlying structure. A young person would be 
able to say “where’s mine apron?” and be understood, but they would then go on to produce phras-
es such as “her apron” rather than “her napron”, which older folk presumably regarded as idiotic. 

Another form that linguistic change often takes is grammaticalisation: a process in which a com-
mon phrase is bleached of its independent meaning and made into a word with a solely grammati-
cal function. One instance of this is the verb “to go”, when used for an action in the near future or 
an intention. There is a clue to its special status in the way we have started saying it. We all inherit 
an evolutionarily sensible tendency to expend only the minimum effort needed to complete a task. 
For that reason, once a word has become a grammatical marker, rather than something that car-
ries a concrete meaning, you do not need it to be fully fleshed out. It becomes phonetically reduced 
– or, as some would have it, pronounced lazily. That is why “I’m going to” becomes “I’m gonna”, or 
even, in some dialects, “Imma”. But this change in pronunciation is only evident when “going to” is 
grammatical, not when it is a verb describing real movement. That is why you can say “I’m gonna 
study history” but not “I’m gonna the shops”. In the first sentence, all “I’m going to”/“I’m gonna” 
tells you is that the action (study history) is something you intend to do. In the second one, the 
same verb is not simply a marker of intention, it indicates movement. You cannot therefore swap it 
for another tense (“I will study history” v “I will the shops”). 

“Will”, the standard future tense in English, has its own history of grammaticalisation. It once in-
dicated desire and intention. “I will” meant “I want”. We can still detect this original English 
meaning in phrases such as “If you will” (if you want/desire). Since desires are hopes for the fu-
ture, this very common verb gradually came to be seen simply as a future marker. It lost its full 
meaning, becoming merely a grammatical particle. As a result, it also gets phonetically reduced, as 
in “I’ll”, “she’ll” and so on. 

Human anatomy makes some changes to language more likely than others. The simple mechanics 
of moving from a nasal sound (m or n) to a non-nasal one can make a consonant pop up in be-
tween. Thunder used to be “thuner”, and empty “emty”. You can see the same process happening 
now with words such as “hamster”, which is often pronounced with an intruding “p”. Linguists call 
this epenthesis. It may sound like a disease, but it is definitely not pathological laziness – it’s the 
laws of physics at work. If you stop channelling air through the nose before opening your lips for 
the “s”, they will burst apart with a characteristic pop, giving us our “p”. 

The way our brain divides up words also drives change. We split them into phonemes (building 
blocks of sound that have special perceptual significance) and syllables (groups of phonemes). 
Sometimes these jump out of place, a bit like the tightly packed lines in a Bridget Riley painting. 
Occasionally, such cognitive hiccups become the norm. Wasp used to be “waps”; bird used to be 
“brid” and horse “hros”. Remember this the next time you hear someone “aks” for their “perscrip-
tion”. What’s going on there is metathesis, and it’s a very common, perfectly natural process. 

Sound changes can come about as a result of social pressures: certain ways of saying things are 
seen as having prestige, while others are stigmatised. We gravitate towards the prestigious, and 
make efforts to avoid saying things in a way that is associated with undesirable qualities – often 
just below the level of consciousness. Some forms that become wildly popular, such as Kim Kar-
dashian’s vocal fry, although prestigious for some, are derided by others. One study found that 
“young adult female voices exhibiting vocal fry are perceived as less competent, less educated, less 
trustworthy, less attractive and less hireable”. 

All this is merely a glimpse of the richness of language change. It is universal, it is constant, and it 
throws up extraordinary quirks and idiosyncrasies, despite being governed by a range of more-or-
less regular processes. Anyone who wants to preserve some aspect of language that appears to be 
changing is fighting a losing battle. Anyone who wishes people would just speak according to the 
norms they had drummed into them when they were growing up may as well forget about it. But 



what about those, such as the Queen’s English Society, who say they merely want to ensure that 
clear and effective communication is preserved; to encourage good change, where they find it, and 
discourage bad change? 

The problem arises when deciding what might be good or bad. There are, despite what many peo-
ple feel, no objective criteria by which to judge what is better or worse in communication. Take the 
loss of so-called major distinctions in meaning bemoaned by the Queen’s English Society. The 
word “disinterested”, which can be glossed “not influenced by considerations of personal advan-
tage”, is a good example. Whenever I hear it nowadays, it is being used instead to mean “uninter-
ested, lacking in interest”. That’s a shame, you could argue: disinterest is a useful concept, a way 
(hopefully) to talk about public servants and judges. If the distinction is being lost, won’t that harm 
our ability to communicate? Except that, of course, there are many other ways to say disinterested: 
unbiased, impartial, neutral, having no skin in the game, without an axe to grind. If this word dis-
appeared tomorrow, we would be no less able to describe probity and even-handedness in public 
life. Not only that, but if most people don’t use it properly, then the word itself has become ineffec-
tive. Words cannot really be said to have an existence beyond their common use. There is no per-
fect dictionary in the sky with meanings that are consistent and clearly defined: real-world dictio-
naries are constantly trying to catch up with the “common definition” of a word. 

But here’s the clincher: disinterested, as in “not interested”, has actually been around for a long 
time. The blogger Jonathon Owen cites the Oxford English dictionary as providing evidence that 
“both meanings have existed side by side from the 1600s. So there’s not so much a present confu-
sion of the two words as a continuing, three-and-a-half-century-long confusion.” 

So what is it that drives the language conservationists? Younger people tend to be the ones who 
innovate in all aspects of life: fashion, music, art. Language is no different. Children are often the 
agents of reanalysis, reinterpreting ambiguous structures as they learn the language. Young people 
move about more, taking innovations with them into new communities. Their social networks are 
larger and more dynamic. They are more likely to be early adopters of new technology, becoming 
familiar with the terms used to describe them. At school, on campus or in clubs and pubs, groups 
develop habits, individuals move between them, and language change is the result. 

What this means, crucially, is that older people experience greater linguistic disorientation. 
Though we are all capable of adaptation, many aspects of the way we use language, including styl-
istic preferences, have solidified by our 20s. If you are in your 50s, you may identify with many as-
pects of the way people spoke 30-45 years ago. 

This is what the author Douglas Adams had to say about technology. Adapted slightly, it could ap-
ply to language, too: 
– Anything that is in the world when you’re born is normal and ordinary and is just a natural 
part of the way the world works. 
– Anything that’s invented between when you’re 15 and 35 is new and exciting and revolution-
ary. 
– Anything invented after you’re 35 is against the natural order of things. 

Based on that timescale, formal, standard language is about 25 years behind the cutting edge. But 
if change is constant, why do we end up with a standard language at all? Well, think about the in-
stitutions that define standard language: universities, newspapers, broadcasters, the literary estab-
lishment. They are mostly controlled by middle-aged people. Their dialect is the dialect of power – 
and it means that everything else gets assigned a lower status. Deviations might be labelled cool, or 
creative, but because people generally fear or feel threatened by changes they do not understand, 
they are more likely to be called bad, lazy or even dangerous. This is where the “standards are slip-
ping” narrative moves into more unpleasant territory. It’s probably OK to deviate from the norm if 
you are young – as long as you are also white and middle-class. If you are from a group with fewer 



social advantages, even the forms that your parents use are likely to be stigmatised. Your innova-
tions will be doubly condemned. 

The irony is, of course, that the pedants are the ones making the mistakes. To people who know 
how language works, pundits such as Douglas Rushkoff only end up sounding ignorant, having 
failed to really interrogate their views. What they are expressing are stylistic preferences – and 
that’s fine. I have my own, and can easily say “I hate the way this is written”, or even “this is badly 
written”. But that is shorthand: what is left off is “in my view” or “according to my stylistic prefer-
ences and prejudices, based on what I have been exposed to up to now, and particularly between 
the ages of five and 25”. 

Mostly, pedants do not admit this. I know, because I have had plenty of arguments with them. 
They like to maintain that their prejudices are somehow objective – that there are clear instances 
of language getting “less good” in a way that can be independently verified. But, as we have seen, 
that is what pedants have said throughout history. George Orwell, a towering figure in politics, 
journalism and literature, was clearly wrong when he imagined that language would become deca-
dent and “share in the general collapse” of civilisation unless hard work was done to repair it. 
Maybe it was only conscious and deliberate effort to arrest language change that was responsible 
for all the great poetry and rhetoric in the generation that followed him – the speeches “I have a 
dream” and “We choose to go to the moon”, the poetry of Seamus Heaney or Sylvia Plath, the nov-
els of William Golding, Iris Murdoch, John Updike and Toni Morrison. More likely, Orwell was 
just mistaken. 

The same is true of James Beattie, Jonathan Swift, George Puttenham, John Cheke and Ranulf 
Higden. The difference is that they didn’t have the benefit of evidence about the way language 
changes over time, unearthed by linguists from the 19th century onwards. Modern pedants don’t 
have that excuse. If they are so concerned about language, you have to wonder, why haven’t they 
bothered to get to know it a little better? 

Adapted from Don’t Believe a Word: The Surprising Truth About Language by David Shariat-
madari, published by W&N on 22 August and available at guardianbookshop.co.uk. Also avail-
able as an unabridged audio edition from Orion Audio 

Link: 
https://www.theguardian.com/science/2019/aug/15/why-its-time-to-stop-worrying-about-the-
decline-of-the-english-language 
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Note: This article is accompanied by a link to a counterpoint video lecture that must be 
watched after reading the article. 

OMG! How textspeak 'seriously harms teenagers' ability to develop lan-
guage and grammar skills’

• Experts say textspeak could harm teenagers' ability to develop grammar skills
• One study showed examples of texts sent by young people without any 

grammar
• One 13-year-old’s message read: ‘OMG ikr’, meaning ‘Oh my God, I know 

right’ 
• A 21-year-old’s message to a friend said: ‘Yo dude r u still coming to party Fri-

day’

By JULIE HENRY FOR THE MAIL ON SUNDAY

PUBLISHED: 23:43, 15 June 2019 | UPDATED: 01:59, 16 June 2019

Textspeak is seriously harming teenagers’ ability to develop language and grammar skills, experts 
warned last night.


The growing influence of text message and social media slang means many young people often 
use language without grammatical structure, and this could limit their opportunities in the future.


Professor Jane Mellanby, director of the Oxford Group For Children’s Potential at Oxford Universi-
ty, said the ability to understand and use complex language was essential for academic attain-
ment, leaving youngsters without these skills at a serious disadvantage.


Her research cited examples of textspeak, including a 13-year-old’s phone message which read: 
‘OMG ikr’, meaning ‘Oh my God, I know right’, and a 21-year-old’s message to a friend: ‘Yo dude 
r u still coming to party Friday.’


Prof Mellanby said: ‘These sentences do not contain grammar, and certainly not complex gram-
mar. For youngsters who already struggle with language structure, a reliance on textspeak could 
compound the problem.’


Primary school pupils are tested on language and grammar in SATs when they are 11.


National curriculum expert Tim Oates, said: ‘This is really important stuff. We have a small win-
dow of time for young children to acquire complex grammar automatically from exposure. For 
those who have not acquired it, then it needs to be taught explicitly in school.’


Video Link:

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-7145191/OMG-textspeak-seriously-harms-teenagers-
ability-develop-language-grammar-skills.html#v-5645726601654875279
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Fetal Heartbeat vs. Forced Pregnancy: The Language Wars of the Abor-
tion Debate 

Demonstrators gathered outside the Georgia State Capitol for an abortion rights rally in At-
lanta on Tuesday. 

May 22, 2019

The new laws that prohibit abortion as early as the sixth week of pregnancy have been called 
“heartbeat” legislation by supporters, a reference to the flickering pulse that can be seen on ultra-
sound images of a developing embryo.

But when the American Civil Liberties Union announced a legal challenge last week to one such 
law in Ohio, there was no mention of the word “heartbeat” in the news release, which referred to 
the law instead as “a ban on almost all abortions.” In Georgia, Stacey Abrams, a Democrat who 
narrowly lost the governor’s race last year, called the measure in her state a “forced pregnancy 
bill.” A sign at a protest against the law in Atlanta this week turned the idea into a slogan: “NO 
FORCED BIRTHS.”


The battle over abortion has long been shaped by language. After abortion opponents coined the 
“pro-life” phrase in the 1960s to emphasize what they saw as the humanity of the fetus, support-
ers of abortion cast themselves as “pro-choice” to stress a woman’s right to make decisions 
about her body. In the mid-1990s, the term “partial-birth abortion,” originated by the anti-abortion 
group National Right to Life, helped rally public opinion against a late-term abortion procedure. 
Abortion rights activists countered with “Trust Women.”


But the stakes attached to the language of abortion are especially high, activists on both sides 
say, at a time when the Supreme Court is seen as likely to chip away at the right to an abortion 
established in 1973 by Roe v. Wade.


It was no accident, for instance, that Ohio’s leading anti-abortion group, Ohio Right to Life, in-
voked the term “heartbeat” eight times in 300 words in a news release welcoming the A.C.L.U.’s 
legal challenge, said the group’s president, Mike Gonidakis. The idea that life begins at concep-
tion, an axiom for many anti-abortion activists, Mr. Gonidakis said, does not have the same ca-
pacity to mobilize “the average person on the street” as the symbolism of a heart.


“When we say, ‘Protect babies with a beating heart,’ we’ve found a way to overcome that tsuna-
mi of messaging from Planned Parenthood,” Mr. Gonidakis said of the prominent abortion rights 
group. “The power of words and repeating those words over and over again helps steer the de-
bate and move the needle in your favor.”


As abortion opponents push the term “fetal heartbeat,” abortion rights activists are trying to gal-
vanize support by focusing on the impact the recently passed bans can have on people’s lives. 
On a culture-war battleground where many Americans have already chosen a side, experts say, 
effective messaging can be the catalyst that mobilizes people on either one — in addition to 
reaching the undecided.


“‘Heartbeat’ bills are obviously supposed to pull at your heartstrings, and the left is coming back 
with terms like ‘punishing women’ and ‘forced pregnancy,’” said Mary Ziegler, a legal historian at 
Florida State University and the author of “After Roe: The Lost History of the Abortion Debate.”


“The rhetoric seems to be getting more and more extreme on both sides,” she added.


https://twitter.com/staceyabrams/status/1107696994158592002?lang=en
https://twitter.com/staceyabrams/status/1107696994158592002?lang=en


Abortion rights advocates say their own polling and analysis has shown that their messaging has 
been overly focused on concepts like the right to choose and protecting women’s privacy, which 
were the foundation of 1970s and 1980s-era activism aimed at right-leaning voters opposed to 
government intervention in people’s lives. Even the term “abortion,” they say, was stigmatized in 
the late 1990s with the “safe, legal and rare” tagline, used by President Bill Clinton to describe 
the Democrats’ policy outlook on abortion. Describing abortion as needing to be rare implied in-
correctly, in the eyes of advocates, that there was something inherently wrong with having an 
abortion.


Now, individual stories of abortion are increasingly being aired under hashtags like #ShoutYour-
Abortion and #YouKnowMe, and the goal among many activist groups is to use more straightfor-
ward language that shifts the focus from the fetus to the person who is pregnant.


“We don’t use the term ‘anti-choice’ anymore,” said Destiny Lopez, a co-director of All Above All, 
a reproductive rights advocacy group. “That’s a euphemism that is outdated. We say anti-abor-
tion, and what is the impact of being anti-abortion? It’s forcing someone to remain pregnant.”


Abortion opponents have long stressed what they believe is the humanity of a fetus, protesting at 
rallies and in front of abortion clinics with signs that read “Abortion Stops a Beating Heart.” In 
some states, people are required to view ultrasound images before getting an abortion.


“Fetal heartbeat” is a term often used by obstetricians with patients as a shorthand — but one 
many doctors never expected would become so politicized.


One criticism of the “heartbeat” language, abortion rights supporters say, is that it obscures the 
science of how an embryo develops. What is detected on an ultrasound taken early in pregnancy, 
obstetricians say, is an electrical pulse in a group of cells the size of a pencil tip. To function as a 
heart would require further development of its structure, as well as a neurological system, among 
other things.


“This is nothing like what we would think of as a four-chambered heart,” said Sarah Horvath, a 
family planning fellow with the American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists who per-
forms abortions. “The scientific words are getting conflated with a term that has emotional signif-
icance.”


Even when a law is described as banning abortions at six or eight weeks, some abortion rights 
advocates worry there is the potential for confusion. Doctors measure the start of pregnancy from 
the first day of a woman’s last menstrual period, which is usually two weeks before conception. 
As a result, some of the new laws would ban abortion as early as two weeks after a missed peri-
od, before many women realize they are pregnant.


But arguing on scientific or technical grounds has not proved especially effective for abortion 
rights supporters in the past.


Medical explanations of the term “partial birth abortion” in the late 1990s — a time when the 
number of Americans who said that abortion should be legal under all circumstances had 
dropped, to about one in four from one in three — did not prevent a ban of the procedure under 
federal law in 2003. The phrase refers to a later-term abortion procedure known as dilation and 
extraction.


Anti-abortion activists have also successfully pushed for bans on a procedure used in the vast 
majority of second-trimester abortions by labeling it “dismemberment abortion.” Doctors call the 
procedure a dilation and evacuation. The bans are in effect in two states, West Virginia and Mis-
sissippi.


https://news.gallup.com/poll/9904/public-opinion-about-abortion-indepth-review.aspx


“Medical procedures are not familiar to a lay audience, people don’t like to think about them, and 
they are hard to explain on a bumper sticker,” said Carole Joffe, a sociologist who studies abor-
tion politics at the University of California, San Francisco. “That has put the pro-choice move-
ment at a disadvantage.”


Slogans about keeping abortions “safe and legal” are fine, said Andrea Miller, an abortion rights 
supporter and president of the National Institute for Reproductive Health, but fail to evoke the 
emotion that abortion rights opponents have managed to unleash. “When you zoom out from the 
legalese and you ground it in real people’s lives, you see greater support and mobilization.”


Mr. Gonidakis, of Ohio Right to Life, said he had taken note of some of the new terminology being 
floated by abortion rights proponents, like the #StopTheBans hashtag and references to “forced 
birth.”


“I’m not saying it’s not powerful,” he said. “I’m just saying, saving a baby with a beating heart is 
more powerful.”


Richard Fausset contributed reporting. Alain Delaquérière contributed research.

Link: https://www.nytimes.com/2019/05/22/us/fetal-heartbeat-forced-pregnancy.html
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Why the Guardian is changing the language it uses about the environ-
ment

From now, house style guide recommends terms such as ‘climate crisis’ and ‘global heat-
ing’

Damian Carrington Environment editor
@dpcarrington
Fri 17 May 2019 10.39 BST

The Guardian has updated its style guide to introduce terms that more accurately describe the en-
vironmental crises facing the world.

Instead of “climate change” the preferred terms are “climate emergency, crisis or breakdown” and 
“global heating” is favoured over “global warming”, although the original terms are not banned.

“We want to ensure that we are being scientifically precise, while also communicating clearly with 
readers on this very important issue,” said the editor-in-chief, Katharine Viner. “The phrase ‘climate 
change’, for example, sounds rather passive and gentle when what scientists are talking about is a 
catastrophe for humanity.”

“Increasingly, climate scientists and organisations from the UN to the Met Office are changing their 
terminology, and using stronger language to describe the situation we’re in,” she said.

The United Nations secretary general, António Guterres, talked of the “climate crisis” in Sep-
tember, adding: “We face a direct existential threat.” The climate scientist Prof Hans Joachim 
Schellnhuber, a former adviser to Angela Merkel, the EU and the pope, also uses “climate crisis”.

In December, Prof Richard Betts, who leads the Met Office’s climate research, said “global heat-
ing” was a more accurate term than “global warming” to describe the changes taking place to the 
world’s climate. In the political world, UK MPs recently endorsed the Labour party’s declaration of 
a “climate emergency”.

The scale of the climate and wildlife crises has been laid bare by two landmark reports from the 
world’s scientists. In October, they said carbon emissions must halve by 2030 to avoid even 
greater risks of drought, floods, extreme heat and poverty for hundreds of millions of people. In 
May, global scientists said human society was in jeopardy from the accelerating annihilation of 
wildlife and destruction of the ecosystems that support all life on Earth.

Other terms that have been updated, including the use of “wildlife” rather than “biodiversity”, “fish 
populations” instead of “fish stocks” and “climate science denier” rather than “climate sceptic”. In 
September, the BBC accepted it gets coverage of climate change “wrong too often” and told staff: 
“You do not need a ‘denier’ to balance the debate.”

Earlier in May, Greta Thunberg, the Swedish teenager who has inspired school strikes for climate 
around the globe, said: “It’s 2019. Can we all now call it what it is: climate breakdown, climate cri-
sis, climate emergency, ecological breakdown, ecological crisis and ecological emergency?”

The update to the Guardian’s style guide follows the addition of the global carbon dioxide level to 
the Guardian’s daily weather pages. “Levels of CO2 in the atmosphere have risen so dramatically 
– including a measure of that in our daily weather report is symbolic of what human activity is do-

https://www.theguardian.com/profile/damiancarrington
https://twitter.com/dpcarrington
https://www.theguardian.com/info/series/guardian-and-observer-style-guide
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ing to our climate,” said Viner in April. “People need reminding that the climate crisis is no longer a 
future problem – we need to tackle it now, and every day matters.”

Link:  
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2019/may/17/why-the-guardian-is-changing-the-
language-it-uses-about-the-environment

See here for follow-up article on reader responses to the changes:

Link:
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2019/jun/03/climate-crisis-seriously-damag-
ing-human-health-report-finds

https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2019/apr/05/why-the-guardian-is-putting-global-co2-levels-in-the-weather-forecast
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Love Island is a lesson in how language, like, evolves 

David Shariatmadari


The contestants’ heavy use of ‘like’ has raised hackles. But they shouldn’t be demonised 
for it

Fri 21 Jun 2019 12.00 BST

Last modified on Sat 22 Jun 2019 10.14 BST


Love Island is not for everyone. You might not appreciate the dating show’s rowdiness; its relent-
lessness (nearly 50 episodes this season!); its raunch. But even if you’re able to tolerate all that, 
you might draw a line at the language. I’m not talking about swearing, because there’s something 
even worse, apparently: Love Islanders’ liberality with their discourse particles.
This is not an innuendo. You can’t catch discourse particles. No, they are little words we use to 
signpost and structure our speech. Sometimes they are just used to maintain fluency, or to gener-
ate rapport. In short, they oil the wheels of communication. One of the big players is “like”. Accord-
ing to the Sunday Times this week, it was used 76 times in under five minutes during one episode 
of the ITV reality show. The paper provided an example from Islander Amy: “Molly was like ‘oh 
he’s my type’ and I’m like ‘no sorry you’ve already got two’. It’s like three out of seven boys.” (Not 
all of these likes are discourse particles, but more of that later.)

For some, this is simply too much. And since the Islanders, and their audience, are mostly young, 
there’s concern at what the like-glut means for the future of the English language. How can we 
stop it taking over, until, like, there’s nothing left? One primary school in Bradford is taking a hard 
line against the word, to the delight of the education minister, Nick Gibb, who suggested others fol-
low suit. The headteacher, Christabel Shepherd, said: “It’s when children are giving you an answer 
and they say ‘is it, like, when you’re, like …’ and they haven’t actually made a sentence at all. They 
use the word all the time and we are trying to get rid of it.”

Good luck, Miss Shepherd. Linguistic edicts of this kind have a low-to-zero chance of success. I 
just had a conversation with an eminent professor of linguistics and “like” popped up several times. 
Why is it OK for us but not for children? Informal “like” is well established and it’s too late – and 
potentially cruel – to attempt to stop them using it. The more interesting question is why it seems 
to generate such disapproval.

But before we turn to that, it’s worth charting like’s long journey, from Old English to ITV. The word 
was once gelic, which meant “alike” or “similar”. The -lic part derives from words meaning “body” 
or “form”, so that we can think of it as meaning “having the form of” (a lychgate is the gate a body 
passes through on its way to a Christian graveyard).

This is already a highly significant word, then. The act of comparing two or more objects is funda-
mental. The related faculty of analogy making – between things, but also between ideas and feel-
ings – is equally important. It wouldn’t be at all surprising if a word linked to these basic aspects of 
human cognition were recruited to serve a wide range of related meanings, branching off in subtly 
different directions. And that’s exactly what happened. The Oxford English Dictionary has three 
principal and nearly 50 sub-definitions of “like” used as an adjective, adverb, conjunction and 
preposition. They range from “resembling” to “characteristic or typical of” to “showing a likelihood 
or probability of” and “suggesting that [a] statement is approximate”.

The examples given stretch back many hundreds of years, covering a long period of gradual evo-
lution. And as you would expect, some uses are more recent than others. For our purposes, it’s 
worth focusing on two in particular. The first is “as a marker, intensifier, or filler in conversation or 

https://www.theguardian.com/profile/davidshariatmadari
https://www.theguardian.com/tv-and-radio/love-island
https://metro.co.uk/2019/06/15/love-islands-sherif-lanre-axed-kicking-molly-mae-hague-groin-9969993/
https://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/like-it-or-not-they-cant-stop-saying-it-on-love-island-zc8dtpkfs
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-england-leeds-48662463
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lychgate


spoken discourse to introduce or focus attention on a following statement or question”. The earli-
est written examples are from the 1950s: “Like wow … wonderful” is a line from She magazine in 
1959. This is “like” as a discourse particle.

The second use is “with a verb, introducing reported speech”, and the earliest example is from 
Time magazine in 1970: “Afterward, a girl came up to me and said, ‘You kinda look interested in 
this; did you know there are civil rights for women?’ And I thought like wow, this is for me.” This is 
so-called quotative “like” – although in this case the words being quoted are thoughts. In the Sun-
day Times example, you’ll notice that two out of the three “likes” are quotative.

In both these uses “like” appears to have inched away from its core territory. Rather than having to 
do with similarity, the word seems to mean less, and to have become more functional. Linguists 
refer to this process as grammaticalisation. It often happens to words that have elemental mean-
ings and are used regularly. They become semantically “bleached”, and start to play a role in the 
organisation of the sentence, instead.

Grammaticalisation is perfectly natural and has happened many times in the history of English. 
Take the word “indeed”. This once meant literally “in action” (as opposed to “in thought”), before 
undergoing bleaching. In an example from 1580, Thomas Wilson writes “I trust that not onely all 
men will commende justice in worde, but also will live justly in deede.” It’s now much more of an 
organising word instead. Similarly, “look”, used at the beginning of a sentence, is merely a dis-
course marker. But this grew out of its use as a call to direct someone’s (visual) attention to some-
thing.

“Like” plays such a fundamental role in the lexicon that it’s been recruited for grammaticalisation 
not once but twice: as both discourse particle and quotative. These two forms now have different 
functions, and it might be useful to think of them as homophones: words which have the same 
sound but signify different things. A sentence containing both versions can sound like a bit of a 
barrage – but you can’t exactly blame Love Islanders like Amy for the way English has evolved. As 
so often in language, the prejudice seems to be against the informal, and the new, which is erro-
neously branded “sloppy” or “dumb”. There’s no evidence that it is. People probably once said that 
about the non-literal use of “indeed” – no one would now.

And we shouldn’t shame schoolchildren either. It’s fine for teachers to point out that “like” is gener-
ally used in more informal contexts. But when it crops up in pupils’ speech – well, that could be an 
opportunity to teach children about the history of English, and the amazing process of grammati-
calisation, which is one that rolls on and on whatever our feelings about it, like the waves lapping 
at Canute’s feet.

David Shariatmadari is a Guardian editor and writer. His book Don’t Believe A Word: The Surpris-
ing Truth About Language is out in August 2019

Link:
https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2019/jun/21/like-love-island-language
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The joy of the double exclamation point 

BY RACHEL KRAUS 
JAN 16, 2019

If there is any feeling to be found in the joyless brick of human knowledge that we call the smart-
phone, certainly, it lives in our punctuation.


On a rainy Monday morning, I found myself thinking, as I do, about writing ticks. I realized that in 
my Slacks, texts, and unedited articles, I had been relying on a form of punctuation to indicate I 
really, truly felt something: the double exclamation point. 


"Sorry!!" I write to my editor, after posting something in a public Slack channel I meant to send 
over DM.


"Be there in 15!!" I send en route to a Saturday night dinner, 25 minutes away. 


"Starting shit!!" I write to a friend who is, well, starting shit.


A search through my text messages and Slacks shows that my friends and colleagues are also 
enthusing through this twinning punctuation; my editor shares that he has been consciously dou-
bling up on his exclamation marks, too.


A December 2018 Boston Globe article documents the rise of the multi-exclamation mark, and 
partially attributes its ascendence to — who else — Trump.


There is also, of course, a tweet that crystallizes my own experience— albeit, in slightly more de-
ranged form. The writer observes that we've replaced punctuation austerity with maniacal abun-
dance. It resonates so much with the good people of Twitter that it has 14 thousand likes and 
over 2,000 retweets. 


Esmé Weijun Wang • 汪蔚君 
✔
@esmewang

me in 2001: exclamation points, what are those, so uncouth
me in 2006: one ! per email should be enough
me in 2019: hi!!!!! so good to hear from you!!!!!!!!!!!!!! thank you for the 
email!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

15.7K

2:25 AM - Jan 13, 2019

2,522 people are talking about this


While many do employ more than three exclamation points at a time, messages that we might 
have once sent with a single "!" now come with a second helping. To make plans, share a revela-
tion, provide an update on progress to a meet-up, we're conveying strangely still-restrained-but-
mostly-enthusiastic exuberance about our thoughts and feelings.


When the heck did one exclamation point become not enough?!!


https://mashable.com/author/rachel-kraus/
https://mashable.com/2018/06/28/the-hang-loose-emoji-is-everywhere-thanks-to-existential-dread-2018/
https://www.bostonglobe.com/metro/2018/12/17/our-exclamation-problem-getting-worse/ysz4ykmoygwoEa1SpIfpII/story.html
https://twitter.com/esmewang
https://twitter.com/esmewang
https://twitter.com/esmewang
https://twitter.com/intent/like?tweet_id=1084260180580155392
https://twitter.com/esmewang/status/1084260180580155392
https://twitter.com/esmewang/status/1084260180580155392


During my three month review of my first job out of college, my boss — while simultaneously 
denying me a promised pay bump — directly told me I needed to be "friendlier" over email. "You 
should use more exclamation points in your emails," she advised direly.


Just as surely as the bilious circling back and suggestions to hop on a call began to flow out of 
my then 22-year-old fingers, so too did the exclamation point. "Hi, hope we can connect soon!" I 
wrote again, and again, and again. 





When one is not enough.

IMAGE: SCREENSHOT: 
RACHEL KRAUS/MASH-
ABLE 

Corporate jargon is a well-documented phenomenon that requires fake positivity to color the fact 
that you're usually being an asshole. Before entering the work force, my emails to my college co-
op, friends, family, and professors were devoid of exclamation points, like the dutiful sardonic-
yet-earnest student I was.


The exclamation point was maybe reserved for homemade birthday cards; more often, it came 
with an expression of post-ironic despair. My generation of internet generally preferred the all-
caps to the !, but the lone exclamation point still retained a sort of weight — true hyperbole.


But as those of us who grew up with LiveJournal and Hipster Runoff —home of ironic punctua-
tion galore — became buttoned up office folk, the work email poisoned the exclamation point. 


It didn't mean that you were enthusiastic — just the opposite. It became a perfunctory pleasantry, 
like the word "please," sent by a boss whose superior status meant she by no means had to ask 
nicely. Or it covered up the resentment and fear you (I) felt while providing an update to a boss's 
relentless Gchats. 


https://www.theatlantic.com/business/archive/2014/04/business-speak/361135/
https://motherboard.vice.com/en_us/article/ypwezb/hipster-runoff-the-last-relevant-blogger


gillian 
@105percent


Note to self: no more than one (1!) exclamation point on Twitter per day. (that one doesn't count)


10:48 PM - Jan 14, 2019


See gillian's other Tweets


Today in my work emails, the exclamation point remains a lie. I'm reaching out to a source, yes, 
because it's my job and I'm interested in what this person has to say, but I'm not necessarily 
stoked about it. I have to assume PR people who fill their messages of "reaching out" with ex-
clamation points aren't ecstatic about sending an email they know the recipient probably won't 
answer.


The single exclamation point is the domain of the corporate email.


So how to convey enthusiasm to someone who is not a corporate contact? How to show a friend 
or a colleague you mean it?


Enter the double exclamation point. This lexical sleight of hand reinvigorates the san-seriffed text, 
showing enthusiasm, without sounding like a psycho. I AM excited for our dogs to meet. I AM 
excited to learn about a rare historical poisoning. I sincerely AM on my way to dinner!! 


The triple and quadruple and infinity exclamation points convey their own sense of emotion. But 
the double exclamation point — as is appropriate for our age of excess — is the new single !. 


Technology itself has facilitated the adoption of the double exclamation point. Alongside thumbs 
up, thumbs down, a heart, and a question mark, one of the pre-loaded responses iMessage users 
get when they double tap on a text message is a "!!." One is simply not enough for SMS.




Apple wants me to enthuse, and mean it.

IMAGE: SCREENSHOT: RACHEL KRAUS/MASHABLE 

In our hyper-emotive current moment — where each day sees new heights of absurdity and de-
spair — emotions once reserved for extreme circumstances happen daily. But that doesn't mean 
that our small joys should matter any less. Or that the dominance of written communication in the 
workplace should co-opt the way we're able to express ourselves in the messages that matter to 
us, personally.


The double !! is linguistic inflation; to show we're actually happy, not fake happy, print more bills. 
But in an internet-scape where joy is hard to come by, I'm happy to pay the price. And luckily, ex-
clamation points are free.


https://twitter.com/105percent
https://twitter.com/105percent
https://twitter.com/105percent/status/1084930341930971136
https://twitter.com/105percent
https://www.nytimes.com/2018/01/03/magazine/masha-gessen-is-worried-about-outrage-fatigue.html


Link: 
https://mashable.com/article/double-exclamation-point-bonanza/?europe=true


https://mashable.com/article/double-exclamation-point-bonanza/?europe=true


Is the full stop rude when used on WhatsApp?
By Becky Morton
BBC News

1 August 2019

Sounds good.

How would you feel if you texted a friend to invite them round for dinner and this reply popped up 
on your phone?

Concerned? Offended? Or would you not give it a second thought?

What about if they replied:

sounds good

or even

Sounds good!

Internet linguist Gretchen McCulloch says more and more people now see ending messages with 
a full stop as rude because of the way we text and use instant messaging apps like WhatsApp and 
Facebook Messenger.

"If you're a young person and you're sending a message to someone, the default way to break up 
your thoughts is to send each thought as a new message," she says.

"Because the minimum thing necessary to send is the message itself, anything additional you in-
clude can take on an additional interpretation."

A 2015 study by Binghamton University involving 126 undergraduates found they perceived text 
messages ending in a full stop as being less sincere than the same message without a full stop.

In speech, the full stop is generally accompanied by lowering the voice to indicate the end of a 
sentence and carries connotations of formality or seriousness, Ms McCulloch explains.

"This can be fine if your message is already serious," she says.

"The problem comes when you have a positive message with the 
seriousness of the full stop. It's the juxtaposition of those things which creates that sense of pas-
sive aggression."

So how can we tell if someone is actually annoyed or just using a full stop in the traditional sense?

Erika Darics, a lecturer in linguistics at Aston University in Birmingham, says it is all down to con-
text.

"If you and your friends don't normally use full stops in a WhatsApp group and then somebody 
does, they are probably trying to tell you something about how they feel," says Dr Darics.

She says someone's age and how often they use messaging apps can also affect how they use 
punctuation.

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0747563215302181


Often these differences are more significant than differences in nationality, Ms McCulloch - who is 
Canadian - argues. Using a full stop in messages seems to have similar connotations in both 
North America and the UK, she adds.

However, there can be some cultural differences between countries - Americans and Canadians 
don't use "x" to denote a kiss at the end of a message, while Brits do, she says.

Laziness or linguistic creativity?

Use of informal grammar and text slang in messaging can lead to accusations of dumbing down 
and making people lazy.

But Ms McCulloch points out that using slang or incorrect spellings actually takes more effort in an 
age of autocorrect and predictive text.

Online messaging also forces people to develop new ways of conveying emotion and meaning 
without the use of body language or tone of voice.

"Going back to the 1500s there have been proposals for an irony punctuation mark but none of 
those caught on," says Ms McCulloch.

"But within a few short decades of being online we've come up with so many ways of conveying 
irony and other meaning.”

For example, the acronym "lol" (laugh out loud) can be used sarcastically, as can the upside-down 
face emoji.

"Things like emojis raise awareness of language and can help us understand subtleties in other 
types of communication, like politics or propaganda," says Dr Darics.

"It encourages linguistic creativity."

Link: 
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-49182824

https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-49182824


 

 

Language and Social Groups 



People with depression use language differently – here’s how to spot it

February 2, 2018 9.52am GMT   

Mohammed Al-Mosaiwi

PhD Candidate in Psychology, University of Reading

From the way you move and sleep, to how you interact with people around you, depression 
changes just about everything. It is even noticeable in the way you speak and express yourself in 
writing. Sometimes this “language of depression” can have a powerful effect on others. Just con-
sider the impact of the poetry and song lyrics of Sylvia Plath and Kurt Cobain, who both killed 
themselves after suffering from depression. 

Scientists have long tried to pin down the exact relationship between depression and language, and 
technology is helping us get closer to a full picture. Our new study, published in Clinical Psycholog-
ical Science, has now unveiled a class of words that can help accurately predict whether someone is 
suffering from depression. 

Traditionally, linguistic analyses in this field have been carried out by researchers reading and tak-
ing notes. Nowadays, computerised text analysis methods allow the processing of extremely large 
data banks in minutes. This can help spot linguistic features which humans may miss, calculating 
the percentage prevalence of words and classes of words, lexical diversity, average sentence length, 
grammatical patterns and many other metrics. 

So far, personal essays and diary entries by depressed people have been useful, as has the work of 
well-known artists such as Cobain and Plath. For the spoken word, snippets of natural language of 
people with depression have also provided insight. Taken together, the findings from such re-
search reveal clear and consistent differences in language between those with and without symp-
toms of depression. 

Content 

Language can be separated into two components: content and style. The content relates to what we 
express – that is, the meaning or subject matter of statements. It will surprise no one to learn that 
those with symptoms of depression use an excessive amount of words conveying negative emo-
tions, specifically negative adjectives and adverbs – such as “lonely”, “sad” or “miserable”. 

More interesting is the use of pronouns. Those with symptoms of depression use significantly 
more first person singular pronouns – such as “me”, “myself” and “I” – and significantly 
fewer second and third person pronouns – such as “they”, “them” or “she”. This pattern of pro-
noun use suggests people with depression are more focused on themselves, and less connected 
with others. Researchers have reported that pronouns are actually more reliable in identifying de-
pression than negative emotion words. 

We know that rumination (dwelling on personal problems) and social isolation are common fea-
tures of depression. However, we don’t know whether these findings reflect differences in attention 
or thinking style. Does depression cause people to focus on themselves, or do people who focus on 
themselves get symptoms of depression? 

Style 

The style of language relates to how we express ourselves, rather than the content we express. Our 
lab recently conducted a big data text analysis of 64 different online mental health forums, exam-
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ining over 6,400 members. “Absolutist words” – which convey absolute magnitudes or probabili-
ties, such as “always”, “nothing” or “completely” – were found to be better markers for mental 
health forums than either pronouns or negative emotion words. 

From the outset, we predicted that those with depression will have a more black and white view of 
the world, and that this would manifest in their style of language. Compared to 19 different control 
forums (for example, Mumsnet and StudentRoom), the prevalence of absolutist words is approxi-
mately 50% greater in anxiety and depression forums, and approximately 80% greater for suicidal 
ideation forums. 

Pronouns produced a similar distributional pattern as absolutist words across the forums, but the 
effect was smaller. By contrast, negative emotion words were paradoxically less prevalent in suici-
dal ideation forums than in anxiety and depression forums. 

Our research also included recovery forums, where members who feel they have recovered from a 
depressive episode write positive and encouraging posts about their recovery. Here we found that 
negative emotion words were used at comparable levels to control forums, while positive emotion 
words were elevated by approximately 70%. Nevertheless, the prevalence of absolutist words re-
mained significantly greater than that of controls, but slightly lower than in anxiety and depression 
forums. 

Crucially, those who have previously had depressive symptoms are more likely to have them again. 
Therefore, their greater tendency for absolutist thinking, even when there are currently no symp-
toms of depression, is a sign that it may play a role in causing depressive episodes. The same effect 
is seen in use of pronouns, but not for negative emotion words. 

Practical implications 

Understanding the language of depression can help us understand the way those with symptoms of 
depression think, but it also has practical implications. Researchers are combining automated text 
analysis with machine learning (computers that can learn from experience without being pro-
grammed) to classify a variety of mental health conditionsfrom natural language text samples such 
as blog posts. 

Such classification is already outperforming that made by trained therapists. Importantly, machine 
learning classification will only improve as more data is provided and more sophisticated algo-
rithms are developed. This goes beyond looking at the broad patterns of absolutism, negativity and 
pronouns already discussed. Work has begun on using computers to accurately identify increasing-
ly specific subcategories of mental health problems – such as perfectionism, self-esteem problems 
and social anxiety. 

That said, it is of course possible to use a language associated with depression without actually be-
ing depressed. Ultimately, it is how you feel over time that determines whether you are suffering. 
But as the World Health Organisation estimates that more than 300m people worldwide are now 
living with depression, an increase of more than 18% since 2005, having more tools available to 
spot the condition is certainly important to improve health and prevent tragic suicides such as 
those of Plath and Cobain. 

Link:  
https://theconversation.com/people-with-depression-use-language-differently-heres-how-to-
spot-it-90877 
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A parents' guide to modern teenage slang

By Simon Walton

Most parents don't understand a lot of today's teen-speak - but a language expert has of-
fered some tips on some of the more popular and perplexing teenage slang.

If you have teenage children, chances are they litter their speech with ever-evolving words and 
phrases you just don't understand.

And then there are the acronyms teenagers use to seemingly speak in code - leaving bemused 
parents mentally assessing different word combinations to see if they can work out what's been 
said.

But while it may be perplexing for mums and dads, young people attaching their own meaning to 
words is nothing new. Take the word 'cool', for example - most people nowadays accept that if 
something is 'cool' it's laid-back or stylish, although before 'cool' became the keyword of the 1950s 
Beat generation, it usually meant something was on the chilly side.

Jennifer Dorman, from the language app Babbel (www.babbel.com) said: "Slang is, by definition, 
just informal language.

"Adolescents are generally the primary drivers of language change - they're more daring and cre-
ative with regards to language, and they innovate much more than speakers in other age 
brackets."

She said that such language creativity is part of a teenager's cognitive development, which sees 
them asserting their independence from their family and forging strong social connections with 
peers. So when a teenager uses a slang term in the correct context, it shows their affiliation with a 
specific group, or even a gang.

"Peppering their everyday speech with slang terms known primarily or exclusively within the peer 
group helps to solidify the new social bonds," said Jennifer.

https://www.yorkpress.co.uk/news/
https://www.yorkpress.co.uk/author/profile/80059.Simon_Walton/


But if you're not part of the gang and are 'just' a parent, you may need help translating teen-speak, 
so here Jennifer shares some of the most popular teen slang, and their meanings:

POS: Parents over shoulder
Today's teen will use the POS abbreviation to signal that a parent is near and can see what's be-
ing typed on a device. Other abbreviations include PWOS (parents watching over shoulder) and 
PWOMS (parents watching over my shoulder).

Skrrt: Rapidly leaving/expression of excitement
The easiest way to understand this term is to think of the sound a car makes as it's driving away at 
high speed, with its wheels screeching. It's pronounced similarly to 'skirt', but usually in a high-
pitched tone, and was first popularised in rap songs, to convey the rapper trying to get away from 
something.

Finsta: Fake/Fun Instagram
This term is another attempt by teens to deceive their parents, and was originally used to refer to a 
fake Instagram account, which would be used for posts you don't want your parents or wider fami-
ly, to see. The meaning has since grown to include any secondary or fake thing, like a second 
Twitter account, or a secret phone.

Cancelled: No longer relevant
This one is frequently used when speaking about celebrities who're considered no longer relevant, 
or have said or done something unacceptable, but it can also refer to other things - from a fashion 
trend through to an emotion. It's thought the term is a direct result of 'subscription culture', where 
anything can be cancelled at the click of a button.

OBNR: Open, but not responded
This is an example of text slang, which typically refers to a message that's been seen, but not re-
sponded to. You might be surprised by how many text abbreviations there are, but the reality is 
that teens are addicted to their phones - a Babbel survey found that in the UK, 44% of teens use 
their phones while on the toilet.

Tea: Juicy gossip
When someone asks you to "spill the tea," they're asking for juicy gossip.

Mood: Something that's relateable, or a form of agreement
Surprisingly, this doesn't refer to teenagers being moody. Instead, this is a term used to confirm 
something is relateable, or reflective of your own state. For example, commenting 'big mood' on a 
meme of a sad Keanu would mean that you agree with the image and feel the same.

Flex: Showing off
If you're flexing, you're showing off. And your 'flex' is your power move, whether you've earned the 
right to make one or not. Hence the phrase 'weird flex, but okay’.

Shook: Shaken, surprised
If someone is 'shook', they're shaken (or shooketh) to their core (and they're probably exaggerat-
ing for dramatic effect).

Stan: To approve or endorse
To 'stan' something or someone is to endorse or approve of them. This is actually a reference to 
the Eminem song Stan, about an overly committed fan.

Bare: Very



'Bare' is used to add emphasis. If something is described as 'bare good', then you'd assume it's 
very good or excellent. It can also be used to imply there's a lot of something. In this instance you 
might say 'bare people’.

Beef: To be engaged in an argument/have a disagreement
To 'have beef' is to have an argument with someone, or to be holding a grudge against them. If 
someone's fallen out with a friend, they might say they 'have beef' with them.

Allow: Stop it, don't do that/I don't want to
Contrary to the standard dictionary definition of 'allow', the slang version is used to express a neg-
ative opinion or an unwillingness to do something. The phrase 'allow that' is often used to say no 
to something, or express annoyance. For example, if you ask a teenager to come to the super-
market, you'll probably get 'allow that' as a response, indicating they don't want to.

Link:
https://www.yorkpress.co.uk/news/17754694.parents-39-guide-modern-teenage-slang/
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‘Ching, wap, ox’: slang interpreters decipher texts for court evidence

Police struggling with shifting meanings of youth dialect have enlisted slang translators

Robert Booth Social affairs correspondent
Fri 29 Mar 2019 12.36 GMT

Do you know your “tum-tum” from your “ching” and your “corn” from your “gwop” (gun, knife, am-
munition and money)? Neither do police and prosecutors, who have begun consulting a linguistics 
professor to help decipher urban slang and drill lyrics used as evidence in criminal investigations.

The complexity of inner-city dialects and the growing use of texts and social media posts in court 
evidence has forced detectives and lawyers in London, the West Midlands and Essex to seek 
translations, according to Tony Thorne, an academic at King’s College London, who has been 
studying youth slang since 1990.

Thorne has compiled dictionaries of hundreds of slang words and a vocabulary of drill, a form of 
rap music which often deals with real-life violence. He said he has advised police on more than a 
dozen cases, including one where police believed the use of the word “plug” meant stab, but it was 
being used to describe a source.
The dialect has become known among academics as multi-ethnic London English (MLE), though 
is not limited to the capital. Last autumn, an image circulated of a glossary of “youth language” on 
a whiteboard in a Lancashire police station including “peng = attractive, feds = police, swear down 
= tell the truth”.

Courts in places such as Northampton are also struggling to deal with its shifting meanings; 
schoolchildren in east Yorkshire are speaking the dialect, as it spreads rapidly through song lyrics 
and the internet.

“I am advising defence lawyers, criminal prosecutors and police with interpreting and translating 
language which is being used in evidence,” Thorne said. “If they want to dispute evidence they 
need someone like me to translate. They put me on the list with translators of Hindi and Gujarati.”

Thorne has a network of informants including teachers, youth workers and grime and drill enthusi-
asts to help him, but admits there are holes in his knowledge and that it might seem anomalous 
that an “elderly white guy” would seek to be an expert in the dialect.

One former drug-dealer in west London told the Guardian of several words for drugs he has not 
yet listed, including yay for crack cocaine, pebs for heroin and amm, cro and tweed for cannabis.

Femi, 18, a drill producer from Leytonstone in east London, said: “If it was a young person like me 
translating it would be more accurate. You want to understand the context. You have to be using 
the language, listening to drill and the comments people post beneath songs on YouTube.”

Thorne said he was “not posing as an insider on black and minority ethnic street culture but I am 
someone who has a linguistic perspective that people on the street aren’t likely to have”.

He added: “I am trying to help by defending kids who are wrongly accused by their language and 
go after the people who have committed violent crimes.”
Thorne is typically handed transcripts of drill lyrics and phone messages to decipher, most recently 
a lyric about a knife attack found on a suspect’s phone.

https://www.theguardian.com/profile/robertbooth


MLE mixes white working-class English with patois, largely from black Caribbean dialect, but with 
some Arabic and Polish. It is rich in status words (badmanz – tough male, bozz – leader, wallad – 
foolish male) and relationship words (darg – attractive male, game – flirtatious, begfriend – syco-
phant, fam – group).

The most obscure words tend to be about weapons and drugs. Stab can be plug, ching, bore, dip, 
kweng, splash. Gun has even more options: burner, wap, hand ting, iron, leng, mash, mac, mop, 
scram, skeng, spinner, stick, trey, tum-tum and wap. Words for knife include skeng, ox, Rambo, 
ramsey, shank and sword.

“It shows that, tragically, weapons are a really important symbolic part of their identity,” said 
Thorne. It also shows how MLE acts as a “cryptolect” – a language meant to hide things. It is also 
an example of “hypersynonymy” similar to how Eskimos have many words for different types of 
snow, Thorne said.

MLE is attracting growing interest and Jeffrey Boakye, a writer and headteacher in south Yorkshire 
who is originally from Brixton in south London, addresses it in a forthcoming book on black British 
culture, Black, Listed.

“One simple theory is that MLE is taking root because of its indelible association with Jamaican 
patois,” he writes. “The fact remains that the Caribbean influence has been cool for generations ... 
MLE might just be a cool way of speaking.”

He added: “Kids round here in east Yorkshire know all the cool London language that I knew when 
I grew up.”

Jeannie Mackie, a defence barrister, said police often testify that they understand the meaning of 
MLE found on defendants’ phones or in drill lyrics, but in fact “slang changes all the time and is a 
fast-moving linguistic flow”.

She said: “Where it’s becoming really serious is where prosecutors are looking at lyrics. Police 
look through social media, particularly Facebook and YouTube, and find scary lyrics and attribute 
that to being a personal expression of a defendant and what they did.”

She said the need for translators showed “the vast gaps between sections of society”.

A Met police spokesperson said: “We are constantly in discussion with a number of experts to see 
how we can develop and expand our expertise.”

Lawrence Henderson, a defence barrister operating mostly in Northampton, said: “When you have 
a patois-speaking defendant and a white officer interpreting, it is fraught with danger. The guys 
dealing drugs are making sure the language is slipping and sliding all the time, so the message is 
obvious to the person receiving it but not a copper.”

Thorne said MLE was probably the most fully developed dialect, or sociolect, since Polari, which 
died out in the 1970s. A blend of Italian, Occitan, French and other sources, it was used by homo-
sexual, theatrical and circus communities and has passed words such as naff (dull), khazi (toilet) 
and cottaging (seeking sex in public conveniences) into modern English. Other vocabulary like 
corybungus (backside) and orderly daughters (police) are all but lost.

The MLE word “paigon” caused mainstream head-scratching when it was used by the rapper 
Stormzy to describe Theresa May when he was picking up an award in 2017. It didn’t mean non-
religious. Thorne translates it as “untrustworthy person, enemy”.

https://www.lancaster.ac.uk/staff/bakerjp/polari/home.htm
https://www.theguardian.com/music/2017/sep/06/stormzy-theresa-may-is-a-paigon-gq-awards
https://www.theguardian.com/music/2017/sep/06/stormzy-theresa-may-is-a-paigon-gq-awards


“[MLE] has a social and cultural power and is evolving in a way most slangs aren’t,” he said. “It 
points up the real diversity of Britain and it is not ghettoised ethnicity. The theorists call it super-di-
versity.”

Link: https://amp.theguardian.com/education/2019/mar/29/ching-wap-ox-slang-interpreters-de-
cipher-texts-for-court-evidence?fbclid=IwAR2Wx78LXnqNKl60PG98I9Xer92ZV3er3Q85OMbCp-
Do_I0lV4KqNyrPIHsI

https://amp.theguardian.com/education/2019/mar/29/ching-wap-ox-slang-interpreters-decipher-texts-for-court-evidence?fbclid=IwAR2Wx78LXnqNKl60PG98I9Xer92ZV3er3Q85OMbCpDo_I0lV4KqNyrPIHsI
https://amp.theguardian.com/education/2019/mar/29/ching-wap-ox-slang-interpreters-decipher-texts-for-court-evidence?fbclid=IwAR2Wx78LXnqNKl60PG98I9Xer92ZV3er3Q85OMbCpDo_I0lV4KqNyrPIHsI
https://amp.theguardian.com/education/2019/mar/29/ching-wap-ox-slang-interpreters-decipher-texts-for-court-evidence?fbclid=IwAR2Wx78LXnqNKl60PG98I9Xer92ZV3er3Q85OMbCpDo_I0lV4KqNyrPIHsI
https://amp.theguardian.com/education/2019/mar/29/ching-wap-ox-slang-interpreters-decipher-texts-for-court-evidence?fbclid=IwAR2Wx78LXnqNKl60PG98I9Xer92ZV3er3Q85OMbCpDo_I0lV4KqNyrPIHsI


Accent on common ground as Miliband takes on Russell Brand's estuary twang 

Labour leader swapping his north London speech for Brand’s mockney shows he really wants to get 
on with comedian, and presumably his 9.5m Twitter followers 

Jessica Elgot      Wednesday 29 April 2015 12.52 BST 

Most of us will have experienced it, lessening or emphasising our regional accents or slang depending on the 
social situation. So for linguistic psychologists, it’s no surprise to see Miliband swap his bland north London 
speech for an estuary twang during his interview with Russell Brand, complete with street-style hand ges-
tures. “Yeah, we gotta deal with that. You gotta do it,” he puffed, as he promised to tackle global corporate 
tax avoidance. 

It’s a sign that he really wants to get on the same level as Brand, and presumably with his 9.5 million Twitter 
followers, and emphasise their common ground – even subconsciously. 
The phenomenon is called communication accommodation theory. It is generally unintentional and happens 
in many languages. 

First identified by the University of California at Santa Barbara’s Prof Howard Giles, the theory is that 
“when people interact they adjust their speech, their vocal patterns and their gestures, to accommodate to 
others”. 

The researchers who developed the theory argue that speech is one of the numerous ways to express mem-
bership of a group; people show convergence in accent or method of speech to “signal a salient group dis-
tinctiveness, so as to reinforce a social identity”. So Miliband’s south-eastern accent akin to that of Brand’s 
hometown of Grays in Essex betrays that he really wants them to get along. 

“Most human beings have a desire to be liked by the person they are talking to,” said Prof Karen Douglas, of 
the University of Kent’s social psychology department. “The extent of that varies quite a bit depending on 
the personality, but if you monitor a conversation between two people, the accents will often start to con-
verge and begin to sound more similar. 

“If I speak to an Australian, my Australian accent might start to get stronger, or lessen when I’m speaking to 
an English person. It’s usually done completely unconsciously as a way of affiliating.” 

Not only can it be subconscious, people actually pick up when their conversation partner doesn’t mimic 
them in some way, said University College London’s speech expert Dr Mark Huckvale. “If you greet some-
one with a casual, ‘Hey, how are you doing?’ you’d find it weird if they came back very stilted and formal,” 
he said. It can work both ways, however. “People may try to distance themselves from a person they don’t 
like, or want to maintain social difference from, through how they speak,” Douglas said. “They might try to 
sound posher, for example, though that would have been a poor move for Ed Miliband.” 

Douglas said she would be interested to observe how Miliband’s accent changes over the course of his 35-
minute chat with Brand, which will be edited into an eight-minute clip and is expected to be published on-
line on Wednesday. “Often the adopted accent gets stronger the longer the conversation goes on, so it would 
be interesting to hear if he starts off speaking like Brand or whether it comes later,” she said. 

Of course, it’s always possible that Miliband’s doing it on purpose, said Huckvale. “Usually you can pick up 
whether someone is deliberately faking it, because if someone is trying to put on hip-hop street slang for ex-

https://www.theguardian.com/profile/jessica-elgot
http://www.theguardian.com/politics/2015/apr/28/ed-miliband-aims-to-engage-non-voting-youth-with-russell-brand-encounter
https://twitter.com/rustyrockets
https://twitter.com/rustyrockets
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Communication_accommodation_theory
http://www.theguardian.com/politics/edmiliband


ample, it usually sounds a bit ‘Oh dad!’” he said. “But because it can happen so easily subconsciously too, 
you can never be totally sure.” 

Link: 
http://www.theguardian.com/politics/2015/apr/29/accent-on-common-ground-as-miliband-takes-on-russell-
brands-estuary-twang 

http://www.theguardian.com/politics/2015/apr/29/accent-on-common-ground-as-miliband-takes-on-russell-brands-estuary-twang
http://www.theguardian.com/politics/2015/apr/29/accent-on-common-ground-as-miliband-takes-on-russell-brands-estuary-twang


George Osborne, gawd bless yer 

People sneered at the chancellor's new mockney accent – but it did make him look more human 
Victoria Coren Sunday 7 April 2013 00.04 BST 
 

According to a survey published last week, much to the hor-
ror of some commentators, one in five British people 
changes their accent depending on whom they're speaking 
to. 
I'm horrified too. One in five? Is that all? The true figures 
are lower even than that, since a significant proportion of the 
accent-changers are thickening their existing accent because 
they're so proud of it, which doesn't count. I would have 
hoped to see at least 70% of my compatriots adjusting their 
voices from sheer self-loathing. 

I remember once going to play in a private poker game at Aspinalls, run by a group of charming aristocrats. 
I walked there with an old bookie friend; we littered the pavement with Hs and Ts from Marble Arch to 
Mayfair. If you dropped as many stitches as we dropped consonants, you'd have knitted a piece of string. 
Arriving at the elegant, members-only gaming club, awed by its glittering chandeliers and sweeping stair-
case, I heard myself say to the top-hatted doorman: "Hellair, we're har for the game upstars." Transformed, 
by a mere doorway, from Dick Van Dyke to the Duchess of Devonshire. 

But that's normal, isn't it? You change the way you speak, usually without even noticing, because you as-
sume the person you're talking to is better than you are. Imagine assuming the opposite! Dreadful! That's a 
level of confidence suitable only for racing drivers and the French. (Or "zee French", as I call them when I'm 
in France.) 

You pretend to be like other people. Whether they're posher or less posh than you, more or less northern, 
more or less southern, they're not you so they're bound to be a bit less of a tit. 
The British are supposed to be self-doubting rather than self-righteous – since the dissolution of empire, 
anyway. It's one of the things I'm most patriotic about. From our awkwardness and embarrassment has 
sprung a complexity of literature, comedy and pop music that no other country can touch, for all their sunny 
weather and expressive street carnivals. You don't get Fawlty Towers, Morrissey and Martin Amis from a 
nation that likes itself. 
The estuary twang from a public school boy, the refined little "haitch" from a Hyacinth Bouquet, the myste-
rious vowels of someone pretending not to be from Birmingham: these are all friendly little signs saying: 
"I'm no threat to you, honestly; given half a chance I'd erase my entire self and start again." 

Where has it gone, this pavement-staring, this apologising, this fear of not being good enough? I'm sure it 
started with Big Brother. Over its first, groundbreaking couple of series on Channel 4, a truism spread that 
its contestants should "just be themselves". That was the way to win, to be liked. 

By its third, fourth and fifth series, the contestants (like Bill Murray in Groundhog Day, when he's lost all 
sense of how to let things happen naturally) had stopped demonstrating that they were "just being them-
selves" and started simply stating that to the camera. 
"That's just me," they would say. "It's how I am. Speak as I find. Tell it how I see it. I'm like that, me." 

Soon, reality TV had taken over the airwaves like a virus; every programme featured "normal people" insist-
ing that they were "just being themselves". Pretending to be something you're not, the culture decided, was 
the very worst of crimes. 

http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2302972/One-people-change-accent-sound-posh-job-chat-survey-finds.html
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2302972/One-people-change-accent-sound-posh-job-chat-survey-finds.html


Meanwhile, daytime talk shows championed the principle of "pride in yourself", with everyone on them, 
whether they were size 24 or sleeping with their brother's girlfriend, shouting: "I'm proud of who I am! I 
won't live by anyone else's rules!" – and usually getting a standing ovation for it. 

By the time The Apprentice came along, contestants were openly stating their best qualities. "No point 
telling a lie: I'm just brilliant. I'm a hard worker, a great thinker, a natural leader. I just am. That's me." On 
Come Dine With Me, the honesty became open rudeness. "I'm a great cook. Cheryl is crap. And her house is 
poky and her dog's too small." 

It stands to reason: the more you "believe in yourself", the worse others seem. If you're not looking inside at 
your own faults, you're looking out at others'. As self-deprecation disappears, it is replaced by a million fin-
gers on internet keyboards calling strangers ugly, stupid and wrong. 

There is never any need to change your accent, obviously. As long as you're comprehensible, all speaking 
voices are fine. I hope we are long past the point where anyone hears natural authority in a posh accent, or 
servility in its opposite. I'm just grateful for any sign, in these days of rock-hard public confidence, that a 
person is a little unsure of themselves. 

That is why, last week, I felt a wave of affection for George Osborne. In a remarkably old-fashioned move, 
he went all mockney-sparrer for a speech to Morrisons workers in Kent. If you haven't heard it, do Google 
it. Look out especially for the line: "We've 'ad a system where people oo do the right thing felt penalised for 
it." 

Why, he's human! He's not one of those crazy-eyed sociopaths who are fuelled to power by an unshakable 
certainty that everything about them is right! He's noticed that people laugh at him for being a toff and he's 
felt stung. He's self-conscious. When he hears his own voice, now, it echoes round his head like an impres-
sion of the Queen on speed. 

Standing up in front of a crowd of supermarket workers, at least half of whom he probably fears are manlier 
than he is – he bets they can do stuff like plumbing and sexy vest-wearing – he's tried to rub the edges off. 

OK, it's come out like Robin Askwith in Confessions of a Window Cleaner, but I love him for it. 

Link: 
https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2013/apr/07/george-osborne-does-mockney-accent 
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Student drug dealers are SPARED jail after impressing judge with 'spelling and 
grammar' in text messages arranging cannabis deals 

• Two student drug dealers were caught in possession of cannabis in Swansea 
• They had sent texts advertising their product with perfect spelling and gram-

mar 
• Judge Hale of Swansea Crown Court was impressed with their educated texts
• Brandon Kerrison and Luke Rance were both handed community orders 

By ROD ARDEHALI FOR MAILONLINE
PUBLISHED: 10:57, 3 January 2019 | UPDATED: 00:23, 4 January 2019

A pair of student drug dealers have been spared jail after a judge was impressed by the 'spelling 
and grammar' of the texts they sent advertising their product.


Luke Rance, 19, and Brandon Kerrison, 21, were arrested outside a Swansea library when they 
were found in possession of the Class B drug.


A court heard police examined their mobile phones to find text messages relating to their drug 
deals composed using perfect spelling and punctuation. 


Judge David Hale said the 'grammar and punctuation' in the messages was of a much higher 
standard than normally seen from dealers and indicated a higher level of education. Swansea 
Crown Court heard one message from Kerrison's phone said: 'Mad flavours from 10 tonight - let 
me know for more details’.The court heard Kerrison was studying at Llansamlet Construction Col-
lege in Swansea. Rance, who takes part in theatre productions, was due to start a degree having 
studied at Gower College, also in Swansea. 


Judge Hale said he did not want to 'fetter the prospects' of either man by sending them to jail. 
Instead Kerrison and Rance were handed community orders with 100 hours of unpaid work. Had 
Judge Hale wanted to impose a harsher punishment, sentencing guidelines indicate the pair 
could have been imprisoned for up to 26 weeks.


Kerrison, of Southgate, Swansea, admitted possession of cannabis with intent to supply and be-
ing concerned in the supply of cannabis.


Rance, also of Southgate, admitted possession of cannabis with intent and possession of co-
caine. Rance is an aspiring actor who has appeared in stage productions of Les Miserables, A 
Chorus Line and Grease. Pictures on his social media page show him singing, dancing, playing 
guitar and working with drama groups while studying a performing arts course at Gower College 
in Swansea.

He is due to begin a university degree in September.


Judge Hale told the pair - dressed in dark ties and jackets - that at first 'cannabis may be an ex-
periment that you find pleasurable' but its use can have serious consequences. He said courts all 
too often see lives that have been 'desperately affected' by the use of strong cannabis. The judge 
said the delay in bringing the case to court 'does not do the system much credit' - and had 
meant a long period of stress and worry for their families. However he said the delay may have 
worked to the benefit of the pair as it meant they were able to demonstrate they had got their 
lives back on track and had stayed out of trouble. He said Rance seemed have got involved with 
'ne'er-do-wells in Liverpool' by his cannabis-buying activities while Kerrison had set himself up as 
dealer for people in the local community.


https://www.dailymail.co.uk/home/search.html?s=&authornamef=Rod+Ardehali+For+Mailonline


Judge Hale told them: 'I hope a court never sees either of you again.'


Link: 
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-6553585/Student-drug-dealers-spared-jail-impressing-
judge-spelling-punctuation.html?fbclid=IwAR1b9AUBNMdtEBYiPNo7G0JGG3f8yruPne15imD-
KECaxiqDIJ4iIQeM5Rck
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Big up MLE - the origins of London’s 21st century slang 

The communities that created Notting Hill Carnival have shaped language as well. 

BY SANJANA VARGHESE
Follow @sanjanamv
  
“Let’s settle this: Big Narstie debates who can say wagwan.”

For an unsuspecting BBC iPlayer viewer, this might just be another incomprehensible video. But 
for most people under the age of 30, it makes perfect sense. Obviously, popular grime MC Big 
Narstie would be addressing the contentious issue of whether white people can say “wagwan” - 
“what’s going on” - as a greeting.

Notting Hill Carnival, which takes place at the end of August, is a visible celebration of black and 
brown African-Caribbean communities. But the communities that created Notting Hill Carnival have 
also inadvertently pushed English into the 21st century. Slang from Jamaican patois and other 
African-Caribbean communities form the backbone of Multicultural London English (MLE), the 
bane of every teacher's existence. English has always evolved and changed with the growth of 
immigrant communities - cities around the world with similar African-Caribbean diasporas, such as 
Toronto, have also seen the growth of patois-influenced slang in the youth lexicon.

Ask any parent or secondary school teacher in an English city and they could begrudgingly pro-
vide you with some examples of MLE. Phrases include “bare” (very) and “gassed” (full of oneself, 
alternately overwhelmed). A wasteman is not someone who takes out the trash, but rather some-
one of little worth. Some arguably mock uptight English phrases - a (personal) favourite is “Oh my 
days”, used to indicate surprise, usually exclaimed with the same intonation as the far more prim 
“goodness gracious”. Others are just phrases, like “innit” for “isn’t it”, or “you get me”, tacked onto 
the end of a sentence or a question. Horrifingly for teachers and parents, linguistic deterioration 
even transcends modes of communication - by text, wagwan becomes wag1, you get me be-
comes ygm. 

“The term MLE describes a ‘social dialect’ (sociolect), an informal spoken style of UK English used 
initially by ‘younger’ speakers and first identified and associated with London,” Antony Thorne, a 
linguistics researcher at King’s College London, wrote to me. “This way of speaking is charac-
terised by a vocabulary reflecting a high degree of ‘black’ (terms possibly coined by African-Car-
ibbean speakers in the UK, and US black ‘street’ language and hip hop terminology) influences, 
with some noticeable ‘cockney’ elements too. Its structure and syntax (‘grammar’) may display 
‘deviations’ from traditionally ‘correct’ taught forms and the prestige dialects of ‘standard’ English 
and received pronunciation.” Not all of the slang in MLE is patois; Thorne notes that there are 
South Asian, Turkish and Polish influences, to varying extents, on MLE’s vocabulary and intona-
tion.

But MLE cannot be attributed solely to the effects of post-war large scale immigration from former 
British colonies, as many linguists initially thought. The cultural influences of the Caribbean have 
also shaped its development, in combination with the “super diversity” of urban areas. Caribbean 
English in the 1960s and 1970s was carried into common parlance through music like ska and 
reggae from immigrant communities; by 1980s, speech patterns that were predominantly associ-
ated with ethnic minorities began to gain prestige on playgrounds, streets and clubs in parts of 
London. In plain English, MLE became cool. 
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By the 1990s, Thorne noted that he had recorded white working-class school kids using more 
“recreolised lexis”, or what the mainstream media coined, “Jafaican”. The UK grime scene and US 
hip hop vocabulary and intonation patterns augmented these trends. Language from gang culture 
and word of mouth in combination with these previous influences enabled MLE to become a dri-
ving force in linguistic change today.

“The whites have become black... Black and white, boy and girl operate in this language together. 
This language which is wholly false is a Jamaican patois, that’s been intruded in England and this 
is why so many of us have this sense of literally a foreign country.”

Historian David Starkey faced backlash when he made these comments in 2011, but he was right 
about one thing. That kind of language, "that's been intruded in England" actually is used almost 
identically among ethnicities and genders in urban areas and has started to spread further afield. 
London has often been cast as the driving force of youth culture ; it's where the now ubiquitous UK 
grime scene came from and TV shows set in London, like Michaela Coel's hit comedy series 
Chewing Gum, incorporate MLE. 

Some linguists who have been tracking the growth of MLE argue that it may be better called Urban 
British English, a “multiethnolect” as even young people far away from London are often familiar 
with some of the core terms, such as peng and creps (attractive and trainers, respectively). 

MLE has the potential to change English forever, even outside of “yoof culture”. “This can already 
be seen not just in young white and Asian people consciously imitating the sound of Jamaican, but 
in a new rhythm and emphasis in everyday speech”, says Thorne. “If you hear but can’t see the 
speaker, it’s impossible to determine their ethnicity”. Starkey would probably think that’s a bit 
peak (a reference to peak time on the tube, meaning awful or undesirable). 

Certain sections of society (predominantly white and middle class) have started to become con-
cerned. Some commentators have alleged that the use of MLE will affect its users in more formal 
situations; such as in a job or college interview, and could hamper their opportunities at career ad-
vancement. Yet some of the young men who Dr Rob Drummond and his team of researchers 
spoke to in Manchester in a 2014 study didn’t necessarily agree. Much like the rest of society, they 
knew the difference between a job or university interview, and hanging out with their friends, and 
demonstrated it to those researchers. You just have to watch a teenager get a phone call from 
their grandma to see how quickly young people can adapt to varying contexts. 

Language isn’t and shouldn’t be a static monolith; it's difficult to argue that ye olde English was a 
more useful way of communicating. Chaucer and Shakespeare would have loved MLE, given 
its multiple dirty euphemisms and how easily it rolls off the tongue. Objectively, other linguists have 
also seen similar trends in all kinds of global urban environments, such as “Turken-Deutsch”, Turk-
ish influenced slang used by teenagers in Berlin, or “straattaal” in the Netherlands. There’s ar-
guably a racist overtone to middle-class white commentators, academics and parents alleging that 
the spread of slang with African-Caribbean origins is the downfall of modern civilization. Exhibit 
A: this laughable Daily Mail article from a concerned parent that "Kingston-upon-Surrey had turned 
into Kingston, Jamaica". 

Thorne argues that MLE's growth attracted so much attention because it's "associated with social 
unrest, crime and what in the 60s was called transgression and ‘deviancy’". The attempt to as-
sociate MLE with aggression and criminality echoes the commentary around the upcoming Notting 
Hill Carnival, where much of MLE's lexicon originated. The carnival is often portrayed as danger-
ous and drug-ridden, even though it’s statistically safer than Glastonbury. 

It's evident that MLE is here to stay, from UK grime becoming an international phenomenon to 
Vice's “Chat Shit Get Elected” snap election series that featured political satirist RantsnBants call-
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ing Theresa May a knackered old goat (that might not need explanation). Linguistic change is as 
natural as language itself; it’s a fundamental part of how languages are actually formed throughout 
the world, and many English words are bastardizations of other European tongues. Just like all 
other languages, so too must English mutate and change to remain both relevant and useful, you 
get me? 

Sanjana Varghese was previously a Wellcome scholar at the New Statesman. She writes about 
science and technology. 
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Why do some accents sound better than others? 
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When a funeral planning business recently decided to open its new contact centre in Newport, 
South Wales, it said it was doing so because Welsh accents sounded more empathetic and con-
soling – beating off competition from Teeside, another popular call centre location thought to have 
a friendly accent.

Everyone has something to say about their favourite accents and which ones they hate. If I asked 
your opinion on, for example, the Liverpool (Scouse), Birmingham (Brummie) and southern Irish 
accents, what would you say? You might not like the sound of the first two, although you might find 
the Irish accent pleasing to the ear – but why? What is it that shapes how we feel about accents?

A considerable amount of research has been done to find out why people have such strong opin-
ions about accents. One of the key methods that dialectologists use is to play lots of different re-
gional accents to people who come from a range of locations. The listeners rate the voices they 
hear on a scale according to, for example, how educated or friendly the speakers sound to them. 
Listeners typically get to judge speakers on competence and status traits, like intelligence and 
self-confidence, as well as social attractiveness traits, such as friendliness and sincerity.
r.</div></div>
In one notable study listeners compared Received Pronunciation (RP) speakers with speakers 
from South Wales. RP – which many linguists now call Standard Southern British English (SSBE) 
– is an accent associated with high social prestige. Non-linguists sometimes also call this type of 
speaking “BBC English” or “the Queen’s English”. Think Emma Thompson and Patrick Stewart.

In the study, the RP voices were rated higher for intelligence, self-confidence, independence, ego, 
and job status. The South Welsh speakers meanwhile were rated more trustworthy, sincere, sup-
porting, and understanding. The results of other similar studies are highly consistent. Standard 
accents tend to be rated highly on status and competence characteristics, while regional accents 
are consistently viewed more favourably for social attractiveness traits.

Regional listening

However, the consistency of listeners’ attitudes to accents only holds if we ask native English 
speakers who live in the UK. One PhD researcher asked listeners to rate 20 different accents in-
cluding southern Irish, Welsh, Scouse, and Brummie. The native English speakers predictably rat-
ed southern Irish highly while the others came 15th, 17th, and 19th respectively.

In contrast, the non-native English speaking listeners rated Welsh second, Brummie third, Scouse 
sixth and southern Irish tenth. The non-native English speakers also described the Birmingham 
accent as “beautiful”, “cool”, “sexy”, “sweet”, and “lovely”, which might come as quite a surprise to 
native English people who give the Brummie accent a really hard time for being “ugly”.

Studies like this where people from different places consistently rate accents differently to native 
listeners demonstrate that in actual fact there is nothing innately attractive or ugly about how an 
accent sounds. So where do we get these attitudes from?

The reason that standard accents are perceived more favourably is probably because of the social 
and cultural pressures that operate within a community. So, standard English is perceived more 
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favourably than regional dialects because of the social and cultural authority of those who speak 
with an SSBE accent. Standard language is traditionally viewed as the language of the elite and 
while SSBE speakers may be stereotyped as sounding “posh”, the standard forms are considered 
by most to be “correct”. From a very young age, society makes us believe that anything else is 
“wrong” or “lazy”, and if we want to get a job and succeed, we must use the standard forms.
However, when it comes to rating differences between regional dialects, for example in the case of 
southern Welsh vs Brummie, it’s likely that our attitudes are more closely linked to our local envi-
ronment.

From a very young age, we shape our attitudes to everything around us, including social connota-
tions, even if we never come into contact with them. We learn from a range of sources, including 
people around us and the things we see and read.

People from different places are associated with distinct characteristics and as a result, the ac-
cents they use are also associated with those characteristics. Speakers of SSBE are thought of 
highly as they are seen as being professional, successful, and wealthy. People who speak with 
strong urban dialects are often considered to have lower status because of a historical reputation 
of those areas for higher crime rates, unemployment, and industrialisation. However, people from 
other countries have not grown up around these specific cultural stereotypes and have not devel-
oped these perceptions. As a result, they do not associate those characteristics with the accent 
and so they rate speakers differently.

In addition, our own experiences impact our attitudes. If we have (or hear of someone we know 
having) a negative or positive experience of someone from a particular town or city, we subcon-
sciously connect those good or bad feelings with certain features, such as their accent. When we 
later hear that accent, this can trigger those feelings and make us attribute them to anyone who 
talks in that way.

So next time you find yourself having a strong reaction to the way that someone speaks, try to re-
member that what you think is ugly and nasal may be someone else’s lilting and beautiful.

Link:
https://theconversation.com/why-do-some-accents-sound-better-than-others-77732
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The rise of ‘accent softening’: why more and more people are changing 
their voices

Elocution lessons are back in vogue, with many people seeking to disguise their regional 
accents. But shouldn’t we be beyond this now?

Daniel Lavelle

Wed 20 Mar 2019 06.00 GMT

I feel that this award was not made to me as a man, but to my work – a life’s work in the agony 
and sweat of the human spirit, not for glory and least of all for profit, but to create out of the mate-
rials of the human spirit something which did not exist before.” As I read this extract – from William 
Faulkner’s Nobel prize acceptance speech – I hand a plastic spoon to my voice coach every time I 
arrive at an important word.

I am in central London, attending an “accent softening taster session” with the London Speech 
Workshop. Jamie Chapman, the Henry Higgins to my Eliza Doolittle, tells me that I begin my sen-
tences with lots of energy but they fall flat at the end. He claims that passing the spoons will help 
me “land” my thoughts: “You have to imagine that, every time you speak, you have put something 
inside your listener’s hand,” he says.

I visit Chapman because, since I moved from Manchester to London two years ago, I have been 
mocked about my accent, which made me think about softening some of my rougher edges. Re-
gional accents not only indicate where we are from, but can reveal our social class, while a recent 
study found that broad regional accents can be a barrier to social mobility.

The idea of erasing part of my identity makes me profoundly uneasy, nevertheless, it is something 
that many people are trying. Superprof, an online tutoring database, has 2,868 online elocution 
tutors offering one-to-one lessons, and the Tutor Pages, a tutor business directory, reported that, 
in the three months following 2016’s EU referendum, inquiries for elocution lessons increased by 
more than 23.5%, compared with the same period in 2015. In the past, elocution teachers offered 
their clients the ability to speak “correctly” or with “distinction”. Today, businesses – possibly aware 
of the class connotations – promote their services with more euphemistic words; it’s now about 
“softening” your accent not changing it and speaking “clearly”, not correctly.

Yet underpinning this are the same old assumptions, says Dr Sol Gamsu, an assistant professor of 
sociology at Durham University. “Accents are tied into uneven regional geographies of economic 
and cultural power,” he says. “The associations between intelligence and forms of middle-class 
and elite speech and accent are deeply woven into British class structures.”

A broad regional accent might hold you in good stead in some jobs, but can be a drawback in 
more upwardly mobile careers. “There may be some kind of expectation that, if you’ve secured a 
good degree and aced teacher training, then why didn’t you modify your accent as a linguistic 
means to signal that you are moving up in the world,” says Dr Alex Baratta, a lecturer at the Man-
chester Institute of Education.

“Accents tell you as much about what we project on to people as anything to do with the actual 
people,” says Sophie Scott, a professor of cognitive neuroscience at University College London. 
How you perceive accents can be dependent on your proximity to the location of the accent, she 
says. She grew up in Blackburn, Lancashire, where the Liverpudlian accent was considered “met-
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ropolitan”. This contrasts with the animus that some Mancunians have towards a scouse accent, 
and the romanticism some Americans hear in its cadences.

Since I have been in London, I have become conscious of what my accent signals – northerners 
are often depicted as being louts or simpletons in the southern-centric media. During the first few 
ice-breakers at university, I was told by a well-spoken southerner that I sounded like Karl Pilking-
ton, of An Idiot Abroad fame.

And if it’s not Pilkington representing Manchester, it’s Shameless’s Frank Gallagher or Diane Mor-
gan’s adorable dimwit, Philomena Cunk.

This stigma concerned Sarah Byrne, 29, when she began her acting career. Byrne, who played 
Meena Karib on Shameless and now runs her own acting agency, is from Oldham, Greater Man-
chester. “I always thought, when I was going for certain parts, that having a northern accent might 
hinder my chances,” she says. “When I was 19 or 20, I tried to change my accent a little. I just felt 
like people would take me more seriously if I spoke better.” As Byrne got older, she embraced it 
instead. “I’m proud of where I’m from and if that shows through the way I speak, then so be it.”

Of course, it’s not just northerners. Kirsty-Lee Griffiths, 29, founder of the healthy-eating fast food 
company Macro Food, is from Walsall, West Midlands. When she moved to Manchester she, too, 
tried to soften her accent. “It was something I was really self-conscious about because people 
think that people with a Birmingham accent are quite stupid,” she says. Jess Phillips, Labour MP 
for Birmingham Yardley, however, considers her Brummie accent one of her “greatest assets”, but 
has experienced some of what worried Griffiths. “Outside of parliament, people definitely will use it 
as a tool to have a go at you,” she says. “They’ll say you sound thick and you’re common and you 
don’t speak properly.”

The way Phillips writes has also been ridiculed. “Every single time I write anything down about be-
ing a mom, or about my mom or other moms – I write it: ‘Mom,’ because that’s how we say it in 
Birmingham. And every single time someone will be like: ‘Oh, that’s not how you spell it. It’s mum. 
You’re thick.’ I’m like: ‘Not where I live it isn’t’,” Phillips adds.

While people may be worried about regional accents, others claim that sounding too posh can be 
frowned upon. The former head of Harrow recently complained of former pupils using “mockney” 
accents. The Queen’s English, or received pronunciation (RP), was considered the brogue of the 
elite for a long time; it was adopted by the BBC and for decades no one was allowed on the air-
waves who veered too far from it. Today, it’s no longer a requisite to social mobility.

In the introduction to my taster session, Chapman tells me several times he “loves accents” and 
“wouldn’t do what he’s doing” if he didn’t. I feel conflicted, however, because even though I have 
no reason to doubt Chapman, he is still a voice coach providing “accent softening” courses, some-
thing that another voice coach, Matt Pocock, told the Guardian was like “a Band Aid on a class 
system that isn’t working”.

Yet often it is not the accent that is the problem, says Chapman. “An employer might send some-
body for accent softening, and actually what they mean is that the employee’s voice doesn’t quite 
sound formal.” The difference between sounding formal and informal, he explains, lies in speaking 
too quickly, mumbling or reductions in speech such as the glottal stop – an abrupt silence that re-
places T and, occasionally, other consonants at the end of words. “If you drop a T at the end of a 
word just before a pause like this: Do you see my poin …? Or: Do you see my poinT? Which of 
those two sounds like I value it more?” Chapman asks. “It’s the second one, because I’m complet-
ing it,” Chapman confirms. “You can have a fairly strong regional accent, but you’re putting in Ts at 
the end of words. You’re being careful – enunciating clearly. So that’s about being careful with the 
speech, valuing what you say, not mumbling. That’s distinct, I think, from accent.”
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But is it? Baratta argues that those reductions contribute to accents and, in turn, whether people 
are perceived as “common” or working class. “If you take the word Saturday. I know that people 
with a neutral accent might say, ‘Sa-tur-day.’ If you say, ‘Sa-di’, it’s gone from three to two syllables 
and you’re using the glottal stop, which is very stigmatised.”

Other differences, such as TH-fronting, which is pronouncing “th” as “f” or “v”, can affect your em-
ployability, says Scott. “The more somebody says ‘munf’ rather than month, ‘fru’ rather than 
through, we will consider that to be a marker that they are less employable. Because it is per-
ceived to be a measure of socioeconomic status.”

Chapman takes me through the sound diagnostic, a verbal test to check how my speech varies 
from RP or standard-neutral English. I read through the phonemic alphabet, a system that allows 
people to learn how to pronounce English sounds in RP. I begin by pronouncing words with vowels 
of the long and short variety, then diphthongs, before moving on to consonants, including plosives 
and fricatives. I read through lines consisting of one or three words such as “apple, cat, sag,” or 
“earth, murder, learner”. When Chapman wants to clarify a sound – at least that is what I think he 
was doing – I repeat phrases such as: “I’m singing a song for spring” and “lovely monkey” several 
times, which makes me crack up; it’s as though I am in My Fair Lady. The verdict is that my accent 
gets particularly Manc when I am pronouncing long vowels. When I make an “O” sound, Chapman 
says my lips “don’t come forward and round enough”. I have got my work cut out for me if I ever 
want to present on Radio 4.

Should I start practising? Dawn-Marie France, the editor of Yorkshire Women’s Life, says that, as 
a young Carribean-Asian and a “working-class girl living in Yorkshire”, she was often told she 
would never make it as a broadcaster because of her accent. “But because I’m quite a gutsy 
northern lass I thought: ‘No, I want people to accept me for who I am.’ I was determined to not give 
way to any kind of prejudice,” she adds.

Can we change society, so that people like France aren’t told they have to change themselves? 
Phillips says that having more people with regional accents in powerful positions would help. And 
she suggests having more TV presenters with regional accents to “walk around art galleries” talk-
ing about “clever stuff” such as history would be a good place to start to “change the way people 
view who is clever and who isn’t”.

I am convinced. I am a northerner and if any daft apeth with a cob on wants to mither me about my 
accent, they can do one. It’s their problem, not mine.

Link:
https://www.theguardian.com/society/2019/mar/20/ugly-rise-accent-softening-people-changing-
their-voices
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Fairly soon after her marriage to Prince Harry in May 2018, articles about Meghan Markle started 
to appear – in the BBC, Mirror, Daily Star and Daily Express – reporting a change in her speech. 
Apparently the American actress has taken on a “British” accent along with her membership of the 
royal family.

Markle, a native of Los Angeles, appeared in public with Prince Harry for the first time in Sep-
tember 2017. They became engaged in November the same year and tied the knot in the following 
May. By July The Express was reporting “people claiming they could hear a British lilt developing” 
when Markle spoke in public.

People picking up different accents when moving to a new place is not uncommon. In linguistics 
we call this process “accommodation” – which largely translates to “unintentional imitation”. Talk-
ers accommodate to one another in how fast they speak, the vowels they use and other features. 
Accommodation also happens non-verbally: in gazing or body posture, for example. Why do we 
accommodate? Because similarity between people is perceived as attractive and increases effi-
ciency of communication.

This kind of accommodation typically happens unintentionally. A 2007 study showed that speakers 
accommodate to speech without realising if it is simply played in the background as ambient noise. 
A study from 2010 showed that when some New Zealand English speakers read positive state-
ments about Australia they used more Australian English vowels. Keep in mind, though, that 
Markle is an actor – and actors have the skills to change accents intentionally. However, without 
interviewing her on this issue, we’ll never know if that’s what’s going on.
div>
How can one measure accommodation? This depends on the level of language one wants to 
study. Here we focus on pronunciation, and a discipline called phonetics. For this article, we ana-
lysed a sample of Markle’s speech prior to her engagement to Harry (see above, on Yahoo Style in 
February 2015) and compared them to more recent ones after she married Harry.

Markle is clearly a practised speaker. In what is billed as her first speech as a member of the royal 
family, the first clip (above) shows her speaking at a launch event in September 2018 for Together: 
Our Community Cookbook, for which she has written a foreword. She speaks in a relaxed manner 
– “with no notes”.

The next clip (below) features her speaking at a more formal occasion: the Endeavour Fund 
Awards in early 2019. She does have notes this time, but her speech is still very natural sounding, 
with pauses on occasion for dramatic effect.

Tongue twister

We limited our analysis to these recordings because the audio quality is adequate (acoustic analy-
ses are delicate). We compared three vowels: the vowels in words like “thought” and “talk” and in 
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words like “lot” and “sock” – which are often merged together in California English – and the vowel 
in words like “price” and “bite”, using three to four examples of each vowel for each of the videos 
at different points in time. We chose these vowels as, listening to dozens of recordings on You-
Tube, we felt there may be some change in how she produced them.

The figure below shows something called a vowel plot, which allows us to graph acoustic mea-
surements of the vocal tract resonances from different vowel productions. The Y-axis (vertical) 
roughly corresponds to the height of the tongue when producing a vowel, and the X-axis (horizon-
tal) shows whether the tongue is front or back in the mouth.
Our preliminary analysis shows that Markle’s articulation of the word “thought” remained virtually 
identical between 2015 and 2019, while her production of “lot” actually became more similar to 
“thought” over this period – which is closer to the pattern we might expect in California English. 
This is arguably the opposite of what we’d expect if Markle was sounding more British.

Vowel plots for THOUGHT and LOT vowels.


As for the vowel in “price” – which, technically, is a combination of two vowels, starting somewhere 
around the southern British English vowel in “strut” and ending closer to the vowel in “kit” – in 2015 
(red), her tongue starts relatively fronted and low (starting point of the arrow), which is what one 
would expect of Californian English. In 2019 (turquoise), her tongue position starts higher than in 
2015. The starting point of her 2019 “price” vowel may be moving towards the same vowel sound 
found in southern English.
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Vowel plot for PRICE vowel.


A little more talk

So, is Markle really beginning to sound British? The differences reported here are very small, 
based on a reduced set of (uncontrolled) data, and using only two time points. We certainly can’t 
deduce from this evidence that she is now speaking with a British accent.
To make more robust claims we need substantially more recent high-quality data – which, at this 
time, is not available. Furthermore, we would need to expand our analyses to include other vowels 
and other linguistic domains, such as speech melody, choice of words, or conversational markers 
– given that “picking up a new accent” is more than merely using different vowels
.
New problems, emerge, however: comparing speech melody, for example, between two time 
points would require us to have recordings of Markle in similar conversational settings at the dif-
ferent times – as a speaker’s melody, or “intonation” as we call it in phonetics, is heavily depen-
dent on conversational context. While we’ve got recordings of Markle speaking to people at public 
events in the UK since becoming the Duchess of Sussex, we have not been able to find anything 
like this for her pre-Harry days.

Markle seems to be a woman with a pretty well-defined sense of self. It is unlikely, we feel, that we 
are going to see profound changes in her accent at this early stage. But anything can happen. And 
as she says in the cookbook video, she’s keen to celebrate what connects people, not what di-
vides them … and maybe that’s what the media is picking up on.

Link:
https://theconversation.com/meghan-markle-reports-of-her-british-accent-sound-like-journalis-
tic-licence-say-linguistics-experts-113889
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Guy Gunaratne: ‘In London, you learn to code-switch ... I’ve always thought of 
that as a superpower’

Claire Armitstead

Guy Gunaratne

Examining race, class and Lee Rigby’s murder, Guy Gunaratne’s debut novel won last 
month’s Dylan Thomas prize. He talks about rebellion and leaving the UK
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When Guy Gunaratne was a teenager he would catch the bus home from school in north-west 
London, listening out for the chat of his fellow passengers. “Like this one kid who said to his friend, 
‘Come on, you’re moving like molasses.’ That rattled in my head for so long. It’s so inside,” he 
says. “London can be an unkind place to live and grow up in, but I just love the way we spoke, and 
to make something out of where you’re from, loving the kind of things people usually forget or dis-
miss, is a thrilling experience.”

Gunaratne’s debut novel, In Our Mad and Furious City, was longlisted for last year’s Man Booker 
prize and shortlisted for a string of others before winning the Jhalak prize and the International Dy-
lan Thomas award for writers under 40 last month. The Dylan Thomas jury described it as as-
tounding, provocative and enticing, but not an easy read. “People bring their own baggage to my 
baggage and that’s good,” responds the author, who packed his novel with things people would 
prefer to dismiss or forget, not least the murder of off-duty soldier Lee Rigby, who was hacked to 
death in broad daylight in a south London street in 2013.

A lightly fictionalised version of the murder opens the novel, and is all the more shocking for the 
reaction it provokes on the street. “The black younger had stopped soldier-boy and struck him 
down with a cleaver,” we are told. “He called himself the hand of Allah but to us he looked as if he 
had just rolled out the same school gates as us. He had the same trainers we wore. Spoke the 
same road slang we used. The blood was not what shocked us. For us it was his face like a mirror, 
reflecting our own confused and frightened thoughts.”

Most of the novel is written in a pungent first-person patois, which the author calls “road 
dialect” (while conceding that it’s officially known as Multicultural London English or MLE). But this 
opening rings out like an omniscient chorus. So how closely does it reflect his own feelings? Gu-
naratne was in Finland when the news of the murder broke but watched the endlessly repeated 
film footage. “The thing that shocked me was one of the killers: the way he expressed himself real-
ly did remind me of the kind of people I grew up with. There was a perverse identification which 
disturbed me to the extent that I knew it was something I needed to navigate for myself.”

There’s a ferocious energy in the language of the novel that is reminiscent of James Kelman’s 
How Late It Was, How Late or even Anthony Burgess’s A Clockwork Orange, and seems always 
on the point of combusting. It pushes at convention: Gunaratne’s “ennet?”, for instance, stands in 
for the ubiquitous “innit?”. But its heightened particularity, what Gunaratne calls “insideness”, 
seems a million miles from the softly spoken 35-year-old man sitting opposite me, who talks deli-
cately and carefully, unafraid to let silences bloom as he picks his way through his thoughts.
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He wouldn’t talk like this to his old schoolfriends, he points out. “But publishing is pretty middle 
class and I’ve had to accommodate. In London, you learn to code-switch quite well and I’ve always 
thought of that as a superpower in a way. You’re able to express yourself with different vocabulary 
in different situations, not through any pretence but because the way you express yourself mat-
ters, and your social condition is inherited through your inheritance of dialect.”

Gunaratne was born in 1984 into a Sri Lankan family in Neasden, north-west London, where the 
novel is set. His father had arrived at 16, speaking little English, and worked his way up to a cleri-
cal job at the Sri Lankan high commission. His mother started on a supermarket check-out desk 
before moving to the cash office at Ikea. “I’ve always been quite conflicted about Neasden,” he 
says. “It’s a place you pass through on the way to the Hindu temple and Ikea and it’s cleaved in 
half by a motorway. Anyone who landed there would only stay for a short while but for some rea-
son my parents stayed on.”

His father would reminisce about long-gone pubs where, in the 1950s and 60s, lines of Irish itiner-
ant workers would wait to be picked up in vans. They are memorialised in the novel in Belfast-born 
Caroline – one of two older narrators – though in the words of one of his central triumvirate of 
troubled “youngers”, “everything just switched hands, like bish-bash-bosh to the next lot. Polish 
settled this time. Might be Somalis next, or Albanians. Hard-nut lot, ennet. Fucking Turks maybe."

Education was important to his parents, though they couldn’t afford fees, and he was sent to a 
tough local school while his “super-smart” older brother won a bursary to a more desirable one 
outside the area. “I didn’t enjoy it, but no matter how rough that school was I felt I had to make 
something out of it: you have to make art from the place that you’re from even if it’s not as nourish-
ing as other places,” he says. In the absence of inspiration from his environment he sought it from 
books, hanging out in Willesden library, scouting for bargains in charity shops, and falling in love 
with a generation of American Jewish writers – novelists such as Isaac Bashevis Singer and Saul 
Bellow “who talked about not mingling”. Being Jewish and from Chicago, Gunaratne discovered, 
had something in common with being from a Buddhist family in Neasden.

Though writing was “a kind of background noise” throughout his childhood – “something I was al-
ways compulsively doing” – his family “quite sensibly” didn’t encourage it. He had no role models, 
so he did what teenagers have always done: rebelled. And his rebellion just happened to coincide 
with the rise of grime music. “There was something about grime that was indifferent to pleasing – it 
said: ‘This is just for us’,” he recalls. “It was the music we listened to and some of my friends em-
ceed. I didn’t, but Channel U [a short-lived grime and rap satellite TV outlet] was very important to 
me: it screened music videos that looked like the kind of places I was from.”

Part of his rebellion was against the placidity of his parents’ generation, their compliance with be-
ing defined by the prejudices of others, which is recalled by the elderly West Indian Nelson in the 
novel as “a sorta deep-down shame … when I realise that this Britain here did not love me back, 
no matter how I feel for it”. If grime offered one form of kickback for Gunaratne, another came from 
post-colonial literature (one of the boys is called Selvon after Sam Selvon, whose 1956 novel The 
Lonely Londoners pioneered the use of “creolised” English). In particular, he clicked with Derek 
Walcott’s demand that mango and breadfruit trees should be accorded the same iconical status in 
English poetry as the elm and the oak. “I realised I could write about a chicken shop as if it was a 
church, or of playing football on a concrete playground as football reporters write about 
Barcelona,” he says.

The random jobs he landed after leaving school convinced him he wasn’t very good at “anything 
that was likely to bring in an income”, so he signed up for a film and television degree at London’s 
Brunel University, where he made some short films, then went on to City University to study cur-
rent affairs journalism. “I had this maniac idea of war reportage,” he says. “We’d always hear stuff 
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about the civil war in Sri Lanka. My parents would go back there, and we lived there for a year 
when I was about 10.”

He fell in love with a fellow student, Heidi Lindvall, and together they set up a film production com-
pany. They went to Sri Lanka a week after the civil war had ended to write a story about suppres-
sion of the media. It did well and gave them a calling card for television, so Gunaratne spent most 
of his 20s travelling around world trouble spots, “interviewing people who were vulnerable, and just 
listening and not flinching”. Did it feel dangerous? There were times – such as negotiating un-
mapped landmines in Sri Lanka – when it got “a bit interesting”, he says.

Though the couple were based in London, they followed their work around and were living in 
Berlin by the time Gunaratne finished the manuscript he had been writing every morning for a 
couple of years. Once he found an agent, things moved very quickly. There was a bidding war, “so 
we were in the wonderful position of being able to choose”. But he’s taking his sudden success in 
his stride, saying: “I do almost miss that feeling of naivety, but I’m very aware that someone grow-
ing up in Neasden doesn’t usually get to do this.” He now flits between London and Lindvall’s na-
tive Sweden where he is working on a second voice-driven novel, though this time with a single 
voice. Having recently become a father, he says that “any time at my desk feels like a gift. And the 
good thing is I live in Malmö: it’s healthy to have that bit of geography between the first book and 
the second.”

But he is also acutely aware of how fragile his privileges are. The chicken shop in In Our Mad and 
Furious City is called Ray’s Chicken Paradise and is staffed by an Indian assistant known as 
“freshie Dave”, as in “Fresh off the boat”. “His sort were the frontline now,” says Pakistan-born 
Yusuf, the son of an imam in a radicalising mosque. “These words like ‘Paki’, which we did our 
best to pacify at school, had come back sharper and took chunks out of faces like my own and 
Freshie Dave’s.”

In Our Mad and Furious City is an inexorable 48-hour sprint towards riot and tragedy, its depiction 
of social alienation eerily prefiguring the debate about Shamima Begum, the east London school-
girl who found herself stranded after running away to Syria. Gunaratne responded to the Begum 
story with a heartfelt plea to “assert our belonging as being grounded in law. Anything less and we 
abdicate our collective responsibilities as members of civil society.” Like it or not, he wrote on his 
website, Shamima Begum is as British as the rest of us. “It was here, in Britain, that she was radi-
calised. And it is here that she should face justice. The only way we can begin to understand the 
pathologies behind those who choose to follow ideologies of hate groups is to bring them home.”

The case has provoked concern, on behalf of his parents in London and his baby daughter in 
Sweden, as well as for himself. “I feel quite deeply alarmed,” he says. “Some people revel in unbe-
longing because if you’re not wholly one thing or another you become a citizen of now, and as a 
writer I don’t think there’s anywhere as interesting to be. But I’m concerned that the material condi-
tions of being British are changing, and these things need confronting.”

Link: https://www.theguardian.com/books/2019/jun/28/guy-gunaratne-citizen-of-
now-interview
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The sexiest accents in the UK have been revealed - is yours on the list?

The UK's sexiest accents have officially been ranked - and it's good news for Essex dwellers. The 
survey, carried out by Big 7 Travel, asked 1.5 million people to rank the accents they find sexiest - 
and the 25 results have been ranked in order. Speaking about the winner, the survery said: "Popu-
larised by the stars of The Only Way Is Essex, vowels get shortened – it’s similar to East Anglian 
English, including both the Suffolk and Norfolk dialects, but with its own super Essex vibe.

"Super sexy? The people have spoken."

What is the UK's sexiest accent? You can see the full list of results below:
25) Northumberland
24) Stoke-on-Trent
23) Hebridean
22) Surrey
21) East Anglian
20) Kentish
19) Highlands
18) Multicultural London English (MLE)
17) Leeds
16) Somerset
15) Lancashire
14) Cardiff
13) Edinburgh
12) Estuary English
11) Norfolk
10) Cockney
9) Yorkshire
8) South Welsh Valleys
7) Geordie
6) Scouse
5) Mancunian
4) Queen's English
3) Glaswegian
2) Northern Irish
1) Essex

Link: https://www.heart.co.uk/lifestyle/uk-sexiest-accents/
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If You Want To Talk Like A Boss, Consider How You Take Credit And Give 
Orders

Certain phrases come with loaded meanings that leaders should be aware of.

By Monica Torres, HuffPost US  

After catching the phrase from a former boss, I can’t stop saying “No worries” to any work commu-
nication needing a confirmation. A delay? No worries. Compliment? No worries. Problem solved? 
No worries. 

No worries, and its cousin “No problem,” are phrases that signal the positive intent of “It was no 
big deal” or an affirming “OK cool,” but they can also undermine your authority, depending on how 
the phrase lands. How you convey authority is dependent on how employees hear authority.
When you are a boss or aspire to talk like one, you want to make sure your ideas get heard and 
understood. I talked with career experts and linguists about what boss language sounds like and 
what phrases can undermine good management. 

Instead of “No problem/No worries,” try “I’d be pleased to” or “Certainly”

When you use “No worries” or “No problem” as I do, the phrase can actually have the opposite ef-
fect. Once you say there is no worry or no problem, the recipient may hear that there actually was 
an underlying issue to be concerned about. In other words, just saying the word “problem” intro-
duces the possibility that the situation wasn’t great.  

This kind of language can send the negative message of seeing people as problems, said Judith 
Humphrey, founder of the Canada-based communications firm The Humphrey Group. “You’re po-
sitioning the other person as a problem, but you’re going to let it go,” she said.  

The goal of a boss conversation is not always relaying information, but sometimes to build rapport 
with your colleagues. And in that case, a casual “No worries” can introduce unwanted questions 
about your colleague’s performance. Take the scenario of a boss telling their employee “No wor-
ries” after being told about a minor production delay.

“Even though the ostensible purpose is to reassure the underling, the actual impact is a negative 
one unconsciously,” Humphrey said. “I would say, ‘That’s fine with me. I’m fine with that.’ Or even 
something like, ‘I’ll look forward to it. I’m sure it’s going to be great.’ Replace the negative with a 
positive.“

Other positive substitutes that Humphrey recommends are “I’d be pleased to,” “My pleasure” and 
“Of course.“

The challenge of workplace speaking patterns is that each of us grows up learning a different one, 
and when we are leaders at work, we may think our linguistic style is best. Deborah Tannen, a pro-
fessor of linguistics at Georgetown University and author of “Talking From 9 to 5: Women and Men 
at Work,” has written extensively about the different conversation styles that we bring to the work-
place.
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“The answer will always be for each person to be an observer of their own interactions,” said Tan-
nen. “If [you] don’t like how something is going, somebody seems to react in a funny way, you 
could back off and ask yourself, ‘Could it be something about the way I spoke that made that im-
pression, had that effect?’” 

Tannen said “No worries” can come across as self-deprecating and unprofessional, noting that ac-
cepting thanks for doing your job is tricky. “You don’t want to say, ‘You’re welcome,’ because that’s 
like saying, ‘Yeah, I did you a big favor,’” Tannen said. Instead of answering “No worries,” Tannen 
recommended substituting “Certainly.” 

The problem with “Anyone could do it” 

Self-deprecating language that minimizes your expertise can backfire, depending on who hears 
it. In her book “Lead From the Outside,” former Georgia gubernatorial candidate Stacey Abrams 
recalled getting feedback early in her career on how she handled compliments: 

When someone would pay me a compliment, I deflected. My response typically consisted of a 
quick thanks, and then some variation of “anyone could do it.” One day a veteran woman legislator 
pulled me aside. “You need to stop giving your power away,” she warned me bluntly. I asked what 
she meant, and she replied, “If these men think you’re smarter than they are, let them. That means 
they’ll come to you for advice, and you can help. But it also means they might follow your lead. But 
if you keep saying you’re nothing special, they’ll start to believe you.” 

Obviously self-deprecating language like “Anyone could do it” or “I’m no expert” does you no fa-
vors as a leader in communicating that you know what you’re doing. Hedging orders with expres-
sions like “I can’t quite tell” and “I’m not sure but” downplay your boss status. A team member who 
hears them can actually hear that you’re not sure about a decision.
“They’re using all these minimizing expressions that make them sound as if they’re giving power to 
their team but in actual fact, they’re making a team uncomfortable because it sounds too tentative, 
too unsure and too un-leaderlike,” said Humphrey. 

It’s also important to recognize that female leaders face unfair extra scrutiny on their ability to take 
ownership of their ideas. Tannen gave the example of a woman who said she was pulled aside for 
using “we” too often and not taking credit for her accomplishments but was later called out for be-
ing too aggressively “self-promoting” when she switched to using more “I.”

“Our expectations of a person in authority and our expectations of men are pretty similar. But our 
expectations of women and authority are at odds with each other,” Tannen said. “Anything you do 
to fulfill one expectation actually violates the other. That’s what that woman came into.” 

No amount of power posing, “uptalk” policing or other individual solutions aimed at shoring up a 
woman’s presentation as a confident boss can fix the systemic issues she faces at work. One 
study on engineers at a tech company found that men had an easier time getting credit for appear-
ing self-confident than women. “The more confident male engineers in our sample appeared to be, 
the more influence they had in the organization,” the 2017 study stated. “Women were able to 
translate their self-confident image into influence only when they also displayed high prosocial ori-
entation, or the motivation to benefit others.” 

Gender dynamics also inform why women use buffering statements that do not directly say what 
they mean. Tannen said most men are sensitive to status and being one-upped in a conversation, 
while most women are sensitive to building rapport and taking into account the other person. 

“Women will be focused on, ‘Does this bring us closer or pull us further apart?’ and the men will be 
focused on ‘Does this put one of us in a one-up or a one-down position?’” Tannen said.
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You can hear this dynamic when you do or don’t get an apology, or you hear an order as a request 
you can turn down. Take for example, Tannen said, a female college president who assigned her 
secretary a task by opening with, “Could you do me a favor?” The request for a favor was ritual, 
not an ask for a literal favor. Her secretary knew what she meant and said she appreciated the 
language. But when he heard it, a male board of trustees member pulled the president aside to 
remind her that she was the president. He was concerned about her appearing in a one-down po-
sition in public, but from the college president’s perspective, it was her very position that allowed 
her to phrase the demand as a request. 

“The person in authority doesn’t give orders in too exclamatory a way because you don’t want to 
rub the subordinate’s nose in the fact that they have to do what you said,” Tannen noted. “It’s ob-
vious you’re the boss, they’re the subordinate, they’re going to do it, but it can come across as, 
‘She doesn’t think she has the authority.’” 

Speaking like a boss means becoming multilingual by balancing the languages used among your 
team with the languages that the people above you grading your performance understand. One 
solution to correct any potential wrong assumptions is to over-communicate about what you 
meant.

“Don’t be afraid to meta-communicate, talk about the communication,” Tannen said. When you say 
sorry, you can note that you meant you’re sorry something happened, not an actual apology. 
“For women who don’t want to come across as too overbearing ― which is something you really 
do have to think about ― you could do something in between, so not, ‘Could you do me a 
favor?’ [and ] not ‘Have this on my desk,’ but ‘I’d like to have this by 3:00, is that something you 
can do?’” Tannen said. 

Link:
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Words Matter: How Small Changes In Language Can Impact Women's 
Advancement In The Workplace 

The ability to express oneself strongly is not restricted to one gender, but women are more 
likely to be criticized for it– and the criticism is potentially couched in more negative terms.

Rachel Ellyard 
MENA Talent Leader at EY
June 12, 2019 5 min read

Words. We know what we utter can have a serious implications on people around us. However, 
sometimes it is more subtle than we expect.

At a recent EY #SheBelongs event, which was part of our International Women’s Day celebration 
in Dubai, attendees at a breakaway session considered a jumble of words laid out on a table. 
Words like “assimilated,” “empowered,” “bold,” “respected,” and “motivated”. The moderator then 
went on to ask, which words would women around the table like to hear about themselves from 
their peers and their organization? What was most alarming about this exercise was that the focus 
on words and bias started many years ago, and we are still having this conversation– so are 
things really changing?

The exercise drew attention to the way subtle differences in language can either support or hinder 
women’s advancement in the workplace, whether during hiring, in performance reviews, or when 
promotion decisions are made. Take words like “strident,” “abrasive,” or “aggressive,” for example. 
The ability to express oneself strongly is not restricted to one gender, but women are more likely to 
be criticized for it– and the criticism is potentially couched in more negative terms. Even positive 
descriptions can show a subtle bias. Think for example about a word like “compassionate,” which 
one large study found to be the positive word most commonly used in women’s performance ap-
praisals. It’s hard to imagine anybody denying that this is an excellent trait to possess– but in 
many corporate cultures, it is also not a trait commonly associated with leadership. In praising a 
woman for her compassion rather than, say, her analytical clarity or her ability to deliver business 
results, well-meaning superiors may actually be undermining her prospects for promotion.

What might be interesting, is with the advancements in thinking of “what makes a great leader,” 
the words empathy and compassionate are at the forefront, so will this start to change the game? 
Keeping the focus of performance appraisals on business outcomes, and giving specific develop-
mental feedback, is particularly important for women. There is a large body of evidence that sug-
gest that women are much more likely than men to get vague feedback: “You did a great job on 
project X,” for example, is pleasant but unhelpful; “You need to develop your skills in area Y,” on 
the other hand, suggests a specific course of future action that will help both the individual and the 
organization. And if a women’s feedback is not linked to specific accomplishments over time, it is 
much harder to build a case for promotion.

Interestingly, the pattern of giving vague feedback to women holds for both positive and critical 
comments, and regardless of whether the person giving it is a man or a woman. It’s tempting to 
speculate about reasons– could there be an enduring sub-conscious belief that women are some-
how more fragile? For example, if it were a performance appraisal, could we, irrespective of the 
gender of the appraisee, include questions such as: are these criteria I’m using clear, specific, and 
common to all employees at this level? Is this feedback directly linked to business outcomes? 
Have I offered specific suggestions for ways to improve performance?

https://www.entrepreneur.com/author/rachel-ellyard
https://www.entrepreneur.com/article/293622


One of the underlying drivers of the different feedback given to men and women may be found in 
different communication styles. In the US in particular, and in similar cultures, many girls tend to 
play in ways that emphasize similarity and downplay difference– “you think you’re better than me” 
is a criticism many girls learn to avoid early on. Boys, on the other hand, tend to play in ways that 
emphasize differences in status– proving that you’re better than someone else is often precisely 
the point.

These styles carry over into adulthood and into the workplace, where men are often more likely to 
compete for dominance and women more likely to try and build rapport. Neither of these styles is 
inherently better or worse than the other, and both can be valuable. However, if the organizational 
culture equates leadership with dominance, and rapport-building with lack of confidence, then 
women will be disadvantaged. Recognizing these different styles can help to unlock the value of 
culturally diverse workforces as well. Teaching indirect communicators how to be more forthright 
and assertive is only half the solution– the other half is teaching the straightforward to be better at 
recognizing subtle cues and hints.

With that in mind, leaders need to be more mindful about differing communication styles to avoid 
drawing false conclusions. Furthermore, all employees should work to become more sensitive to 
subtle gender biases in language. To take the example of Facebook executive Deb Liu. When she 
started documenting all the times she heard gender-specific language at work, she heard it every-
where, from “manpower” and “man up,” to “prima donna” and “Debbie Downer.” None of which did 
anything to bridge the seemingly invisible divide.

Let’s be honest, gendered language is everywhere, and it can perpetuate stereotypes that harm 
women in the workplace. It is through these words that people tend to make inaccurate judge-
ments about competence, confidence and leadership ability based on the different ways men and 
women communicate. If leaders are aware of these dynamics, they will be empowered to make 
better decisions.

Words. They are indeed more powerful than most of us believe.

Link:
https://www.entrepreneur.com/article/335097
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The comma touch: Jacob Rees-Mogg's aides send language rules to 
staff

Commons leader reportedly wants his team to use imperial measurements and avoid say-
ing ‘very’

Kevin Rawlinson
Fri 26 Jul 2019 19.19 BST

A list of rules has been sent to Jacob Rees-Mogg’s staff asking them to stop using words such as 
“hopefully” and demanding that they use only imperial measurements and give all non-titled males 
the suffix Esq.

Aides to the new leader of the House of Commons sent out the list shortly after Rees-Mogg’s ap-
pointment to the role by the new prime minister on Wednesday night.

Among the words and phrases considered unacceptable were: “very”, “due to” and “ongoing”, as 
well as “equal”, “yourself” and “unacceptable”. Rees-Mogg’s aides also barred the use of “lot”, 
“got” and “I am pleased to learn”.

The guidance, obtained by ITV news, was drawn up by the North East Somerset MP’s constituen-
cy team years ago, but has now been shared with officials in his new office.

In a call for accuracy contained in his list, staff were told: “CHECK your work.” Other directions in-
clude a call for a double space after full stops and no comma after the word “and”.

Staff should avoid “too many ‘Is’” in their writing, Rees-Mogg’s team has ordered, and he would 
neither “note/understand your concerns”, nor would he welcome calls to “invest (in schools, etc)”. 
Moreover, the phrase “no longer fit for purpose” has been deemed no longer fit for purpose.

The official transcript of parliamentary proceedings, Hansard, records more than 700 instances of 
Rees-Mogg using one or other of the banned words or phrases.

As chair of the European Research Group – an influential, hard-Brexit Tory backbench grouping – 
Rees-Mogg has increased his influence in Westminster in recent years.

He is an Old Etonian, like the prime minister he serves, and, like the prime minister he serves, has 
cultivated a reputation for formality and upper-class eccentricity, gaining the nickname the “hon-
ourable member for the 18th century”. When standing for the Conservatives for the Central Fife 
seat in 1997, he took his nanny and his mother’s Mercedes out canvassing.

Rees-Mogg has also used his position of influence to argue against abortion, even in cases of 
rape, and same-sex marriage.

He has been one of the most prominent backers of a hard Brexit and, last year, it was revealed 
that a City firm he co-founded had set up an investment fund in Ireland and was warning prospec-
tive clients about the financial dangers of a hard Brexit.

Following his appointment by Johnson this week, he is responsible for organising government 
business in the Commons.

The Commons leader’s office would not comment on the leaked document.

https://www.theguardian.com/profile/kevin-rawlinson
https://www.theguardian.com/politics/conservatives
https://www.theguardian.com/politics/2018/jun/14/brexit-warning-investment-firm-somerset-capital-management-jacob-rees-mogg


Link:
https://www.theguardian.com/politics/2019/jul/26/the-comma-touch-jacob-rees-mogg-sends-
language-rules-to-staff?fbclid=IwAR2I4bd94YXHRaGVSDIiCRwJHX1A1keQl6rsU87yao_7i1e-
UMGHPa5mim6Y
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What Jacob Rees-Mogg's language rules reveal about him

David Shariatmadari

His linguistic intolerance suggests a personality that values order and obedience above all

Mon 29 Jul 2019 12.03 BST
Last modified on Tue 30 Jul 2019 08.51 BST

Jacob Rees-Mogg must be in 
seventh heaven right now. His 
obsession with anachronistic 
rules and rituals finally has a pro-
fessional justification. Boris John-
son has made him leader of the 
House of Commons, a British in-
stitution more steeped in arcane 
ritual than almost any other. He 
even has a bonus title, Lord Pres-
ident of the Council, complete, no 
doubt, with complicated modes of 
address. I’m sure he’s checked 
the entry in Debrett’s and will be 
correcting anyone who gets it 
wrong.

Because he’s a stickler for that 
kind of thing: it emerged at the 
end of last week that he has a list 
of banned words and style rules 
that he asks members of staff to 
apply in written communication. 
(How he polices oral communica-
tion is unknown. One thing I 
would say: it’s probably best to 
avoid asking him where the toilet 
is.)
We all have style preferences, 
and there’s nothing wrong with 

expressing them – as long as you 
don’t claim they’re the only “correct” way of doing things. But the words and phrases Rees-Mogg 
has singled out are revealing, if not exactly surprising.
Esq.
Among his recommendations, Rees-Mogg asks that “all non-titled males” are given the abbrevia-
tion Esq., for esquire, after their name. Esquire is a pretty outmoded honorific that technically des-
ignates a man below the rank of a knight. It derives from the Latin scutarius, meaning “shield 
bearer”, and entered English via the Old French escuier. There’s almost something egalitarian 
about the fact that Rees-Mogg wants everyone to get a whiff of aristocracy, even if they don’t have 
a dukedom or whatnot. But then you remember that there is, of course, no female equivalent.

Hopefully

https://www.theguardian.com/profile/davidshariatmadari
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lord_President_of_the_Council
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lord_President_of_the_Council
https://www.theguardian.com/politics/2019/jul/26/the-comma-touch-jacob-rees-mogg-sends-language-rules-to-staff
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/femail/article-3341392/Etiquette-expert-reveals-lavatory-says-social-standing.html
https://www.etymonline.com/word/esquire


And now for the banned words. Since the 17th century “hopefully” has been used as an adverb, 
modifying a verb to suggest that the action is done “in a hopeful way”. For example, you might say: 
“He asked for some more food, hopefully.” Since roughly the second half of the 20th century more 
and more people have used it to modify whole sentences, to mean “it is hoped that”. So, “hopefully 
it won’t rain tomorrow” (though there’s evidence that this goes back to at least the 18th century). In 
any case, it’s now completely normal. Rees-Mogg is evidently one of those who detests this hope-
fully as a hideous innovation. But the fact he doesn’t specify that it’s sentential “hopefully” he’s 
worried about shows he already recognises it is the standard usage. As elsewhere, the world has 
moved on but he hasn’t.

Equal
This is a bit mystifying, as it’s not a word generally disparaged in old-fashioned style guides. Could 
it be that Rees-Mogg sees it as redolent of various politically correct catchphrases, like equal op-
portunities, equal rights or (probably his biggest bugbear) equal marriage, which he voted against 
on seven separate occasions?

Got
There are a couple of ways of indicating possession in English, namely “have” and “have got”: “I 
have a cat” vs “I’ve got a cat”. The latter is usually judged to be slightly less formal, which is pre-
sumably why Rees-Mogg hates it. But the ban appears to be a blanket one: got is cast out even 
where it’s just the past tense of the innocent verb get (as in “he got me a present”). This is strange, 
since get, as the linguist John McWhorter pointed out in a recent episode of his podcast, is a 
hugely important part of the lexical scaffolding of English. Does Rees-Mogg feel it’s been contami-
nated by association with the informal “have got” construction? Does it just sound a bit too “com-
mon”?

Meet with
The usual objection to “meet with” is that the preposition is redundant. “I met with Juncker” and “I 
met Juncker”, is it argued, mean the same thing, so it’s foolish to add the “with” (god help you if 
you say “met up with”). Except that redundancy is a natural and ubiquitous feature of English and 
of most languages. Does Rees-Mogg also object to “sit down”?

Due to
Some believe that “due to” should only modify a noun, behaving in the same way as “attributable 
to” would. Thus, you can say “the loss was due to his poor performance” but not “he lost due to his 
poor performance”. In the latter case, traditionalists say, you must use “because of”. But because 
of and due to are used interchangeably by the vast majority of native speakers of English. And our 
only meaningful guide to how words work is how most people use them (ask the compilers of the 
Oxford English Dictionary). In what sense is a distinction a distinction if hardly anyone recognises 
it?

It’s interesting to ponder why Rees-Mogg feels the sting of these “mistakes” so keenly. In fact, 
some work has been done on the personality traits of people who get irritated by what they per-
ceive to be grammatical errors. They score highly on measures of conscientiousness. What does 
that mean? As one researcher puts it: “A high score on conscientious implies strong industrious-
ness, impulse control, dutifulness, sense of organisation, adherence to norms and rules and a 
preference for order and dependability.” Although that doesn’t predict a highly conservative out-
look, it’s certainly compatible with it. It also squares with the so-called authoritarian personality 
type that was most likely to vote Brexit and features “a strong desire for order, obedience, con-
formity”.

So Rees-Mogg’s hidebound rules are exactly what you’d expect from a man on the rightmost 
reaches of a rightwing party. The only question is whether his love of order is compatible with the 
no-deal Brexit he’s pushing. Hopefully, we won’t have to find out.

https://www.jstor.org/stable/455670
https://www.theyworkforyou.com/mp/24926/jacob_rees-mogg/north_east_somerset/divisions?policy=826
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David Shariatmadari is a Guardian editor and writer. His book Don’t Believe A Word: The Surprising 
Truth About Language is out in August
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The return of ‘female email’

MAY 27, 2019 ~ DEBUK

Do you remember your 2016 new year’s resolution? Was it to get more exercise, maybe? Give up 
the demon drink? Spend less time on Facebook and more with your real-life friends? Or was it, 
perhaps, to send ‘more effective email’, as recommended by the developers of an app called ‘Just 
Not Sorry’?


This app was intended to empower working women by encouraging them to delete ‘just’ and 
‘sorry’ from their emails. If you hovered your mouse over one of the offending words you’d see a 
pop-up message from a communication ‘expert’, like “just” demeans what you have to say’, or 
‘using “sorry” frequently undermines your gravitas’.


But even this ingenious invention seems not to have fixed women’s email problem. Last month 
the Telegraph ran a piece entitled ‘Sorry to bother you: how women can stop writing emails “like 
a girl” at work’. It begins with what the writer claims is a typically female email:


Hello! Hope you’re well and that you’re having a lovely week! So sorry to bother you, but I was just 
wondering if you could read the below article I’ve written? No worries at all if not – I know you must 
be super busy. Thank you so much for your time! Best wishes.

These 50-odd words are like a whistle-stop tour of women’s language stereotypes from the last 
half-century: they include a ‘just’, two ‘sos’, a ‘sorry’, a ‘lovely’, a superpolite indirect request (‘I 
was just wondering if you could…?’), and a veritable forest of exclamation marks. If the message 
had only ended with a smiley face emoji we could all have shouted ‘House!’


This much-maligned email style is generally assumed to be something women acquire in their 
teenage years, carry with them into the workplace, and need remedial instruction to get rid of. 
But last week a piece on Canada’s Global News website turned that assumption on its head. 


According to the reporter Meghan Collie, women in workplaces around North America are being 
told by their bosses, not to stop writing email ‘like a girl’, but on the contrary, to make their emails 
more girly.


Take Carlee Barackman, a former employee at a tech startup in Detroit who describes her email 
style as ‘short and to the point’:


Barackman thought she was emailing like everyone else — until her CEO pulled her aside to talk 
about her “harsh” language… While he didn’t explicitly ask her to soften her writing style, Barack-
man said it was implied, and she decided against it. “I had work to do and I didn’t want to spend 
extra time trying to convey my bubbly personality in an email,” she said.

Sometime later, Barackman replied to an email with “okay, thanks,” — no punctuation, no emojis 
— and her CEO called her out. Barackman agreed to try and “lighten it up,” but she didn’t really 
know what that meant. It was salt on the wound when Barackman saw an email thread between 
her male colleagues with writing nearly identical to the style that got her in trouble.

“I remember sitting down at my desk and having no idea who to ask about how to email like a 
woman. Is emailing like a woman even a thing?” she said. “I felt worried that, by adding extra fluff 
to an email, I would appear unprofessional, and also worried that, if I kept my replies short and di-
rect, everyone would assume I was angry,” she said.
Carlee Barackman was only one of the many women who responded to the call Meghan Collie 
put out on Twitter: ‘Do you work in an office? Have you ever felt pressure to use emojis or excla-
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mation points to soften your message?’ Affirmative answers flooded in, and they suggested that 
emojis and exclamation marks were only the tip of the iceberg.


I’ve been told numerous times to soften up my emails. I use smilies and ! In almost every email, 
and say please and thank you so much it would be weird if we were in person. I also throw in “just” 
a lot.

I have no idea what you’re talking about [followed by a screenshot of an email that reads “Awe-
some! I have been in and made the required edits! Thank you ]

I have been told to soften my tone, I notice that men and some women that they favor for whatever 
reason, are allowed to be rude, abusive and abrupt by email or message. The rest of us…get our 
tone policed. I have used emoji or “if that makes sense” a lot

I think it also comes down to what men can get away with in emails that women can’t — I once 
had a male manager write in all caps to get his point across.

I find men can get away with being short, rude and degrading but as soon as a woman does it, 
they get pulled in for it.

I hate exclamation points. Absolutely hate them. …But yes, I feel forced to use them to blend in & 
be polite! All the time! I’m so excited about absolutely nothing & here’s the punctuation to prove it!

I have consciously been removing exclamation points and emojis, apologies and just-a-quick-
question from my emails for years. Why diminish yourself when you are simply communicating?

I read about how women apologize a lot in emails. Especially with saying the word “just”. I no-
ticed how often I did it and it has been a LONG JOURNEY to remove those things from my email 
repertoire! No need to excuse myself for doing my job.


I confess I was taken aback by these vignettes.  Although I’ve spent a fair bit of my life observing 
the policing of language at work, the verbal hygiene practices described in this Twitter thread 
stand out for both their intrusiveness and their pettiness: managers scrutinizing internal emails in 
minute detail, and pulling individual employees aside (especially, it seems, if they’re female) to 
warn them about their tone. How is this a productive use of anyone’s working time?


The women who responded to Meghan Collie were also, for the most part, critical of the practices 
they described, often stating explicitly that the style they felt obliged to adopt did not reflect their 
own preferences. Some women clearly resented the tone-policing of their email, and a few re-
ported actively resisting it. Many of these resisters invoked the competing, ‘Just Not Sorry’ genre 
of verbal hygiene to justify their rejection of ‘weak’ and ‘demeaning’ language. The irony of this–
using one kind of sexist bullshit to fight another–isn’t lost on me, but I can’t really quarrel with the 
perception of ‘Just Not Sorry’ as the lesser of the two evils. ‘Empowerment’ may be a weasel 
word, but it’s surely preferable to self-abasement.


The ‘Just Not Sorry’ message has had a lot of media exposure because it resonates with the as-
pirational, ‘lean in’ ethos of the media outlets which commission pieces like the Telegraph’s. Pre-
cisely because it can’t so easily be spun as ’empowering’, the ‘Softly Softly’ approach hasn’t at-
tracted the same attention. (I notice that no one has developed an app called ‘Soften Your Mes-
sage’, or ‘Everything Is Awesome!’, with pop-up messages like ‘if you don’t add a smiley face 
people will think you’re angry’, or ‘do you love your job? Then say it with !!!’) But despite its low 
cultural profile. ‘Softly Softly’-style language policing is evidently a reality in many workplaces. 
What, we might wonder, is this about? Why are women–and, to some extent, men too–being in-
structed to ‘soften’, ‘lighten up’ or add ‘extra fluff’ to their emails?


https://uk.sagepub.com/en-gb/eur/good-to-talk/book206989


On closer inspection, what Meghan Collie and her correspondents call ‘message softeners’–
things like exclamation marks, emoji, hedges like ‘just’ and stock phrases like ‘sorry to bother 
you’ or ‘if that makes sense’–seem to serve two main purposes, which can in turn be related to 
two overarching norms of workplace communication.


First, there seems to be a clear norm prescribing the explicit expression of positive affect and 
high involvement. It’s not just that negative messages are frowned on: neutral, low-key formula-
tions like Carlee Barackman’s ‘okay thanks’ are not acceptable either. This is what motivates the 
liberal use of exclamation marks and emoji (or more exactly, a subset of emoji–smileys and 
thumbs-up signs rather than, say, piles of poo). As conventional signifiers of excitement, enthusi-
asm, happiness or satisfaction, they inject a note of unambiguous positivity into even very short 
and banal communications. Accentuating the positive is also the function of phatic formulas like 
the Telegraph writer’s ‘hope you’re having a lovely week!’ and the hyperbole of responses like 
‘Awesome!’ The message is something like, ‘I want you to know I’m thrilled to be at work, de-
lighted to be communicating with you and eager to show I value your contribution’.


The second overarching norm complements the first: it could be glossed as ‘minimize the risk of 
conflict or offence by avoiding anything that could conceivably be read as angry, critical, over-
bearing or even just a bit inconsiderate’. This is the purpose served by formulas like ‘please’ and 
‘thank you’, ‘sorry to bother you’ and ‘just a quick question’ (implying: ‘I know your time is pre-
cious’). It’s also the point of appending ‘if that makes sense’ to, for instance, a series of instruc-
tions or a piece of critical feedback. Here what’s being ‘softened’ is the presumptuousness of 
judging others or telling them what to do.


As some readers will doubtless have noticed, the two norms just outlined call for, respectively, the 
use of ‘positive’ and ‘negative’ politeness. (These terms are taken from the work of politeness 
theorists Penelope Brown and Stephen Levinson: in their model, positive politeness addresses 
the desire every person has to be approved of or cared about (prototypical positive politeness 
formulas include ‘have a nice day’, and ‘congratulations!’), while negative politeness addresses 
people’s desire not to be imposed on (prototypical formulas include ‘excuse me’ and ‘sorry’).)  As 
I’ve explained in previous posts, one of my main beefs with the ‘Just Not Sorry’ brigade is their 
insistence on treating politeness features as ‘fluff’ or ‘clutter’, things that detract from the mes-
sage and so impede communication, when in fact they’re essential elements of any interaction 
between humans. Politeness per se is not a problem: taking out all the ‘justs’ and ‘sorries’ is only 
good advice if your ambition is to sound like a jerk. However, two things about the ‘Softly Softly’ 
approach do strike me as more problematic.


One problem is that the rules are so inflexible. In everyday life, the way we use linguistic markers 
of politeness reflects our assessment of how seriously what we’re saying might hurt, offend or 
impose on the other person. You wouldn’t hedge a request to pass the salt in the same way 
you’d hedge a request to lend you £100; you wouldn’t congratulate someone as enthusiastically 
on winning a pub raffle as you’d congratulate them on winning a Nobel Prize. In ‘Softly Softly’ 
world, however, everything gets the same ‘I’m so excited’ or ‘I’m so sorry’ treatment: as some of 
Meghan Collie’s correspondents observed, maintaining this high level of excitement or solicitude 
can be exhausting, and it can also come across as quite bizarre.


The other striking thing is the emphasis placed on expressing positive feelings, about everything 
and to everyone. In workplaces I do think that’s a novel development–particularly if we’re talking 
about internal back-office communications (accentuating the positive has a longer history in cus-
tomer service). And what’s behind it, I would argue, is a combination of recent changes in work-
place culture and innovations in digital communication.


Over the last 30 years, many workplaces have become less formal and overtly hierarchical, and 
more focused on collaborative teamwork. In the current era of precarity, companies also tend to 
have fewer permanent employees and more short-term contract staff. Arguably, these conditions 
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provide fertile ground for things like the demand to accentuate the positive in dealing with co-
workers (which displays your credentials as a ‘team player’) and the pressure to display enthusi-
asm for routine tasks (if you appear bored or disengaged you’re potentially giving your employer 
a reason not to renew your contract).


At the same time, more and more workplace interactions that would once have been conducted 
face-to-face have moved online. Email, though still available for the purposes it originally served 
in business contexts (sending the digital equivalent of letters and internal memos), has also be-
come a medium for co-workers to ask each other quick questions, give brief reports and engage 
in rapid-fire problem-solving interactions. And what seems to have happened is that the work-
place email has borrowed some of the strategies developed for text-based interaction outside 
work (e.g. on social media and via instant messaging apps), such as the repurposing of punctua-
tion marks to signal affect. (As any teenager will tell you, not putting an emoji or a ! at the end of a 
text message risks coming across as angry; ending texts with a traditional full stop is rude be-
cause it signifies disapproval–though the students who made me aware of this say they try not to 
judge clueless old people like their mothers too harshly for this offence.)


Imported into the workplace, however, these strategies can create problems that don’t arise, or 
not so markedly, in other contexts. Some people find email messages larded with emoji and ex-
clamation marks contextually inappropriate–too informal for professional settings, or too personal 
for interaction with non-intimates. Others find this mode of expression insincere—and not without 
reason, since at work you’re very likely to be communicating feelings or attitudes you don’t actu-
ally have, to people who also know you’re faking, because they’re doing the same thing them-
selves. (Has anyone ever read a message like ‘I’m so excited for this afternoon’s meeting!!!’ and 
taken it as a faithful reflection of the writer’s true feelings?)


In principle, the new workplace norms apply to everyone, men as well as women: one man told 
Meghan Collie that ‘In a previous role, I was told to be “20% friendlier” in my emails and to soften 
them with smileys’. In practice, however, many contributors to the thread believed that women’s 
language was more heavily policed than men’s. Whereas men’s failure or refusal to comply with 
the rules was frequently tolerated (even, reportedly, when this involved such gross breaches as 
ranting at length in all caps), women could rarely get away with even slight deviations from the 
prescribed style.


This double standard isn’t hard to explain. The new workplace verbal hygiene is about fostering 
co-operation and maintaining harmonious relationships by paying solicitous attention to people’s 
feelings–a responsibility that has been assigned to women since time immemorial. Women are 
thought to be ‘naturally’ caring, more emotionally expressive than men and more sensitive to oth-
ers’ needs. We expect them to do more emotional caretaking, we hold them to higher standards, 
and we punish them more severely when they fall short.


But as depressing as all this is, the Twitter comments quoted earlier give me hope. They show 
women aren’t just sucking it up: they are critical of the linguistic demands made in their work-
places, and in some cases they are refusing to ‘soften their message’. This rejection of sexist 
bullshit has my full and unequivocal support. Rise up, sisters: you have nothing to lose but your !!! 
–if that makes sense.


Link:
https://debuk.wordpress.com/2019/05/27/the-return-of-female-email/
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Imperfect pitch

JUNE 7, 2019 ~ DEBUK


Until last week I had never heard of Elizabeth Holmes, the 35-year old former CEO of a company 
called Theranos which claimed to have developed a revolutionary new blood-testing technology. 
Investors poured in money, and by 2015 Holmes was America’s youngest self-made female bil-
lionaire. But then it all unravelled: the technology was revealed to be a fraud. Last year Holmes 
and her partner were charged with a number of criminal offences. But what brought her to my at-
tention was a different kind of deception: she’s been accused of faking her much-remarked on 
‘deep baritone voice’.


Holmes’s speaking voice was one of her trademarks, mentioned regularly in articles and profiles, 
and ‘baritone’ became the standard description. Parenthetically, I have to say I don’t find that 
term particularly apt. Is her voice-pitch noticeably low for a woman of her age? Yes. Does she 
sound like what ‘baritone’ implies—a man? In my opinion, no. (If you want to make up your own 
mind, here’s a clip of her being interviewed in 2015). But when the shit hit the fan, it began to be 
suggested that her baritone was as dodgy as her blood-testing device. Former employees re-
ported that her real voice was much higher, and that sometimes, especially when she’d been 
drinking, she couldn’t keep up the pretence.


Some commentators seemed to find this vocal deception almost more culpable than the crimes 
she’d been indicted for. One popular view presented the adoption of a fake voice as a clear sign 
that Holmes was ‘sociopathic’. Others saw it more as a sign that she was insecure and narcissis-
tic: as Katie Heaney commented in a piece entitled ‘What Kind of Person Fakes Their Voice?’


faking one’s voice is just weird, and embarrassing, in much the same way that bad toupees are: 
they place one’s bodily insecurities center stage.

But a lot of this commentary is linguistically naïve, overlooking the point that we all ‘fake’–or in 
less loaded language, modify–our voices for different purposes and occasions. Though many of 
the adjustments we make are automatic and unconscious (a matter of what social psychologists 
call ‘accommodation’, or what sociolinguists call ‘style shifting’), some are more deliberate, and 
may involve consciously controlling our pitch, loudness and voice quality. There are jobs that re-
quire this kind of performance (working in a call centre, for instance, may demand the kind of 
warm, smiley customer service voice I talked about in a recent post), and social situations where 
it’s conventional to adopt a ‘special’ voice (when playing with a baby, for example, or flirting with 
a potential lover). Of course, we don’t think of this as ‘faking’, which implies the intention to de-
ceive; but it illustrates the point that people don’t have only one ‘authentic’ way of speaking.


In a case like Elizabeth Holmes’s, though, there’s another possible answer to the question ‘why 
would she fake a deeper voice’. Women in business, politics and the professions are constantly 
told that their high-pitched voices are a problem, undermining their authority and making them 
sound like silly girls. They are explicitly encouraged, and sometimes coached (as Margaret 
Thatcher famously was) to lower their pitch so that people will take them more seriously. I’m sure 
Holmes was familiar with this advice–if you’re a woman in business it’s pretty difficult to avoid. 
But as her story suggests, actually taking it can have a downside.


That was the message of the Financial Times article which belatedly introduced me to Holmes’s 
story. Titled ‘Pitch Perfect: How To Speak With Authority’, it proposed that ‘women can change 
the way they sound for more impact, but authenticity is crucial’. Ah yes, the classic mixed mes-
sage so beloved of advice-givers everywhere: change yourself while also staying true to yourself. 
How are women supposed to balance these contradictory demands?
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Later we hear from an expert, Casey Klofstad, who says 
that women are ‘trapped’ (his word) between a rock and a 
hard place. Klofstad has studied the relationship between 
authority and voice-pitch: readers with long memories 
might remember me describing some research he was in-
volved in, where judges were presented with two record-
ings of men or women saying ‘I urge you to vote for me 
this November’ and then asked which one they’d be in-
clined to vote for. They showed a clear preference for the 
speaker whose voice was lower. The conclusion might 
seem to be obvious: ambitious women should adjust their 
voice-pitch downwards. But Klofstad explains that it’s not 
quite that simple. It’s true that ‘lower is better for obtaining 
positions of leadership’. But at the same time,


the human ear likes averageness, prototypy ‘normal 
sounding’ voices… We do not like people deviating from 
their natural voice, particularly in a way that is ‘sex atypical’ 
(meaning higher for men, lower for women).

How can women extricate themselves from this double bind? Klofstad doesn’t say: his use of the 
word ‘trapped’ suggests he doesn’t think there’s an easy answer. But there is no scientific finding 
so unpromising that the advice industry can’t turn it into a business opportunity. The article goes 
on to inform us that


Research like Prof Klofstad’s has informed a new approach to voice coaching. …Most coaches 
are now focused on helping people sound like themselves.

Sorry, what? Don’t people who go to voice coaches already ‘sound like themselves’?


OK, you’re right, I’m being disingenuous: I’m pretty sure I know what the writer means by ‘helping 
people sound like themselves’, because the idea is familiar from another branch of the woman-
fixing industry. I made this analogy four years ago, when I published my first post on this general 
theme:


This endless policing of women’s language—their voices, their intonation patterns, the words they 
use, their syntax—is uncomfortably similar to the way our culture polices women’s bodily appear-
ance. Just as the media and the beauty industry continually invent new reasons for women to be 
self-conscious about their bodies, so magazine articles and radio programmes like the ones I’ve 
mentioned encourage a similar self-consciousness about our speech.

‘Helping people to sound like themselves’ is the vocal equivalent of what the beauty industry calls 
‘the natural look’, where you apply cosmetics with the aim of making people think you’re not 
wearing make-up, you’ve just got naturally radiant skin, dewy lips, long dark lashes, etc. Similarly, 
a voice coach quoted in the FT piece says she doesn’t set out to lower her female clients’ pitch; 
rather she concentrates on ‘giv[ing] people the confidence to find their natural voice’. By happy 
coincidence, a woman’s ‘natural voice’ usually turns out to be ‘a couple of notes lower’ than the 
one she came in with.


But having apparently squared the circle—’see, you can change your voice and be even more au-
thentically yourself than you were before!’—the article takes a further confusing turn. It introduces 
us to two women who have managed to succeed in their fields (respectively, law and business) 
despite having not only female voices but also working-class accents. These women say they 
haven’t been disadvantaged—on the contrary, in fact, they feel they’ve benefited—by sounding 
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‘down to earth’, ‘accessible’ and ‘authentic’. The writer presents this as a sign of the times: ‘the 
diversification of business leadership’, she observes, ‘has shifted our idea of what a leader’s 
voice should sound like’.


Really? When did that happen? Not, I assume in 2016, when Hillary Clinton’s ‘shrill’ voice was a 
constant reference point in commentary on her supposed unfitness for office. And not in 2018, 
when the BBC’s decision to let a woman, Vicki Sparks, take charge of the commentary during a 
men’s World Cup football match prompted a deluge of complaints about her ‘squeaky’, ‘screech-
ing’, ‘shallow’, ‘shrill’, ‘strident’ and ‘annoying’ voice. If we’re so cool with female-voiced authority 
figures, why are the voice coaches and the advice-givers still in business? Why do newspapers 
still publish articles like this one?


The last person the article quotes is the podcaster Helen Zaltzman, whose assessment of the 
current situation is more cautious. Women in her line of work, she notes, have to deal with end-
less insulting remarks about their voices. Yet Zaltzman is optimistic: the trolls and grumblers, she 
says, need to wake up and realize that ‘in 30 years’ time, that’s how power will sound’.


I hope she’s right (though it’s unlikely I’ll be around in 2049 to assess the accuracy of her predic-
tion), but to be honest I have my doubts.




Not because I believe what I was taught as a stu-
dent (that power will always sound male: men’s 
deeper voices, like lions’ manes, are natural signals 
of their dominance); more because I think most of 
the judgments made on women’s voices have very 
little to do with what those voices actually sound 
like.


When people complain that a woman’s voice is 
‘shrill’, for instance, there’s often no objective, 
acoustically measurable quality to which that de-
scriptor corresponds. Hillary Clinton is a case in 
point: if one element of the meaning of ‘shrill’ is 
speaking at a higher than normal pitch, then Clin-
ton’s voice is not shrill (as an acoustic analysis of 
her 2016 campaign speeches confirmed). What 
people mostly mean when they describe a woman 

as ‘shrill’ is ‘I don’t like her’, or ‘I don’t think this position should be occupied by a woman’. Criti-
cizing the way she sounds is just a pretext for criticizing her—it’s like when racists complain that 
their neighbours are ‘loud’ or ‘rude’ when what they really mean is ‘not white’.


A similar argument could be made about Elizabeth Holmes’s fake baritone. I don’t know if it really 
is fake (when I first listened to her voice I didn’t think so–to me it doesn’t sound obviously forced), 
but in any case, its authenticity only seems to have become an issue after she was exposed as a 
fraud. Before that, her unusually deep tones were treated as a positive asset: they symbolized her 
status as an exception, a successful woman in the uber-male biotech industry. Once she had fall-
en from grace, however, those same deep tones, now reframed as ‘unnatural’, became a symbol 
of her dishonesty and amorality (‘she lied about everything—even her voice was a lie’). Her voice 
itself was never the point: the point was what it said, or could be made to say, about her.


Just to be clear, I’m not suggesting anyone should sympathise with Holmes. She clearly lied 
about more important things, and it’s those lies she’ll be punished for. But most commentary on 
women’s voices punishes women simply for being women. That’s why I’m so critical of articles 
like ‘Pitch Perfect’: they reinforce the belief that women have a language problem, when in reality 
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it’s our culture that has a woman problem. And that’s something no amount of voice-coaching 
will ever fix.


Link: 
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Sexism in dictionaries: why are 'hussy, baggage and filly' still used to 
describe a woman?

From the Oxford English Dictionary to Google’s own, the synonyms given for woman are 
shockingly derogatory – while the entries for ‘man’ are almost universally positive. Now 
one campaign is trying to take sexism out of the dictionary

Emine Saner.       @eminesaner

Wed 3 Jul 2019 17.35 BST
First published on Wed 3 Jul 2019 16.23 BST

Think of the word “woman” and do you automatically think “bitch”? Or hussy, baggage or bit? 
These are, according to various traditional dictionaries, synonyms for “woman”, which came as a 
bit of a shock to Maria Beatrice Giovanardi as she typed the word into a search engine one night 
in January. Giovanardi was seeking inspiration as she tried to name a new project for the women’s 
rights group she was involved with and was looking for alternative words for “woman”. What she 
discovered instead was a wealth of derogatory entries. “They are offensive and I don’t believe they 
are synonyms for ‘woman’,” she says. “I don’t understand why they are there.”

Giovanardi started looking into it more deeply, using the default dictionaries on different search 
engines. And she began to explore whether men were given similar treatment. They weren’t – the 
most derogatory synonym for “man” given by dictionaries she found were “bozo” and “geezer”. 
She was alarmed, too, by the example sentences given below the definitions. Many, she noticed, 
were themselves sexist, involving stereotypes and centring men. “I told you to be home when I get 
home, little woman,” is one from Oxford Dictionaries.

Last week, Giovanardi launched a petition to get dictionary makers – particularly Oxford University 
Press (OUP), which publishes the Oxford English Dictionary, as well as Oxford Dictionaries, the 
source used by Apple and Google – to cut sexist illustrative sentences and derogatory words. “Not 
to remove them from the dictionary, but remove them from under ‘woman’,” she says. “History is 
important, but these are just not synonyms of woman. Bitch can be in the dictionary, but it 
shouldn’t be under woman in my opinion.”

Her call was shared on Twitter by the Fawcett Society. “The language we use is fundamentally 
framed and determined by the patriarchal society in which we live,” says Sam Smethers, the or-
ganisation’s chief executive. “The fact that derogatory terms are associated with the word ‘woman’ 
indicates how biased our language can be.” We need to change, she says, “the way we think of 
something as important and as fundamental as the word woman”.

On Lexico, the site run by Oxford Dictionaries and Dictionary.com, synonyms for women include 
bitch, baggage, piece and filly. The example sentences chosen to illustrate usage are bizarre. 
“One of his sophisticated London women” is one, as if the woman exists solely in relation to, and 
as a possession of, the man. Another reads: “The idea that women are real human beings with 
thoughts and emotions is played down.”

For “man”, the examples are far more impressive. “I’m as ambitious as the next man”; “A battle for 
power between a union man and an intellectual is looming”. Other examples under “man” make 
unnecessarily sexist points about women. “She was more of a man than any of them,” is one; “It 
should be the sort of manly thing I get my man to do, but he leaves computers to me” is another – 
both implying that women are the weaker, more cowardly, more stupid gender.

The examples of usage are better on the Collins dictionary site (the dictionary used by the 
Guardian), including “she was a senior BBC woman”, but it also offers offensive slang names in-
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cluding “ho” as a synonym for “woman”. The worst synonym for “man” Collins could come up with 
is dude or geezer.

On the Merriam-Webster dictionary site, the fourth definition of “woman” is a servant and the fifth 
is a wife or mistress. The definitions of man include “an alumnus of or student at a college or uni-
versity” – as in a Cambridge man – though this is not a definition that is extended to women.
Giovanardi says “the dictionary is the most basic foundation of language”, but Deborah Cameron, 
a professor of language and communication at Worcester College, Oxford, takes issue with this. “It 
isn’t, it’s a record of the language, what we have said and written over the years, or more particu-
larly what men have said and written over the years,” she says. The OUP is not going to take 
much notice of the petition, “or at least they’re not going to listen to the [idea that] you should use 
the dictionary to eliminate sexism. They’re going to say: if there’s sexism in the world, in history, 
it’s our job to record that.”

“If you look at the entry in the Oxford English Dictionary,” says Cameron, “one sense of ‘woman’ 
that has quite a lot of illustrative quotes is as a man’s possession. And that reflected the law – men 
did own women and so usage grew from that. There are a huge load of entries that basically mean 
prostitute.”

However, she says, there is a difference between a dictionary used as a scholarly reference – the 
OED being the prime example – and a casual dictionary and thesaurus installed as a default on 
your phone or laptop, or the ones used by Google. “I can’t see any reason at all why that particular 
list of synonyms should appear in a dictionary that people are not using to research the history of 
culture, which is what they would use the big OED for. If it’s going to contain synonyms, including 
out-of-date and derogatory ones, I don’t know what purpose they serve in that context.” In more 
comprehensive works, sensitive words are marked as offensive. On the definitions of “woman” that 
Google and Yahoo throw up, “We’ve got no guidance on usage at all. Anyone who does think bitch 
is a straight synonym for woman is going to find themselves getting into fights.”

Where serious reference dictionary editors do have power, she says, is in the choice of example 
sentences. “[The entry for ‘woman’] was revised in 2011, and I did think that some of the choices 
they made of illustrative examples from recent years were a bit odd,” she says. The example the 
OED has for the broad definition of woman, taken from a 2009 New Yorker article, is: “A solitary 
middle-aged woman … was watering her lawn in hip-hugging Capri jeans.”

In 2016, Michael Oman-Reagan, an anthropologist, highlighted sexist example sentences used in 
Oxford Dictionaries for words that had nothing to do with women – under “rabid”, for instance, was 
“rabid feminist”. At the time, a spokesperson for OUP said they would review the examples. OUP, 
Merriam-Webster and Collins had not responded to requests to comment on this article by the 
time of going to press.

A dictionary is never neutral, says Lindsay Rose Russell, an associate professor of English at the 
University of Illinois and the author of Women and Dictionary Making. “At best, it is a snapshot of a 
language in a given moment, from a given perspective. Dictionary makers bring personal, social 
and professional ideologies to their projects. Historically, a great many English dictionaries had 
strong Christian perspectives … often with strong doses of misogyny, androcentrism, racism, An-
glocentrism, homophobia and so on.”

Yet women have long been involved in creating dictionaries, she says. “In the history of English 
lexicography, you will find a 15th-century abbess credited with a glossary of hawking and hunting, 
a 17th-century teenage girl who penned a dictionary of women’s fashion, an 18th-century blue-
stocking who published one of the first and most influential thesauruses [British Synonymy], and 
20th-century feminists who reinvented lexicography not only by avoiding androcentric and sexist 
definitions, but by centring dictionaries as a scene of social conflict and political potential.”

https://medium.com/space-anthropology/sexism-in-the-oxford-dictionary-of-english-6d335c6a77b5%252523.lxq44s92f
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In the 1970s and 80s, says Cameron, “there was this whole movement to de-authorise the dictio-
nary” – or “dick-tionary”, as the radical feminist Mary Daly described it (n. “any patriarchal dictio-
nary”) in her dictionary, Websters’ First New Intergalactic Wickedary of the English Language. 
“Now what people do is lobby the authority,” says Cameron. “They don’t question the authority at 
all. Whereas the old feminist way was to try to deconstruct the whole authority of the dictionary.”

Cheris Kramarae was one of the creators of A Feminist Dictionary, which, although published in 
1985, came out of women’s group meetings she was attending in the late 60s and 70s. “Women 
were meeting in conscious-raising groups and working in women’s studies and realising that men 
seemed to have the monopoly on the supposedly one true view of the world,” says Kramarae, a 
visiting professor at the Center for the Study of Women in Society at the University of Oregon. 
“Rather than thinking there was one true view of the world, [we thought] men have no monopoly 
on that and neither do women. That’s the reason we included a variety of definitions. These days, 
we’d be more likely to challenge not only the so-called male ‘truth’, but also the white ‘truth’, and 
the roles of black studies, and LGBTQ activism [around] the binary and the critique of that.” Lan-
guage is not, she says, “a neutral carrier of our ideas – our understanding is our language and 
word choices are our ideas”.

Her and her colleagues’ intention was to challenge the traditional dictionaries’ content and authori-
ty. “We were concerned about the very widespread, damaging belief that traditional dictionaries 
are the primary records of language use,” she says. “And they are inhospitable to women. We 
worked on A Feminist Dictionary because we knew that traditional dictionaries are far from being 
accurate and representational records of the language usage of most of us. Yet they are hand-
books sanctioned by every level of schooling. They are, in fact, instruments of social control which 
disguise and depress the linguistic confidence and creativity of most speakers and writers.” What 
was the response? She laughs. “All over the place. Anthony Burgess wrote a really damning re-
view, which we were delighted with because he was one of the people we would want to engage 
and call attention to our work.”

What good do feminist dictionaries and campaigns do? Can society be changed by changing the 
language? “I think they happen together,” says Cameron. “I don’t think changing language on its 
own usually works, but I wouldn’t say language is unimportant. Language is a way in which new 
meanings or objections to old meanings are transmitted, so it does matter.” Russell says: “I do 
think that using language conscientiously can be a means to improving our own thinking about the 
world and our interactions in it.”

Dictionaries are no longer dusty reference books – we carry them on our phones in our pockets; 
search engines tacitly endorse whatever definition they serve up from whatever source they have 
licensed (presumably the most cost-effective one). As Kramarae points out, “Now the faulty and 
hurtful definitions and categories are being built into artificial intelligence systems that separate, 
classify and rank people through automated and unaccessible processes.”

We should, says Russell, “be more ambitious in our dictionary criticism. I do think that campaigns 
such as this one start productive discussions about words and their meanings. We ought to care 
what definitions are made most readily available and why.”

Link:

https://www.theguardian.com/lifeandstyle/2019/jul/03/hussy-baggage-bit-filly-dictionary-defini-
tions-woman
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Talking About Talking: Perpetuating Bias in our Culture

By: Rosalind C. Barnett 

July 1, 2019 

We are in the midst of a long-
overdue discussion about the 
role of speech in perpetuating 
racial biases in our culture. 
Presidential candidate Joe 
Biden triggered the talk when 
he recalled working in the 
senate with the notoriously 
racist Mississippi Democrat 
James O. Eastland. “He never 
called me ‘boy,’ he always 
called me ‘son,’” Biden re-
membered.

He talked of those bygone 
days as a time of “civility,” which prompted critics to note that segregationists like Eastland com-
monly called grown black men “boys,” a term meant to degrade and demean them.

Hurtful rhetoric that demeans Black individuals has been part of our modus operandi, often operat-
ing well below the surface of conscious choice. But this latest dust-up over language could have a 
positive outcome–drawing attention to the fact that speech can also perpetuate harmful gender 
biases. And men are not alone in using phrases to put women down; women are also at fault.

From the time I was a little girl, I used to bristle at my mother when she talked about “playing 
bridge with the girls.” What girls? I thought. She was about forty-five years old, and the “girls” were 
her women friends, also in their mid-forties. At the time, I didn’t say anything to my mother, not yet 
aware that by being a quiet bystander I was complicit in preserving the stereotype that women 
were child-like. That was then; now when I hear such demeaning slights I am quicker to voice my 
objections. 

A few years ago, I was accompanying my husband to an appointment with his eye doctor. Before 
seeing the doctor, patients had to complete a few routine lab tests. The lab technicians in this of-
fice were all women. At the conclusion of the tests, the office manager told us to wait in the recep-
tion area until “one of the girls” called our name. Once again, I bristled. What girls? My immediate 
thought was, if the technicians were male, would the office manager have told us “to wait until one 
of the boys called our name?” Rather than “let it go,” assuming she did not mean anything deroga-
tory, I called the manager aside, telling her that I wanted to talk to her privately. I shared my feel-
ings and was relieved that, after a bit of defensiveness, the manager listened to what I had to say. 
She asked me how she should say it differently, and I suggested that she tell patients that “one of 
the technicians” would call their name when the doctor was ready to see them.
I haven’t been back to that eye doctor’s office since then, but I feel certain that our talk raised the 
manager’s awareness of what she was doing unconsciously, and decreased the chance that she 
will make the same mistake again.

As Carmen Rios writes on the website, Everyday Feminism,  “saying ‘girl(s)’ comes naturally to 
me, as it does to so many of us. But just like calling [mixed sex] groups of people ‘guys’ is a wide-

https://womensenews.org/author/rosalind-c-barnett/
https://everydayfeminism.com/author/carmenr/


spread and completely normalized practice that inadvertently minimizes the existence of women, 
so does calling groups of people ‘girls.’

“And yet…the use of the word ‘girls’ to refer to women is very rarely called out as sexist. In fact, it 
still goes largely unnoticed, even by people who should ‘know better.’ Even media with feminist 
leanings use the word ‘girls’ as a catchall for adult topics or stories about adult women. Consider 
the titles of shows like Girlfriends, New Girl, Gilmore Girls, and even Lena Dunham’s own Girls; or 
movies like Girl with the Dragon Tattoo; Girl, Interrupted; and Dream Girls. Even the book Girlboss 
is guilty.

That’s because calling women ‘girls’ is commonplace, and most people don’t bat an eyelash when 
they do it or when they hear someone else doing it. In fact, calling women ‘girls’ is so normal that 
people actually feel uncomfortable calling them ‘women’ instead. Yet, it is important to deal with 
these uncomfortable feelings because there are consequences of not doing so. When we call 
women ‘girls,’ we’re using the force of language to make them smaller. We resist and deny their 
maturity, their adulthood, and their true power. When you call a woman a ‘girl,’ you’re actually say-
ing a lot of very serious things about gender politics and womanhood.”
And there are serious consequences. 

A girl is a female under the age of eighteen, so when the word ‘girl’ is used to describe adult fe-
males, it implies that women are immature or childish. Thus, language perpetuates the stereotype 
of women as emotional, irrational, weak, and helpless. 
There are other troubling consequences. When women are referred to as  ‘girls,’ it makes it easier 
for superiors in the workplace to ignore them and their contributions. Women may also be passed 
over for promotions because it’s difficult for bosses to appreciate the abilities or career advance-
ment potential of ‘girls’. Further, it’s hard to think of yourself as a capable leader and thinker when 
you are called a girl or, even worse, when you think of yourself as a girl. 

This behavior garnered international attention in 2015 when the British paper the Guardian report-
ed that then Education Secretary Nicky Morgan and Energy Secretary Amber Rudd were greeted 
outside 10 Downing Street by a photographer calling to them, “Morning, girls!” For the record, The 
Guardian noted,  “Morgan is 42 and Rudd 51. Both are well beyond their teen years, when such a 
greeting might have been apt. Morgan, who is also ‘minister for women’ – that’s women – and 
equalities, had a witty comeback, shouting, ‘Girls? Girls?!’ The photographer quickly apologized.”

Unfortunately, even old age will not provide protection against the harmful effects of dismissive 
language. This point was brought home to me several years ago when I took my mother, who was 
roughly the same age I am now, to a medical appointment. The intake nurse had a number of 
questions, all of which she addressed to me. My mother, who was as fully competent then, as I am 
today, was completely ignored; it was as if she wasn’t even in the examination room. Once I saw 
the pattern, I called the nurse out and insisted that she direct her questions to the person with the 
answers–my mother.

Just as black males of all ages have been devalued by being called ‘boy,’ women of all ages have 
been demeaned and trivialized by being called ‘girl.’

Hopefully, the Biden dust-up will ignite a meaningful discussion about language and biases that 
will have beneficial effects during the 2020 election season, and well beyond.

ABOUT ROSALIND C. BARNETT
Rosalind C. Barnett is a co-author of "The New Soft War on Women: How the Myth of Female As-
cendance is Hurting Women, Men — and Our Economy." (Tarcher/Penguin)
Link:
https://womensenews.org/2019/07/talking-about-talking-perpetuating-bias-in-our-culture/  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How black culture went mainstream 

In a global marketplace, Britain’s multiracial culture is arguably its biggest selling point –
 but its history of racism still casts a long shadow.

BY K BISWAS

In 1984, writing in the conservative journal the Salisbury Review, Ray Honeyford challenged the 
notion that “multiracial inner cities are not only inevitable but, in some sense, desirable” and had 
“real educational consequences”. Honeyford, the headmaster of Drummond Middle School, Brad-
ford, had two years’ previously written to his local paper complaining about the opening of a near-
by black community centre. In the course of his essay “Education and race – an alternative view”, 
which was widely read and led to his suspension and then ultimately to his early retirement, Hon-
eyford argued that the children of “indigenous parents” were failed by racially mixed schooling, 
adding for good measure that people arriving from Pakistan were from a country that was “obsti-
nately backward”, and that “educational ambition” was absent from the “vast majority of West Indi-
an homes”.

Believing Thatcher-era Britain to have created a climate where the “race relations lobby” was all-
powerful and the police were blamed for “the behaviour of violent thugs”, Honeyford was most in-
censed that “creole, pidgin and other non-standard variants” were being held up against standard 
English in terms of power, subtlety and capacity for irony. By way of example, he decried the “mis-
guided” efforts of fellow educators to place “Inglan is a Bitch” by Linton Kwesi Johnson (the Ja-
maican-born poet dubbed the “Bard of Brixton”) alongside Shakespeare and Wordsworth in the 
curriculum.

Three and a half decades later, the cultural canon’s ability to accommodate authentic black ex-
pression has thrown the country a lifeline. In a global marketplace, Britain’s multiracial culture is 
arguably its biggest selling point – reflected in its art, advertising, film and music. The Afro-Car-
ibbean diaspora – numbering less than 2 million – now takes centre-stage in Britain’s youth-culture 
mainstream, ensuring that a new generation embraces minority voices.

“Looking into literature and your surroundings and seeing yourself reflected back is life-affirming,” 
Derek Owusu, a poet and podcaster, discloses in his introduction to Safe, a collection of black 
British male writing conveying its authors’ hopes and struggles, and challenging societal stigmas. 
His own contribution, staged in the form of a therapy session, recollects a millennial childhood 
blighted by domestic abuse, self-harm and emotional damage. Owusu recalls trying to navigate 
strained relationships with neglectful parents, finding himself to be “hardening and cracking at the 
same time”. His juvenile trauma leaves a lasting legacy: “In my calmest moments, I am the most 
lost.”

Several of Safe’s storytellers were brought up away from the “inner city” – a term used as a racial 
pejorative – in the outer fringes of urban Britain, home to waves of Commonwealth families seek-
ing employment. In “The Sticks”, Aniefiok “Neef” Ekpoudom describes living “15 miles from Big 
Ben” in Orpington, formerly of Kent until “the home counties conceded to the capital… swallowed 
whole by Greater London”. School days were arduous. Confronted by a “sea of puzzled white 
faces”, he becomes conscious that both pupils and teachers view his West Indian heritage as “the 
other, the undesirable”. Being inconspicuous was never an option. He is subjected to racist abuse 
from bands of boys at the back of the bus and drivers of passing cars screeching off “in a waft of 
smoke”; at the age of 14 he falls victim to a computer hack, his work erased, swapped with a sin-
gle document titled “Go Back to Africa you dirty NIGGER!!”. Though he retains memories of the 
“brutal cursing of my dark skin”, he feels sorry for his aggressors and takes comfort that “racists no 
longer roam the roads in Orpington”.

https://www.newstatesman.com/writers/321137


Coming of age tales proliferate. Suli Breaks’s “Floss” illuminates the “time-consuming and far from 
glamorous” ritual of cleaning trainers with a toothbrush and soapy water (a “scrub, dip” rhythm is 
the “soundtrack for the young Black male experience”), while Symeon Brown’s paean to east Lon-
don dance clubs recalls his yearning to “palance, azonto, heel and toe” without judgement, to help 
him “cope with the dull ache” of the city. Impressive in its range, Brown’s chapter combines inter-
views with club impresarios and thoughts on gentrification and the empty promises of social me-
dia, lamenting that, “Instagram will give you an endless roll of tape and won’t charge but a square 
metre in London can cost you up to £20,000 in some corners of the city.”

With sharp commentary and frequent bursts of honesty and humour, Safe is unafraid to share its 
authors’ vulnerabilities and make public their ambitions – from Jude Yawson’s plans for #Merky (a 
new Penguin imprint fronted by grime superstar Stormzy) to Gbontwi Anyetei’s hope of creating an 
“African Netflix”. Unflinching in its approach, the book examines lone-parent households, loss of 
faith, black sexuality, and “white female privilege”, and provides pointed criticism of the UK criminal 
justice system.

Michael Fuller, who would go on to become Britain’s most senior black police officer, has wit-
nessed institutional failings first-hand. He writes in his memoir Kill the Black One First that though 
he “developed a resilience” over decades in the force, he would never be immune to racial dis-
crimination. Raised on BBC police dramas (Dixon of Dock Green; Softly, Softly; Z-Cars), a young 
Michael yearned to be on the “side of right and justice”. Early exploits in crime-fighting include 
alerting authorities to the whereabouts of stolen trophies, for which he received half a crown 
(“rather a mean reward”), and catching a burglar who had broken in through his window. “The sat-
isfaction of arrest. This was the justice system at work,” he believed.
Determined to join the police immediately after studying for his O-Levels, he is distressed to find 
classmates handing out National Front (NF) leaflets advocating the “repatriation of coloured immi-
grants and their families” and stereotyping black boys as thugs and slow learners. After some de-
tective work, he is heartbroken to discover his favourite teacher, a former army major who taught 
French and whom Michael had helped paint his old military jeeps, compelled pupils to distribute 
the literature in an NF recruitment drive. Defiantly, Fuller wins the school’s language prize, with 
which he buys a copy of The Police Manual.

Authority figures continue to disappoint throughout his time as a police cadet (he joined aged 16 in 
1975) and officer, with National Front propaganda migrating from schoolyard to canteen (one 
poster read, “Immigrants, their Diseases and the Burden they Place on our Health Service”). Con-
sidering, as he suggests, that many officers “had never spoken to a black person before”, the 
scale of anti-black sentiment in the Metropolitan Police at the end of the 20th century seems stag-
gering, with racist hate speech “thrown about routinely”; knuckle-dragging prejudice (“Spades 
nearly always have an out-of-date tax disc on the car,” a fellow officer informs him); and extensive 
profiling of the Afro-Caribbean community.
When he attempts to apprehend someone under stop-and-search laws, his colleagues burst out 
laughing – as “Sus” was apparently designed “for white officers to arrest black people who had 
pissed them off”, not the other way around. Fuller is frequently singled out because of his colour, 
even when entering a room: one colleague (“a nice man”) puts on a “horrendously bad West Indi-
an accent… and threw in all the Jamaican slang he knew”, while a “top comedian” performing at 
the Christmas party notes his entrance with “Oh ho! A spear chucker’s just walked in!”
Fuller tried to laugh along with everybody else: “How else could I belong?”, he asks mournfully.

The narrator is most lucid in his recollection of 1981’s south London riots when “the Met had prac-
tically moved into Brixton”: inside a big green police bus he quietly sits next to policemen shouting 
“Coons! Wogs! Sooties!” at local residents through the glass. Brick-throwing ensues and he wit-
nesses his constable, whose accent suggests he was “brought up as a member of the ruling 
classes”, hurled through a shop window. “Babylon! Get out of Brixton!” the mob cries.



Though nominal endeavours were undertaken over subsequent years to record the grievances of 
non-white officers, widespread systemic racism would render the Met incapable of successfully 
policing London’s black communities. It finally recognised its failure after the 1999 Macpherson 
report into the death of Stephen Lawrence.

For Jeffrey Boakye, growing up around 1980s Brixton in the wake of frequent flare-ups with the 
police, “blackness” was “a source of criminal suspicion” – though he had a natural aversion to bad 
behaviour: “I was a prefect,” he boasts in Black, Listed. Having taught for ten years, and now living 
and working in Yorkshire, Boakye has produced a brilliant miscellany of “things that melanin-heavy 
human beings might find themselves being referred to as”.

Our amiable guide – who participates in playground rap-battles with his pupils and mumbles a self-
congratulatory “badman ting” when he gets a question correct on University Challenge – is com-
prehensive in his scope, encapsulating the positive: “fam” (a recognition of “inherent supportive-
ness”); the negative: “Sambo”(“The cultural potency of black caricatures cannot be underestimat-
ed”); and the seemingly neutral: “Ethnic minority” (as most of the world is not white, it is labelled 
the “biggest oxymoron since ‘crash landing’ or ‘casual sex’”).

Just 3 per cent of the country identifies as “Black British”. Boakye quips, channelling Paul Gilroy, 
“there isn’t much black in the Union Jack”. Yet the roots of the state’s relationship with its Afro-Car-
ibbean citizens stretch deep into the past: the 17th-century sugar trade, through the “Scramble for 
Africa”, to the “hostile environment” – Theresa May’s flagship policy as home secretary where em-
ployers, banks, landlords, doctors and teachers are expected to enforce immigration checks.

With an open, conversational style (“We’ll get to Windrush in a minute”), Boakye instructs us that 
“the black story is an immigration story, and before that a colonisation story, and before that a 
slavery story”. The characteristic shared by migrants, imperial subjects and those held in bondage 
is that they typically had to “work for a living… at the lower rungs of the ladder, deprived of privi-
leges afforded to dominant groups”.

Remarkably from an author whose first book, Hold Tight, championed grime music as a uniquely 
home-grown form of creative expression, Black, Listed displays a “disorientating transatlantic pen-
dulum swing”. It catalogues an array of African-American influences – from Malcolm X, whose face 
was emblazoned on a pair of “bright green jeans” Boakye wore in the 1990s (“a revolution in my 
wardrobe”), to Kanye West, a deeply conflicted “black Jay Gatsby” figure, and a case study for the 
developing “identity among a displaced, black diaspora”.

For Boakye, the US acts as the UK’s cool older sibling: “aspirational, swaggering with success and 
swollen with confidence”, nowhere more apparent than in hip-hop’s “spirit of invention”. 

Recognising black musicians to be “responsible for some of the most sophisticated and cerebrally 
nuanced music of our modern age”, he is nevertheless driven to call out gangster rap’s hypermas-
culinity and female objectification, and heartened to see the recent “proliferation of rudegirl cool” 
challenging “the notion of female subservience, a presumed attitude of compliance and passive-
ness”.

The big myth, Boakye reveals, is that Britain, indeed the entire human species, has overcome “the 
racism of our collective history”. As an English teacher, he has seen up-close an “irreconcilably, 
hopelessly Eurocentric” curriculum and biases running deep in the DNA of an educational system 
with a fetish for the “white working class” (he rues that not once in his professional career has he 
been asked to consider the “black working class”).

And yet he remains hopeful for the future – no more so than around the apparent rise of 
“MLE” (Multicultural London English), a “millennial, patois-born sociolect that scares the shit out of 
people like [historian] David Starkey”. Boakye – his heart still in Brixton (“the nexus of south Lon-



don’s, if not the UK’s, Jamaican community”) – witnessed at least two generations of British youth 
adopt “the sounds, rhythms, colloquialisms and phonetics of Jamaican patois”. In inner-city 
schools, he recalls proudly, “eastern European girls greet second-generation Asian boys with a 
‘wagwan blud’” and “no one batted an eyelid”. 

K Biswas is a critic and co-chair of the Race Beat, a new network for people of colour in the media
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13 Britishisms That Have Invaded American English 

It's part of a phenomenon called “Anglocreep."

By Caroline Bologna, HuffPost US  
 
Over the years, folks in the U.K. have lamented the American influence on British English. Paul 
McCartney’s father famously reacted to the lyrics “She loves you, yeah, yeah, yeah” by asking his 
son, “Couldn’t you sing, ‘She loves you, yes, yes, yes?’ There’s enough of these Americanisms 
around.”

But what many Brits don’t seem to realize is that the opposite trend may be even more profound. 
It’s a phenomenon called “Anglocreep” ― the subtle flow of Britishisms into American English. 
Since 2011, Ben Yagoda, author of How to Not Write Bad, has been tracking Anglocreep on his 
blog, Not One-Off Britishisms.

Yagoda’s blog focuses on Britishisms appearing in American media, an occurrence he chalks up 
to the fact that writers tend to be voracious readers who are exposed to many different sorts of ex-
pressions. “There’s also a premium on expressing things in a fresh, clever or funny way,” he told 
HuffPost, adding that these “fresh” words or turns of phrase can come from sources like sports, 
rap music, finance, technology and of course ... British English. 

“Sometimes there’s an exact American equivalent, like saying ‘lift’ instead of ‘elevator’ or ‘flat’ in-
stead of ‘apartment’ ― that just sounds weirdly pretentious,” Yagoda explained. “But there are 
others where there’s no exact equivalent.”

Lynne Murphy, a linguistics professor and author of The Prodigal Tongue: The Love-Hate Rela-
tionship Between American and British English, coined the term “American Verbal Inferiority Com-
plex” to describe the belief among many Americans that British English is superior to their own 
way of communicating. 

“[U]sing British words, even slang, can make Americans feel or sound more sophisticated or cos-
mopolitan, because they’re marking themselves as people who see or know the world beyond the 
U.S.” Murphy told The New York Times in April. 

But you don’t have to be an Anglophile or member of the chattering classes to use Britishisms. In 
fact, many Americans are unaware that certain phrases and words they regularly say are of British 
origin. 

Here are 13 Britishisms that experts have observed “creeping” into American speech and writing. 
While some have caught on so much that they seem like an ordinary part of American English, 
others are just making their way into U.S. vernacular. 

Bespoke
“Bespoke is one that has really gone nuts,” Yagoda told HuffPost, noting that the British term has 
gained popularity in the U.S. “In the original British, it was referring specifically to tailor-made 
clothes like a bespoke overcoat or bespoke suit.” Though the word still often appears in the con-
text of clothing, it can refer to other custom-made items. 

Dodgy
“I see ‘dodgy’ quite a bit where you might once have seen ‘fishy’ or ‘sketchy,’” Murphy told The 
New York Times.  
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Gobsmacked
“Gobsmacked is very poetic and sounds kind of funny and nice,” said Yagoda. “There are other 
ways to just say you were really surprised, but gobsmacked serves a purpose.” Linguist Ben Zim-
mer credited Susan Boyle with introducing gobsmacked to a broader American audience after she 
used the word to describe how she felt when her “Britain’s Got Talent” audition went viral.  

Wonky
Although the traditionally American version of the word wonky or wonk refers to someone who is 
extra studious or knowledgeable about the mundane details of a specialized field (à la “policy 
wonk”), the British version is taking hold in the U.S. as well. In the latter case, wonky means awry, 
unsteady or off-kilter.

Amongst
“Many of my students used amongst in their writing, and I don’t think they even realized it’s a 
British thing,” said Yagoda, who previously worked as a professor at the University of Delaware. 
Other British forms of similar words show up in American English as well ― like amidst or whilst. 

Easy Peasy
“‘Easy peasy’ is a really common one in the U.S., and people say it came from a British ad for dish 
soap,” Yagoda explained. Indeed, many experts trace “easy peasy” back to Sqezy brand dish 
soap’s catchphrase, “Easy Peasy Lemon Sqezy.” Though the slogan may have popularized the 
shortened form “easy peasy,” the Oxford English Dictionary suggests it predates the ad and first 
appeared as a British colloquialism or children’s slang. Regardless, the phrase “easy peasy” has 
clearly taken hold in the U.S. (This reporter’s roommate from Long Island, New York, is notably 
fond of saying this.)

Twee
“‘[T]wee’ is a useful term, because there really is no direct American equivalent,” lexicographer 
Jesse Sheidlower told The New York Times in 2012. “It describes things that are often associated 
with Britishness, like Laura Ashley dresses or Park Slope baby names like Primrose or Harmony. 
But the word itself doesn’t scream of Britishness.”

Ginger
While “redhead” is arguably the more common word Americans use to describe those with red 
hair, Yagoda and Murphy have observed a rise in the use of the more traditionally British word 
“ginger.” Both credit the Weasley family from the Harry Potter universe ― as well as the famous 
“Ginger Kids” episode of “South Park” ― with helping the term gain traction in the U.S. 

Go Missing
“The one that people are really gobsmacked to hear is a British thing is “go missing,” said Yagoda, 
who observed a spike in the use of “went missing” in American media in the early 2000s, decades 
after the phrase had taken hold in the U.K.

“We used to say disappeared but that sounds like a magician’s trick,” he continued, noting that the 
rise in “went missing” seems to coincide with the disappearance of Washington, D.C., intern 
Chandra Levy. “My hypothesis was just that journalists got tired of saying ‘disappeared’ and ‘van-
ished.’ One of the first times it was used was in the New York Daily News, and it turns out that 
writer was in fact British.”

Kerfuffle
Chris Taylor, a British journalist based in California, wrote in Mashable that he almost never en-
countered the British word “kerfuffle” ― meaning “a commotion, a hubbub, a vague dispute” ― 
when he moved to the U.S. two decades ago. 
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“I remember confusing an editor or two when I started at Time magazine by inserting it in my 
copy,” he noted. “But now, decades later, kerfuffle seems to be useful enough to Americans — 
who can never get enough words to describe kinds of conflict — that it can be heard in NBA press 
conferences.”

Vet
To vet, in the sense of thoroughly evaluating someone like a political candidate, was originally 
more of a British term. According to Yagoda, the word started taking off in the U.S. around 1990 
and came to be roughly equally popular in both countries. 

Gutted
In her book, Murphy cited “gutted” in the sense of “emotionally devastated” as a newer U.K.-to-
U.S. import, though she has noted that this can lead to some confusion, given the more literal 
American interpretation. Yagoda pointed to a tweet by American writer Ben Greenman following 
the 2016 presidential election as a “harbinger of a U.S. boom.”

Bestie
“Bestie is one that sounds American, but it’s actually British,” Yagoda explained. According to his 
blog, the OED describes the word as “originally and chiefly British” and cites a 1991 quote from 
The Observer about Princess Diana’s friends from school. 

Link: 
https://www.huffingtonpost.co.uk/entry/britishisms-in-american-eng-
lish_n_5b69a9ede4b0b15abaa73cff
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The N-Word and our Collective Immaturity 

Byron Williams, Contributor 
Columnist, author, and theologian 
08/18/2010 04:00 pm ET Updated May 25, 2011 

For all of our collective discussions about how far America has come on matters of race, we con-
tinue to have moments that cause us to ponder just how far we've actually come. 

Don't get me wrong; America has indeed come a long way from the Compromise of 1790, which 
enshrined African male slaves as 60 percent human for the purposes of census, to the present 
moment. In 1946, many still couldn't imagine a black man playing Major League Baseball let alone 
one day becoming commander in chief of the armed forces. 

For all the unquestioned racial progress, just below the surface, lies a single word that embodies 
our racial immaturity.  

You know the word; it is used much more in private circles, but in the world of political correctness 
it is known simply as the N-word. 

It is probably the most offensive word in our discourse. Yet, some embrace it as a term of endear-
ment.  
 
It carries no real definition beyond a pejorative referring to black people. It certainly has enjoyed a 
long shelf life, having its pejorative status secured since the Revolutionary War. 

But what does it really mean to call someone the N-word? 

The word is so toxic in our public discourse there can be repercussions even when the N-word is 
not said, but wrongly assumed.  

Several years ago, David Howard, a former staff member of Washington DC Mayor, Anthony 
Williams, used "niggardly" in a private meeting and was forced to resign. 
 
It mattered little that the word Howard used is defined as spending grudgingly. What mattered 
was the close phonetic association. 

I remember rather fondly when I realized how powerful political correctness had invaded the pub-
lic's use of the N-word after my son read Huckleberry Finn. As he recounted the story he kept re-
ferring to a character that I understood to be "Inward Jim.” 

Having read the book myself, albeit many years ago, I could not for the life of me recall this charac-
ter, who stood out so vividly to my son. Finally I realized that it was not "Inward Jim" but rather 
"N-word Jim" that he was referring. 

We also know the N-word carries a radioactive quality as Dr. Laura Schlessinger discovered last 
week. Schlessinger, during her syndicated radio talk show, stirred up a controversy for using the 
N-word several times. 

Schesslinger was talking to an African-American caller about her white husband and his friends 
making racially charged jokes. The caller then asked about the appropriateness of using the N-
word, to which Dr. Laura responded by saying that black comics on HBO use it all the time. Sch-
lessinger then proceeded to use the N-word three times to the caller's dismay. 

https://www.huffpost.com/author/byron-williams


At face value, given our current inability to come to terms with the N-word, Schlessinger's public 
use makes her a de facto racist in the best-case scenario. 

But therein lies part of our dilemma and immaturity about the N-word--context is a slippery inde-
finable slope.  

Here is a brief excerpt from Schlessinger's exchange: 
Caller: How about the N-word? So, the N-word's been thrown around — 

Schlessinger: Black guys use it all the time. Turn on HBO, listen to a black comic, and all you 
hear is ni**er, ni**er, ni**er. 

Schlessinger has since apologized, but was she wrong? Are whites forbidden to even repeat what is 
stated on cable television if it includes the N-word? 

Doesn't context and intent mean something? How does Schlessinger's comments compare with 
those of Mel Gibson, who reportedly stated to the mother of his young child, "And if you get raped 
by a pack of ni**ers it will be your fault. 

Are we incapable of seeing the different usage of the N-word between Schlessinger, urban comics, 
Mel Gibson, or the Ku Klux Klan? Or does our collective immaturity possess room only for a one-
size-fits-all definition?  
 
Our varied reactions suggest an arrested development. Words only have the power we bequeath 
them. Are we guilty of giving this particular word too much power in our discourse? 

Campaigns to bar the N-word from dictionaries or to offer symbolic resolutions forbidding its use 
seem like an utter waste of time. 

It is perhaps the only word when used publicly one is granted immunity from factoring context, 
intent, or critical thinking. No other word is so meaningless, yet so powerful that it robs us of the 
prerequisites to engage in a judicious manner, leaving only emotion to be our trusted guide.  

Link: 
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/byron-williams/the-n-word-and-our-collec_b_686746.html  
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It Wasn’t ‘Verbal Blackface.’ AOC Was Code-Switching. 

Her critics are misreading the linguistic reality of America’s big cities. 

APR 9, 2019 
John McWhorter 
Contributing editor at The Atlantic and professor at Columbia University 

Representative Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez has been 
accused of a lot, but the latest charge is especially 
piquant. Apparently, the new representative of 
some of the most multiethnic neighborhoods in 
the United States has engaged in “verbal black-
face.” 

The supposed offense occurred when she spoke to 
the Reverend Al Sharpton’s National Action Net-
work last week and sprinkled some elements of 
Black English into her speech. “I’m proud to be a 
bartender. Ain’t nothing wrong with that,” she 

said, also stretching “wrong” out a bit and intoning in a way sometimes referred to as a “drawl,” 
but which is also part of the Black English tool kit. 

John Cardillo of Newsmax tweeted, “In case you’re wondering, this is what blackface sounds like,” 
while Ryan Saavedra of The Daily Wire charged that Ocasio-Cortez, in this speech, “speaks in an 
accent that she never uses.” Lawrence Jones, a Fox News contributor and black American, shared a 
Twitter hashtag, #WedontTalkLikeThat. 

The criticism of these sentences uttered by someone trying to connect with a black audience is evi-
dence of an ignorance about the nature and use of one of the most interesting developments in 
America’s linguistic history—an endlessly fascinating dialect too often treated as a collection of 
mistakes, an albatross condemning unlucky people to failure, or some kind of performance. At a 
time when increasing numbers of serious public figures are going to be using Black English as an 
element in their oratorical palette, it’s high time we wised up on the likes of “Ain’t nothing wrong 
with that.” 

Ocasio-Cortez was engaging in what linguists call code-switching. Few find code-switching surpris-
ing when Latinos do it between English and Spanish, alternating between the two languages within 
a single conversation or even sentence. The concept perhaps seems less familiar when done be-
tween dialects of the same language, but this, too, is extremely common. For example, what an un-
fortunate number of Americans think of as black people slipping into “errors” when they speak is, 
in the scientific sense, people code-switching between standard and Black English, the latter of 
which is an alternative, and not degraded, form of English. 

Ocasio-Cortez’s critics seem to assume that since she is not black, her use of Black English must be 
some kind of act. This, however, is based on a major misreading of the linguistic reality of Latinos 
in America’s big cities. Since the 1950s, long-term and intense contact between black and Latino 
people in urban neighborhoods has created a large overlap between Black English and, for exam-
ple, “Nuyorican” English, the dialect of New York’s Puerto Rican community. To a considerable 
extent, Latinos now speak “Ebonics” just as black people do, using the same slang and construc-
tions, code-switching between it and standard English (and Spanish!) in the same ways. 

This means that Ocasio-Cortez, as a Latina, was not using a dialect foreign to her experience. She 
grew up around it; it would be surprising if she did not have it in her repertoire to some extent. “I 
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am from the Bronx. I act & talk like it,” she tweeted. Anyone who would riposte that she isn’t from 
the black Bronx in particular would miss that Black English stopped being a black-exclusive dialect 
in the Bronx decades ago. 

The dustup also reflects another misimpression about Black English: that only uneducated people 
can be considered “authentic” in using it. This partly reflects a sense that Black English is a mere 
matter of grammatical flubs, a legacy of inadequate education. That analysis of Black English has 
been resoundingly refuted by shelves and shelves of research by linguists. Yet even someone who 
acknowledges that Black English is not broken language might suppose that it is rooted solely in 
being black and, roughly, poor. 

President Barack Obama, for example, came in for much criticism—some from black people—for 
using some Black English when speaking to black audiences. His critics assumed that, because he 
was an educated person, Obama’s Black English could not possibly be “authentic” and was there-
fore condescending. 

However, poor black people are by no means the only ones who code-switch into Black English. 
Worldwide, people code-switch into nonstandard dialects as part of the general palette of human 
expression: The nonstandard dialect can connote warmth, surprise, anger, flirtation, intimacy. 
Obama and Ocasio-Cortez are no less authentic in their use of Black English than people such as 
Cornel West and Keegan-Michael Key, educated black people who code-switch constantly and 
beautifully. 

To be sure, Ocasio-Cortez doesn’t go about speaking Black English continuously. Code-switching, 
however, is often about seasoning, sprinkling, decoration. Quite a few black people, for example, 
do not speak Black English in its pure form over paragraphs of talk, but use it to add filigrees to 
their speech, or to sound certain notes. Hence critics such as Lawrence Jones miss the point in ob-
jecting, “We don’t talk like that.” It’s true that few black people say, “Ain’t nothing wrong with 
that,” exclusively, never saying, “There isn’t anything wrong with that.” But the “we” in question 
quite often talk “like that” in sprinkles and hints. A white person with multiple advanced degrees 
might say, to strike a certain familiar, folksy chord, “Ain’t gonna happen!” Yet Ryan Saavedra 
would not accuse any politicians of being phonies because they don’t use ain’t as a consistent sub-
stitute for isn’t in their daily speech. The analogy with Ocasio-Cortez’s homey utterance is almost 
exact. 

A final objection seems to be that Ocasio-Cortez is being cynical in using Black English to connect 
to black audiences. But the dialect is not non-native to her. More to the point, why would it be 
wrong for a politician to seek to connect to black audiences by sprinkling her speech with some of 
their dialect, which she grew up hearing and using herself? After all, language is fundamentally de-
signed for connection. People often note that their speech tends to meld itself to the speech of 
those around them, such that they end up having a multilayered linguistic identity. Ocasio-Cortez 
has one. 

So: “How dare she use Black English to try to connect with black people!” someone harrumphs. 
But her doing so only qualifies as condescending if Black English is broken—but it isn’t—or if Oca-
sio-Cortez didn’t grow up with it in her linguistic repertoire and environment, which she did. No-
tably, the audience at the National Action Network didn’t mind her Ebonic notes—“Go on, girl, go 
on,” one man said. The potshots at Ocasio-Cortez make sense only if we parse the black people at 
that event as too dim to understand that they were being spoken down to. There is no need to 
parse them that way. 

Public language in America is becoming less formal practically by the week, and Black English is 
increasingly a lingua franca among American youth. In our era, as politicians are minted whose 
only memories of the 20th century were formed as small children, we will hear ever more use of 



Black English in public, with its warm, demotic flavor. It would be too easy to end this piece with 
“Ain’t nothing wrong with that,” and so I won’t—except, actually, I suppose I just did. 

This article is part of “The Speech Wars,” a project supported by the Charles Koch Foundation, 
the Reporters Committee for the Freedom of the Press, and the Fetzer Institute. 

JOHN MCWHORTER teaches linguistics at Columbia University, hosts the podcast Lexicon 
Valley, and is the author, most recently, of Words on the Move. 

Link: 
https://www.theatlantic.com/ideas/archive/2019/04/alexandria-ocasio-cortez-code-switches-
black-english/586723/ 
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EDUCATION 

Julie Washington’s Quest to Get Schools to Respect African-Ameri-
can English 

The speech pathologist believes that helping kids switch seamlessly between dialects is a 
key to their success. 

WILLIAM BRENNAN 
APRIL 2018 ISSUE 

Studying african-american vernacular english wasn’t Julie Washington’s plan. But one day in the 
fall of 1990, her speech-pathology doctorate fresh in hand, she found herself sitting with a little girl 
at a school outside Detroit. The two were reading the classic P. D. Eastman picture book Are You 
My Mother?, which tells the tale of a lost hatchling trying to find its way home. The girl—4 years 
old, homeless, and a heavy speaker of the dialect known as African-American English, or AAE—lis-
tened attentively as Washington read: 

“Are you my mother?” the baby bird asked the cow. 
“How could I be your mother?” said the cow. “I am a cow.” 

Washington closed the book and asked the girl to recount the story from memory. The girl hesitat-
ed, then launched into it. “She goes, ‘Is you my mama? I ain’t none a yo’ mama!,’ ” Washington re-
calls. “She did the whole thing in dialect.” Washington found the girl’s retelling deft and charming, 
and she left the classroom smiling. 

Only later, sitting in her office at the University of Michigan, did Washington have the flash of in-
sight that would redirect her career. “As a scientist, I stepped back and thought about what that 
girl had to do,” Washington told me recently, while waiting to address a gathering of linguists at 
the University of Wisconsin at Madison. “She had to listen to a story in a dialect she doesn’t really 
use herself, understand the meaning, hold the story in her memory, recode it in her own dialect, 
and then say it all back to me.” The girl’s “translation” of the book might not sound like much, but 
translating it? “That’s hard,” Washington said, especially for a young child. The experience con-
vinced her that dialect was playing a significant and unrecognized role in the reading achievement 
of millions of children—and very likely contributing to the persistence of the black–white gap in 
test scores. 

In the decades since, Washington, now a professor of communications sciences and disorders at 
Georgia State, has devoted her career to exploring the challenges that speakers of African-Ameri-
can English face in the classroom. Not all African American students speak the dialect, but most 
do. Teaching kids to “code-switch” between their home dialect and the dialect spoken at school, 
Washington has come to believe, is an important step toward creating a more level playing field. 
She is not, of course, the first person to make this argument. Linguists pioneered the case for code-
switching in the 1960s, and over the years at least half a dozen programs have sought to teach 
speakers of AAE how to speak standard English in the classroom. Most of them, however, have 
provoked furious backlash and quickly met their end. 

The most notorious of these controversies occurred in 1996, when the school board of Oakland, 
California, approved the use of “Ebonics” as a tool for reading instruction. The board had hoped to 
raise students’ scores by teaching kids to code-switch. But the prospect of encouraging the dialect 
in the classroom elicited national, and near-universal, censure. As the White House and editorial-
ists for the country’s top newspapers condemned the plan, several states banned the use of AAE in 
education, and Oakland’s superintendent was called before the U.S. Senate. The school board’s 
program was never implemented, and the word Ebonics became a national punch line. New re-
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search by scholars like Washington, however, suggests an interesting possibility: Maybe Oakland 
was onto something. 

Washington grew up in an all-black part of Seattle, at the height of the civil-rights movement, sur-
rounded by African-American English and fascinated by language from an early age. As a young 
girl, she played a game with herself, eavesdropping on her mother’s phone calls and trying to guess 
who was on the other end. She found that she could always tell just by listening to the different 
ways her mother spoke after saying “Hello?” Her father was a high-school history teacher and her 
mother was a gospel singer; like many middle-class parents in the neighborhood, they held AAE in 
low regard—they considered the dialect a barrier to “mainstream” success—and forbade Washing-
ton and her siblings from speaking it in the house. But Washington picked it up from friends. To-
day she code-switches effortlessly and unremarkably. 

At the conference in Madison, linguists threw around phrases such as auxiliary alternation and 
diachronic precursor, speaking an academic code Washington avoids. She mostly kept her dis-
tance, skipping talks with boring titles; she lacks a linguist’s tolerance for obscure grammatical 
disputes, declaring herself more interested in “functional” matters. (“Oh my God,” she remarked 
after one particularly pedantic lecture.) As she waited to deliver her own talk, on the language and 
literacy of African American children, she walked me through one of her career’s guiding ques-
tions: Why don’t all kids learn to code-switch as easily as she did? 

Like speakers of any nonstandard dialect, from Swiss German to Cypriot Greek, most speakers of 
African-American English do learn to code-switch naturally, Washington explained. “Some start 
during kindergarten, then we see a big wave at the end of first grade and another at the end of sec-
ond. Then you get to third grade and it’s over.” At that point, about a third of them still can’t speak 
the standard dialect, and “code-switching isn’t going to happen unless you teach it. We know those 
kids will have trouble.” By the end of fourth grade, “switching” students—that is, students who are 
proficient in both their home dialect and standard English—score at least a full academic year 
ahead of their nonswitching classmates in reading. 

Why exactly does speaking a nonstandard dialect stymie kids as they’re learning to read? In his 
seminal 1972 book, Language in the Inner City, the linguist William Labov advanced the reigning 
theory. A teacher writes a word on the blackboard—something simple, like told or past—sounding 
it out letter by letter as she does. For a speaker of standard English, the lesson is clear: The four 
letters represent the four sounds that make up the word. But the rule is more complex for AAE 
speakers. In the black vernacular, many consonant clusters—such as the -ld in told, and the -st in 
past—aren’t fully pronounced when they appear at the end of a word. A speaker of African-Ameri-
can English is likely to say told the same as toll (or even toe), and past the same as pass. The pro-
fusion of homonyms obscures the fundamental sound-to-letter principle: AAE-speaking kids are 
presented with an enormous number of words that are all pronounced the same yet spelled in non-
sensically different ways. To help kids grasp the dialect of the classroom, Labov wrote, teachers 
should employ “the methods used in teaching English as a foreign language.” 

Labov’s recommendation was largely overlooked outside his field. But last June, Washington com-
pleted a four-year study of almost 1,000 low-income elementary-school students in a southern city
—the most extensive study ever of the dialect’s role in education—which led her to a similar con-
clusion. Strikingly, she discovered that African American students’ lagging growth in reading was 
accounted for almost entirely by the low scores of the students who speak the heaviest dialect. And 
location mattered: The majority of kids in the city she studied, Washington found, use a regional 
variety of AAE that is especially far from standard English. This suggests to her that children who 
speak one of the dialect’s “really dense” varieties are having an experience in the classroom not un-
like that of, say, native Spanish speakers. 

Compounding these challenges is the fact that most AAE speakers have teachers who are hostile to 
their dialect. In an illuminating investigation published in 1973 (but, according to several linguists 
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I spoke with, still reflective of classroom conditions today), Ann McCormick Piestrup portrayed the 
AAE speaker’s experience as one of incessant interruption. Black children at the California schools 
Piestrup studied often answered questions correctly, only to be pounced on for irrelevant differ-
ences of pronunciation or grammar. This climate had a drastic effect: As time went on, Piestrup 
saw students withdraw into “moody silences”; when they did speak, their voices were soft and hesi-
tant. The interrupted students had the lowest reading scores of any children Piestrup observed. 

The social effects of this type of classroom environment have been acknowledged for decades, but 
what’s come to concern researchers more recently is the extent to which dialect differences be-
tween student and teacher increase the student’s cognitive load. “What does it do to your response 
times when you have to stop and interpret something before you can move on?,” Washington asks. 
“Over the course of a school day, those moments have to add up.” 

In this way, Washington believes that dialect may very well account for a significant part of the 
black–white literacy gap. At the start of kindergarten, she notes, research finds a relatively small 
academic gap between black and white children, and what little gap exists can be entirely ex-
plained by controlling for socioeconomic status. Yet by first grade, the gap between them has 
widened considerably. If recent research on the effects of mismatched dialects is right, Washington 
reasons, one way to narrow the gap is to help kids learn the dialect of school, while also helping 
schools accept the dialect students bring with them. 

To this end, one group of researchers has developed a code-switching curriculum called Toggle-
Talk, which has met with modest success; last year, the Los Angeles Unified School District, the 
country’s second-largest school system, implemented it in a few dozen classrooms. (Teachers in 
the district have also requested lessons meant for speakers of Chicano English, a Spanish-influ-
enced dialect used by a large minority of students there.) But getting code-switching lessons into 
schools remains a challenge. 

As Washington learned early in her career, even seemingly benign conversations about African-
American English can be fraught—and often, it’s speakers of the dialect who most fiercely resist 
efforts to incorporate it into the classroom. In preparation for one of her first studies of AAE, she 
sent out consent forms to parents, describing her goal of studying “the role Black English plays in 
children’s oral language.” Weeks passed, and not a single form came back. Eventually, Washington 
called a parents’ night and asked why no one had signed the form. Two dozen parents stared at her 
in silence until, Washington told me, one mother erupted: “How dare you say we talk different 
than other people! What the hell is ‘black English’? We don’t speak ‘black English’!” 

“You do,” Washington said, and to make her point, she code-switched. “I think I said, ‘Look, we 
ain’t got no business doin’ this,’ ” she recalled. The room burst into laughter. “Okay, we do speak 
like that,” the mother granted. “But we don’t like you calling it that.” It was a lesson Washington 
never forgot: The dialect was so stigmatized that even among people who spoke it every day, she 
needed to tread carefully. 

A new insight of Washington’s might offer a new path forward, however. In presenting code-
switching lessons as a way to ward off catastrophic reading failure, she says, advocates have failed 
to convey the upsides of speaking African-American English. In a recent paper, Washington points 
to research showing that fluent speakers of two dialects might benefit from some of the cognitive 
advantages that accrue to speakers of two languages. She hopes that this line of thinking might at 
last persuade teachers and parents alike to buy in. “We see value in speaking two languages,” 
Washington told me. “But we don’t see value in speaking two dialects. Maybe it’s time we did.” 



 

Washington believes that programs used to strengthen bilingual students’ grasp of English gram-
mar could provide a stealthy way of slipping code-switching lessons into the classroom. “Many of 
the features covered for students who speak another language are exactly the same ones that cause 
African-American English speakers trouble,” she said. She has seen firsthand the ways such cur-
ricula can benefit kids who speak the dialect. At one elementary school she studied in Michigan, 
teachers implemented a bilingual curriculum for the majority-black student body and saw a 75 
percent increase in the number of students who passed state reading tests. 

Despite such results, code-switching remains a tough sell, even in academia. Some linguists I 
spoke with said they’d come to see code-switching lessons as well intentioned but ultimately mar-
ginalizing—a linguistic version of “separate but equal.” Washington told me she understands their 
concerns, and faults some code-switching programs for focusing too much on the “harms” of not 
being able to code-switch. But she said she refuses to lose sight of the children, usually poor and 
black, whose futures are on the line. Until and unless “the places these kids might want to go to 
learn, work, and live” change fundamentally, she told me, “you’re handicapping them by not teach-
ing them the two codes.” 

WILLIAM BRENNAN is a former associate editor at The Atlantic. 

Link: 
https://www.theatlantic.com/magazine/archive/2018/04/the-code-switcher/554099/ 
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Is UK drill music really behind London's wave of violent crime? 
It’s a menacing strain of hip-hop with a powerful presence on social media, but does drill 
reflect or drive crime?

Ben Beaumont-Thomas
@ben_bt
Mon 9 Apr 2018 18.09 BST
Last modified on Wed 13 Mar 2019 15.49 GMT

Whether it’s the running battles between mods and rockers in 1960s British seaside towns, or the 
“parental advisory” panic over the lyrical content of 90s gangsta rap, music has long been the focus 
of moral panic – and the latest is over UK drill, a tough, often lyrically violent subset of British rap. 

“Murders and stabbings plaguing London and other cities are directly linked to an ultra-violent 
new form of music sweeping Britain”, began a report in the Sunday Times, going on to detail a se-
ries of incidents in which gang violence was supposedly catalysed by drill music – MCs taunted 
each other in lyrical spats that, after being shared on social media, spilled over into real-life vio-
lence. 

It’s a conundrum as old as entertainment itself: does music reflect your environment, or shape it? 
Like violent films or video games, can people distinguish fact from fantasy, or do they let it influ-
ence their behaviour? 

Responding to a question on the BBC’s Today programme about a violent lyric referring to knife 
crime, drill DJ Bempah argued: “if that’s what you see in your environment, as an artist, that’s 
what you portray in your lyrics.” He added that the music: “can glamorise [violent crime], but it 
can’t force your hand to commit those actions.” 

Nonetheless, because of the way that UK drill is networked via social media, leading some listeners 
to believe that they are the subjects of the taunting lyrics, there are valid worries that drill is not 
just reflecting criminality, but driving it. 

Born in Chicago, a city whose working-class black population, like London’s, has arguably been left 
to fend for itself and descended into violence, drill was initially a cold, bombastic style of gangsta 
rap. Its biggest breakout star was arguably Chief Keef, famous for his 2012 track I Don’t Like. 

The style filtered over to the UK, and was picked up by a young generation MCs keen to define 
themselves away from the grime of an older generation. While other corners of black British music 
have explored African pop and dancehall, resulting in the lascivious and relatively carefree “afro-
swing” and “afro-trap” styles, drill has looked to the US, and the tales of violence that have been a 
feature of rap there since the 90s. 

The drill MCs mentioned in recent news reports have had little crossover success, but more high-
profile names, played regularly on BBC radio and with millions of streams, also fill their tracks 
with violent lyrics. Fast-rising MC Abra Cadabra, 20, talks of machetes and a “rambizzy” – slang 
for Rambo, itself slang for a large blade – on his biggest track, Robbery, but he dismisses the accu-
sation that he glorifies actual violence. “Beef has always been part of rap music,” he says. “Whether 
it’s a Tupac song or a Giggs song, challenging the competition comes with the territory. I think 
anyone listening to my music understands this.” 

But even Giggs, one of the most successful British MCs whose last two albums have reached the 
UK Top 3, refers to drive-by shootings when guesting on Let’s Lurk by drill crew 67: “Man just 
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rolled up, pepper then doughnut / Two 45s then severed man’s plates.” His success means it’s un-
likely he would be dragged into such a violent scenario, but his long career and widely beloved hits 
means he can get away with this inauthenticity. Less prominent MCs, however, don’t have that 
luxury. 

In a new report, Birmingham-based academics Craig Pinkney and Shona Robinson-Edwards state 
that drill music is potentially dangerous, since its “music videos are a platform which can provide 
the gang and/or gang members with a sense of power and authority. Individuals can essentially 
say and do what they want.” This is coupled with: “the constant narrative of ‘will you do what you 
say in your raps?’ puts the victim in a position where their credibility and livelihood are at stake.” 

In other words, when a rapper makes a threat on a track or in a video, they can very easily be taken 
at their word, and then has prove those claims or make good on their threats, thus catalysing actu-
al harm. The popularity of this kind of rap to middle-class audiences is often down to tales of vio-
lence, drug-dealing and other assorted criminality being escapist – but as Pinkney and Robinson-
Edwards show, for those making the music, the shadow of violence can be very real. 

In one chilling example, rapper M-Trap, aka Junior Simpson, penned lyrics about knife attacks, 
before he, along with three others, stabbed 15-year-old Jermaine Goupall to death; giving him a 
life sentence, judge Anthony Leonard QC told Simpson: “You suggested [the lyrics] were just for 
show but I do not believe that, and I suspect you were waiting for the right opportunity for an at-
tack.” Goupall’s father has since described drill music as having “a demonic mindset”. 

In many ways, the panic over drill is just the latest example of how music is singled out among the 
complex social factors that add up to crime in UK cities, just as grime was blamed last year for the 
use of the extra-strong cannabis strain skunk. “Targeting musicians is a distraction,” argues Abra. 
“The cuts that affect schools, youth clubs, social housing, benefits, are making life harder for the 
average person living on or below the poverty line in this city. There are people doing mad tings, 
not because they want to, but because the situation has forced them to.” It’s also often social media 
postings that generate violent disputes rather than the music itself. 

Some may be alarmed by how drill crews such as 67 dress, flirting with gang imagery with match-
ing black sportswear and masks, but this is as innocuous as similarly tribal dressing by white indie 
bands with their uniform of skinny jeans and leather jackets. The performative violence of drill 
rappers’ lyrics isn’t necessarily harmful either, and is arguably a document of their environment: 
“Our art is imitating our life, not the other way round,” argues Abra. 
Music remains a valuable means of self-expression, and, perhaps, financial reward, for black Lon-
doners who are among the poorest ethnic groups in the city, with 35% classed as low-paid. “When 
the youth see man at Wireless festival, hear man on the radio, and see man making money out of 
this, it inspires them,” Abra adds. 

Even so, Abra Cadabra and others perhaps underestimate the emotive charge that music has, and 
its power to amplify, dramatise and spread what would otherwise be innocuous verbal sparring. 
Coupled with macho posturing, jealousy, and a lack of direction and opportunity in deprived cities, 
drill can – in its most wretched moments – be where violence is given a voice. 

This article was amended on 9 April 2018 to remove a picture which had been wrongly credited as 
depicting Abra Cadabra. 

Link: 
https://www.theguardian.com/music/2018/apr/09/uk-drill-music-london-wave-violent-crime 
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The power of Drill and Grime music to reduce knife crime 

The genre has a bad reputation, but what if I told you this music can be used for good?

 by Precious Okoye  
08/08/2019 

Since 2019, the UK has witnessed increases in knife and gun crimes among young 
people with over 78 knife- related deaths in the capital alone. The worrying increase 
has led to the demonisation of these music genres, with the police and media turning 
their blame towards the artists as instigators of the problem. However, this is not ac-
tually the case. 

UK Grime began in the early 2000s and Drill, a derivation of Grime, began growing in popularity 
since 2012. 

These music genres have seen many artists rise to fame from very humble beginnings. What we are 
witnessing within these genres is the creation of a bright future for their artists. The music indus-
try has been removing artists from the streets and encouraging them to turn their energies towards 
more positive directions. The music industry has even allowed artists to create opportunities for 
other young people like themselves. A perfect example of this can be seen through Stormzy’s cre-
ation of a scholarship for young black Cambridge students. 

However, one must discuss the circulations of some Drill songs and artists who have been linked to 
actual violence. The main case highlighted by the public and used to demonise the genre, is that of 
rapper commonly known as M-Trap — who was given a life sentence for stabbing a 15-year-old to 
death. However, as Drill artist DJ Bempah noted during an interview, if violence is what artists are 
witnessing in the environment around them, then it is what they will portray in their lyrics.  

Changes are needed to remove violence from the streets in order for artists to change the tone of 
their lyrics. Crucially, it is not the case that every artist from this genre embraces violent be-
haviour. However, the few that have been flagged by the media has contributed to the genre be-
coming blacklisted. 

I say, it is about time we stop removing facilities and opportunities from our young people, espe-
cially young people of colour. Attempts to censor music whose artists are predominantly black will 
only create further divisions between these groups and the Government. Instead of policy-makers 
searching for the factors which have turned young people to the streets, resulting in a spike in 
youth violence, they are predictably blaming the same communities who are deeply affected by it. 
But what they should be doing is supporting them. It is not possible, nor is it fair for middle-class 
politicians to make decisions regarding working-class communities without their consultation. If 
done without first speaking and reaching out to these communities, without proper attention to 
detail, policies created may be insensitive and counterproductive. 

The police’s censorship of the West London Drill group 1011 has seen a rise in the popularity of 
their songs within black and ethnic minority communities. Further attempts to police this genre 
will create a situation where the police lose all possible influence on the message being spread. In-
stead, Drill and Grime music should, and could, be used as an avenue to reach young people 
through what artists release. 

An alternative proposal should be considered. We should not blame the entirety of the music genre 
for the spike in violence, to the extent of policing it. Politicians and police officers need to work 
with these artists, educating them on the impact of their lyrics on impressionable young people 
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and bringing them on board on the campaign to reduce the violence we are witnessing on our 
streets. Recently, Rapper Yizzy created a music video illustrating the ‘horrendous reality’ of knife 
crime as he plays a stab victim. Yizzy’s video is only one example of how artists can be used to 
spread a clear and impressionable message. For many young people, having their role models dis-
courage gang mentality and violence, will have a better chance at decreasing their inclination to 
commit crime. 

Politicians need to stop blaming and must start listening. The weapon needed to reduce violence 
lies in the hands of the same people they seek to censor. Grime and Drill is not the enemy and it 
can help in the fight against knife and gun crimes — we just need to learn how to use this genre for 
good. 

Link: 
https://www.shoutoutuk.org/2019/08/09/the-power-of-drill-and-grime-music-to-reduce-knife-
crime/
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